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Dear Colleague,
FROM NEWSLETIER #1
August 3. 1987
This newsletterfollows athree-day conference to Examlne Mathematics as a Humanlstlc Discipline inClatemont
1986 supported by the Exxon Education Foundation, and a specia l session at the AMS·MAA meeting in San Antonio
January 1987. A common response of the th irty-six mathematicians at the conference was, -I was startled to see so
man y who shared my leelings:
Two related themes that emerged from the conference were 1) teaching mathematics humanistically, and
2) leachi ng humanistic mathematics . The first theme sought to place the student more centrally in the position of
inqu irer than is generally the case , wh ile at the same time acknowledg ing the emotional climate of the activity of
learni ng mathematics. What students could learn Irom each other, and how they might better come to understand
mathematics as a mean ingful rather than an arbitrary discipline were among the ideas of the lirst theme .
The second theme was locused less upon the nature of the teaching and learning environment and more upon
the need to reconstruct the curriculum and the discipline of mathematics itself. The reconstruction would relate
mathematical discoveries to personal courage, relate discovery to verification, mathematics to science, tl'lJlh to utility,
and in general, to relate mathematics to the culture in wh ich it is embedded.
Humanistic dimensions 01mathematics discussed at the confe rence included :
a) An appreciation of the role 01intuition, not only in understanding, but in creat ing concepts that appear in their
f inished versions to be -merely technicat."
b) An appreciat ion for the huma n dimensions that motivate discovery - competition, cooperation, the urge tor
holistic pictures.
c) An understand ing of the value judgments impl ied in the growth of any disc ipline. Logic alone never completely
accoun ts for what is investigated, how it is investigated, and why it is irwestigaled.
d) There is a need for new teach ing, learning formats that will help wean ou r students ' rom a view of knowledge
as certain , to-be-received.
e) The opportunity lor students to think like a mathematician. including a charcetowcrx ontasks of lowdefinilion ,
to generate new problems and to participate in controversy over mathematical issues.
f) Opportunities lor facu lty to do research on issues relat ing to teaching , and to be respected for that area of
research.
This newsletter, also supported by Exxon , is part of an effort 10 fuUilI the hopes of the part icipants . Others who have
heard about the conlerences have enthusiastically joined the eHort. The newsletter will help create a network of
mathematicians and others who are interested in sharing their ideas and experiences related to the conference
themes. The netwcnc w ill be a community of support extending over many campuses that will end the isolation that
individua ls may feel. There are lots of good ideas, lots of experimentation, anc:llots of frustration because ot isolation
and lack of support . In addit ion to informally sharing bibliographic references, syllabi , accounts of successes and
failures, . . . , the network might forma lly support writ ing , team-teaching, exchanges, conferences, .. ..
Please send references, essays, half-baked ideas , proposals, suggestions, and whatever you think appropriate
lor this quarterly newsletter. Also send names ot coUeagues who shouk:l be added to the mailing list . All mail shouk:l
be addressed' to
Alvin White
Department of Mathematics
HarveyMudd COllege
ctarerront. CA 91711
This issue contains some papers and excerpts of papers that were presented at the conferences.
FROU THE EDITOR
Alvin White
Harvey Mudd College
Claremont. CA 91711
7141621-8023
714/626-7828
AWHITE@YMlR.BITNET
HumanisticMathematics is alive andflourishing. TheCUNY Mathematics DiscussionGroup chose Humanistic
Mathematics asthe theme of theirfirst meetingof 1989·90. Guestpanelistswere Anneli Lax (NYU CourantInstitute),
Richard SChwartz (CollegeofStatenIsland, CUNY),andLeonard Saremsky(LaGuardiaCommunityCollege,CUNY).
Mathematics: A HumanisticDisciplinewas the title of a conferenceorganizedby Mary Sapienza (Newton North
High SChool) at Emmanueland SilTVTlOOS Colleges, Boston 26 April 1990. The secondconference - Mathematics:
A Humanistic Perspective was held 25 April 1991 . Philip Davis (Brown University) was the keynote speaker.
The Fall·Winter 1990 issue of Mathematics in College published by the CUNY Mathematics Discussion Group
devoted its Forum section to HumanisticMathematics. Authorsare Alvin White, Reuben Hersh, Alan SChoenfeld.
DeborahHughes Hallet. Solomon Gartunkel. Anneli Lax, Dorothy BuetXand Jorge Perez. Copies are available by
wming to Editor, Mathematics in College, Instructional Resource Center, CUNY, 535 E. 80th Street, New York, NY
'0021.
Contrbuted paper sessionson HumanisticMathematics in Phoenix 1989 and San Francisco 1991 at the MM·
AMS meetings each lastedover eight hours. The panel presentation on HumanisticMathemaUcs in l ouisville 1990
attracted a standing room crowd.
The Humanistic Mathematics Netwcrx-Mcvernent is sponsoring a Poetry Reading at the annual meetings in
Baltimore1992. Dan Kalman. ElenaMarchisotto and JoAnneGrowney areorganizingthese sessions. See FOCUS
for details.
As part of the poetic-artistic celebration, calculus text author louis leithold and his friend, artist-poet d'Arcy
Haymanwill present"TheCalculusVirgin: As indicatedinthe shortnote inthis newsletter. Lenrorc andHaymaneach
had a peak experience in the encounterwith the other mode of thinking and perceiving.
Fewerpeople-are still asking,"What isHumanisticMathematics?R MorepeoplearedoingHumanisticMathematics
in their research. writing, teaching and organizing (conferences. seminars. etc.). Phil Davis gives a oescdpuon 01
Humanistic Mathematics in Newsletter #5.
In her recollections of HasslerWhitney (1907- 1989) in Newsletter.4, Anneli Lax menHoned the report by l.P.
Benezet of an educational experiment on the tormal teaching of arithmetic that Hassler distributed widely. With
permission from the Journal of the NationalEducational Association, Benezet's report is reprinted here in response
to several requests and as a memorial to HasslerWhitney.
The variety of essays in this issue indicatesthe scopeof HumanisticMathematics. History, philosophy, poetry,
hermeneutics, integrity, teaching•. . . •areall part of the movement. This rolTber of the newsletter is a double issue.
Please send letters, essays. reviews, etc. for inclusion in a future issue.
THE CALCULUS VIRGIN
Lou is Leithold
Author of -The Calculus with All4fytic Geometry, • sixth edition. published by Harper Collins.
d'Arcy Hayman , art ist and poet . is a former facult y
member of the Univers ity of Oalifc mia at Los Ange les
and Columbia Univers ity. For twenty years from 1960
through 1980. she was head of the International Ar1s
Program lor the United Nations in Paris.
In March 01 1988 , my good friend d 'Arcy attended as
an observer a seminar I conducted for teachers of ad-
vanced placement calculus that consisted of a discus-
sion of the theorybehind some importantcalculustopics
as well as techniques of teaching them. Idid notencour-
age her presence because she had no background in
mathematics.
Nothing in my many years of teachingcalculus had
prepared melor her reaction to the language of calculus
she heard at this seminar. She made associations with
the literary content of th is language and brought to the
words the cultura l references that have meaningto her as
an arnst and world tra veler . She.characterized her re-
sponse to the seminar as both passionate and thrilling.
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I was so excited about this revelation that the follow -
ing month I gave a lecture about it to a group of four
hundred calculus teachers at the annual meet ing of the
Nationa lCouncil of Teachers of Mathematics . Since then
by popular demand I have repeated this lecture to other
groups of calculu s teache rs . The enthJsiasm generated
by these presentations persuaded d'Arcy to make draw-
ings 01 images she associates with the vocabulary of
calculus. She has also written an explanation of the
syll'bolism of each drawing.
In Janiary, 1992 at the annual meeting of the Math·
ematcal Association of America in Baltimore I shall
conduct a session describ ing d'Arcy's experience at my
seminar . At this session, titled THE CAlCULUS VIRGIN,
I will show some of d'Arcy's drawings and read the
accompanying explanations . To quote d'Arcy , "Perhaps
these images will bring you another view of the language
of calculus to illustrate one of the wonderful things you
say in that language: 'both sides exist: "
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THE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC I
THE STORY OF AN EXPERIMENT
L. P. Benezet
Superintendent of SChools, Manchester. New Hampshire
Orig inally published in the November 1935 ecJition
of The Jou rnal of me National Education Assaciation
Meanwhile , I was distressed at the inabil ity of the
average child inour grades to use the Eng lish language.
If the children had original ideas, they were very helpless
about lranslating them into Eng lish which could be under-
51000. I went into a certain eighlh-grade room one day
and was accompanied by a stenographer who took
down, verbatim. tne answers give n me by the chi ldren. I
was trying to ge t the children to tell me, in theirown wo rds,
that il you have two fractions with the same numerator,
the one w ith the smaller denominator is the larger. Iquote
typical answ ers.
Having w ritten the letter, I decided that it this was my
real benet, then I was falling down on the job it I tailed to
put it into pract ise. At this time I had been superintendent
in Manchester for five years, and I had already bee n
greatly criticized because I had dropped practically all of
the arithmetic out of the cu rricu kJmtcrtne firs t twogrades
and the lower hall 01 the third . In 1924 the enrollment in
the l irst grade wa s 20 pe rcent greaterthan the enrollment
in the second, because, roughly, one-fifth of the children
could not meet the arit hmetic requirements for promotion
into the second grade and so were torced to repeat the
year. By 1929 the enrollment 01 the first g rade was no
greater than that of the th ird.
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"The smaller numbe r in fract ions is always the larg-
est. -
~ If the numerators are both the same, and the de-
nominators one is smafle rthantheone, the one that is the
smalle r is the larger:
"If you had one thing and cut it into pieces the smaller
piece will be th e bigger. I mean the one you could w tthe
least pieces in would be the bigger preces .'
"The deno minator that is smallest is the largest .-
~11 both numerators are the same rcrreer.me smaller
denominator is the largest - the larger - of the two :
~If you have two fract ions and one fract ion has the
smallest number at the bottom. it is cut into pieces and
one has the mo re pieces. If the two fractions are equal,
the bottom number was smaller than what the other one
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In the spring of 1929 the late Frank O. Boynton,
superintendent of schools at Ithaca, New York, and
president01the Department of Superintendence. sentto
a number of his friends and brother superintendents an
article on a modem public-school program. His thesis
was that we are constantly being asked to add new
subjects to the curriculum (sale ty instruction, health
instruct ion, thrift ins truct ion, and the like) . but that no one
ever suggests that we eliminate an)1hing. His paper
closedwith a challenge whichseemedto say,"I defy you
toshow me howwecancutout anyof this material." One
thinks, of course, 01McAndrew'S famous simile that the
Ame rican elementary-school curriculum is like the atticof
the Jones' house. The Jo neses moiled into this house
fitl y years ago and have never thrown anything away.
ueerthat it is all nonsense to take eight ye ars to
get ch ildren thru the ordi nary arithmetic assign·
ment of the elementary schools. What possible
need s has a teo-year-old child for a knowledge
01 long divis ion? The who le subject 01 arithmetic
could be postponed until the seventh year of
sc hoo l, and it co uld be mastered in two years'
study by any normal ch ik:l.
I wa ited a month and then I wr ote Boynton an eight·
page letter, telling him what, in my op inion, could be
eliminated Irom ou r present curriculum. I quote two
paragraphs:
In the fi rst place , it seems to me that we waste
much time in the elementary schools, wr estling
with stuff that ought to be omitted or postponed
untilthect uldrenare in needot studying it. If I had
my wa y, I would omit arithmetic from the firs t six
grades. I would allow the ch ildren to practise
making chang e with imitation money, it you w ish,
but out side 01 making change, where does an
eleven-year -old child ever have to use arith-
metic?
in the other fraction. The smallest one has the largest
oomberof pieces - would have the smallest rumcer of
pieces,but they would be larger than what the ones that
were cut into more pieces.~
The average layman will think that this must have
been a group of hall-wits, but I can assure you that it is
typicalof the attemptsof fourteen-year-oldchildrenfrom
any part01 the countrytoput their ideas intoEnglish. The
trouble was not with the children or with the teacher; it
was with the curriculum. If the course of study required
that the children master long division before leaving the
fourth grade and fractions belore linishing the fifth, then
the teacherhad to spendhoursand hourson thiswork to
the neglect of giving children practise in speaking the
English language. I had tried the same experiment in
schools in Indiana and in Wisconsin with exactly the
sameresult as in New Hampshire.
In the fall of 1929 I made up my mind to try the
experiment of abandoning all formal instruction in arith-
melic below the seventh grade and concentrating on
teaching the Children to read, to reason, anc:l to recite-
my newThree A's. Andby reciting I did not meangiving
back, verbatim, the words of the teacher or of the text-
book. I meant speaking the English language. I picked
out five rooms - three third grades, one combining the
third anc:l fourth grades, and one fifth grade. I asked the
teachers if they would be willing to try the experiment.
Theywere young teachers with perhaps an average of
four years'experience. I pickedthem carefully,but more
carefullythanIpickedtheteachers,Iselectedtheschools.
Three of the four schoolhouses involved (two of the
roomswere in the samebuilding]were locatedindistricts
wherenotone parent in len spoke Englishas his mother
tongue. 1senthomeanotice10 the parents andtold them
about the experiment that we were going to try, and
askedanyof themwhoobjected to it to speaktome about
it. I had no protests. Of course, I was fairty sure of this
whenI sent the noticeout. Had I gone into other schools
in thectywheretneparentswere highschoolandcollege
graduates, I would have had a storm of protest and the
experimentwould never have been tried. I had several
talks wJ1h the teachers and they entered into the new
scheme with enthusiasm.
The children in these rooms were encouragedto do
agreatdealof oralcomposition. They reportedon books
thatthey had read. on incidentswhich they had seen. on
visits that theyhad made. They told the storiesof movies
that they had attended and they made up romanceson
the spurof the moment. II was refreshing 10 go into one
of Ihese rooms. A happy and joyous Spirit pervaded
them. The childrenwere no longer under the restraintof
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learning rruhiplicationtablesor strugglingwith Iongdivi-
sion. They were thoroly (sic] enjoying their hours in
school.
At the endof eight monthsI took a stenographer and
went intoeveryfourth-grade roomin thecity. ~wehave
semi-annual promotions, the children who had been in
the advanced third grade at the time of the beginning01
the experiment were now in the first hall of the fourth
grade. The contrast was remarkable. In the traditional
fourth grades when I askedchildren to tell mewhat they
hadbeenreading, theywerehesitant.erroarrassec.and
diffident. InonefourthgradeIcouldnolfind a singlechild
who would admit that he had committed the sin 01
reading. 'did nothavea singlevolunteer, andwhenItried
to draft them, the children stood up, shooktheir heads.
and sat down again. In the four experimental fourth
grades the children fairly fought for a chance to teUme
what they had been reading. The hour closed. in each
case,with a dozenhandswaving in the airandlittlefaces
crestfallen, because we had not gotten around 10 hear
what they had to tell.
ForsomeyearsI hadnotedthat the enactof theearly
introduction of arithmetic had been to dull and almost
chloroform the child's reasoning faculties. Therewas a
certain problemwhich I triedout. not oncebuta hundred
times, in grades six, seven, and eight. Here is the
problem: ~If I canwalk a hundred yards in a minute[and
I can),hour manymilescan Iwalk. in an hour,keeping up
the same rate of speed?~
In nineteencases outof twenty the answergivenme
would be six thousand, and if I beamed approval and
smiled, the class settled back, well satisfied. But if I
should happen to say. ~I see. That means that I could
walk from here to san Francisco anc:l back in an hour"
therewould invariablybe a laugh and the childrenwould
look foolish.
I, therefore,tokj the teachersof these experimental
rooms that I wouldexpectthemto give thechildrenmuch
practise in estimatingheights. lengths,areas. distances.
and the like. At the end of a year of this kind of work. 1
visited the experimental roomwhich hadhada ccmbina-
lion of third· and fourth-grade children, who now were
fourth andfifthgraders. Idrewonthe boarda roughmap
of the western end of Lake Ontario, the eastern end of
Lake Erie,and the NiagaraRiver. I askedthemto guess
what it was, and was not surprisedwhen they identified
the location. I then labeled three spots akmg the river
with the letters~,~ ~NF,"and"8."They identified Niagara
Falls and Buffalowittlout anydiffiOJlty, butwere puzzled
bythe~.~ Somethought itwas Quebecbutothersknew
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it was not. I finally told them that it was Queenstown. I
then drew a cross section of the tails . showing the hard
layer of rock above and the soft layer eating out under-
neath. and they told me what it was and why it was that
the stone was falling. little by linle. from the edge. They
told me how this process was going on . I then made the
statement that in 1680.when white men had first seenthe
falls. the falls were 2500 feet lower down than they are at
present. I then asked them at what rate the fal ls were
retreating up-stream. These children. who had had no
formal arithmetic for a year but who had been given
practise in think ing. told me that it was 250 years since
white men had first seen the falls and that. tteretere. the
falls were retreating upstream at the rate of ten feet a
year. I then remarked that science had decided that the
falls had originally started at Queenstown. and. indicat-
ing that Queenstown was now ten miles down the river.
I asked them how many years the lalls had been retreat-
ing . They told me that if it had taken the falls 250 years
to retreat about a hall mile. it would be at the rate of 500
years to the mile. or 5000 years for the retreat from
Queenstown. The map had been drawn so as 10 show
the distance from Niagara Falls to Buffalo as approxi-
mately twice the distance from Queenstown to Niagara
Falls . Then I asked these children whether they had any
idea how long it would be before the falls would retreat to
Buttalo and drain the lake. They tokf me that it would not
happen for another ten thousand years. I asked them
how they got that and they tokf me that the map ind icated
that it was twenty miles from Niagara Falls to Buffalo. or
thereabouts. and that th is was twice the distance from
Queenstown to Niagara Falls!
It so happened that a few days after this incident I
was visiting a large New England city with five of my
brother superintendents. Our host was interested in my
description of this incident and suggested that I try the
same problem ona fifth grade in one of his schools. With
the othersuperintendents as audience. I stood before an
advanced fifth grade in what was known as the Demon-
stration screcr,the school used for practise teach ing and
to which visit ors were always sent.
The home superintendent : Boys and girls.would you
like to have Superintendent Benezet of Manchester.New
Hampshire. ask you some questions about Niagara
Falls?
The children express pleasure at the idea.
Mr . Benezel: (DraWing a mapon the board] Children.
what is this that I have drawn on the blackboard?
Children: The Great Lakes.
Mr . B.: Good. What lakes?
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A child : lake Ontario and Lake Erie.
Mr. B.: Good. What is this river?
Child: The 51. Laurence River.
Mr. B.: That is really correct. rt is the St. Laurence
River. But Iheycall it by a different name here . They call
it the Niagara River. What have you heard in connection
with the Niagara River?
Anolher child: Niagara Falls are there.
Another child : Niagara Falls are connected with
Niagara River.
Mr . B.: Oh! Howare they connected?
Child : The water triades down the Falls and goes
into the Niagara River.
Mr. B.: I should call that quite a trickle. Have any of
you ch ildren seen Niagara Falls?
Three raise their hands .
Mr. B.: How high are the lalls? Have you any idea?
Are lhey higher than this room?
Children: Yes (dubiously].
Mr . B.: Well . how high is this room?
Its height is guessed anywhere from 11 leet 10 40
feet. The room is actually about 16 feet high . The
question ot the height of the falls is fina lly dropped.
Mr . B.: Well. never mind how high the falls are . On
th is map here I have ind icated one spot and marked it.
-NF: and another spot and marked it "B: What does
"NP'mean?
Chi ldren: Niagara Falls .
Mr. B.: What does "8" stand for?
Another child : Bay.
Mr. B.: No. Rememberthat Niagara Falls is not only
the name of the Falls. but the name of a city.
Child: Baltimore.
After considerable pause. the home superintendent.
in the back oftha room.tells the class that the name of the
city is also the name of an animal.
Child: Buffalo.
Mr. B.: Yes . Nowthere is another town here that I am
go ing to mark '"0." It is ret Ouebec; it is Queenstown.
People who have stud ied this carefully ten us that once
upon a time the falls were at Queenstown. Tell me now.
What does it mean if I say that I show you the cross
section of an apple?
Class is uncertain.
Mr B.: Suppose that you cut an app le in hall with a
knife. What do I show you if I hold up one-half?
Child : Han the apple .
Another Child: The core 01 the appfe .
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Third chik1: The inside of an apple .
Mr. B.: Tell me. IS1heword~sec1icm~anewwordto
the majority of you?
Entoosiastic chorus of MNo."
Mr. B.: Well,aaoss·sectionol anapple meansaaJ1
right thru an apple. Why have I said this to you?
Meantimehe hasdrawnon theboardacross-secion
of Niagara Falls.
Child: Because that is a cross-sectionof the falls.
Mr. Benezel now explains the two kinds of rock and
askswhichisthe harder. They finallydecide1ha1 the rock
above is theharder. He then shows howthe underneath
rock rottedaway,andthat finally therewas a shelf of hard
rock overhanging. This became too heavy and fell off;
and the falls have thereby moved back some ten feet.
Mr. B.: Now, when white men first saw the falls in
1680 [placing this date on the board], the falls were
further down the river than they are now, and it is
estimated that since that time they have moved back
upstream about2500 leet. Now how long ago was it that
white men first saw the falls?
Child: Four hundred years.
Another child: Two hundred years.
Thirdchild: Three hundred years.
Guesses range anywhere between 110 years and
450 years. One boy says it was about the time that
Columbus sailed to America; another says that it was
about the time of the Pilgrims and the Puritans.
Mr. S.: Well, how are we going to find out?
General bewilderment for a while. Finally:
Child: Take 1930 and subtrael it from 1680.
Mr. 8 .: Fine.
He writes on the blackboard: 1680
lSJQ
Mr. S.: Now take a look and tell me how many years
that was. See if you can tell me before we subtract it,
figure by figure.
It is 10 be noted that not one child called attention to
the wrong positionof the two sets 01 figures. They guess
350 years, 200 years, 400 years.
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Mr. B.: Well,let's subtract it figure by figure.
Child: Zerofrom 0 equalsO. Three from8 equals5.
Nine from 6 equals 3. Three tlJndred fifty years is the
answer.
Mr. 8.: How many think that 350 years is right?
About two-th irct.~ of the hands go up. Finally two or
theee think that it is wrong.
Mr. S.: All right, correct it.
Child: It should have been 9 from 16 equals 7.
Mr.Benezetthereuponputsdown750forthe answer.
When he asks how many in the room agree that this is
right, praelically every hand is raised. By this time the
local superintendent was pacing the door at the rear 01
the room and throwing up his hands in dismay at this
showingontheparter hisprizepupils. Atteratime,asMr.
Benezet looks a little puzzled, the children gradually
becomea little puzzled also. One little girl, Elsie Miller,
linally comes to the board, reverses the figures, sub-
tracts, and says the answer is 250 years.
Mr. 8.: All right. "1he falls have retreated2500 leet
in 250years,how many feet a yearhave the falls moved
upstream?
Child: Two leet.
Mr.Benezetregisterscompletesatisfaction andasks
howmany in theclass agree. Practicallythewholeclass
put hands up again.
Mr. B.: Well, has anyone a different answer?
Child: Eightfeel.
Another child: Twenty feet.
Finally Elsie Miller again gets up, and says the
answer is ten feet.
Mr. 8.: What? Tenfeet? IRegisteringgreatsurprise)
Theclass,at this, bursts intoa roarof laughter. Elsie
Millersticksto her answer, and is invited by Mr. Benezet
tocomeup and proveit. He saysthat it seemsqueerthat
Elsie is so obstinatewhen everyone is againsther. She
finally proves her point. and Mr. Benezet admits to the
class that anthe rest were wrong.
Mr.B.: Now,what tracticnot a mile is it that the falls
have retreated during the last 250 years?
Childrenguess312, 314 , 213, 1120, 7/8 - everything
except1/2. The bell for dismissal rings and the session
is over.
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It will be noted that the k>cal superintendent gave
them a little hint at the outset, that was not given to the
Manchester ch ildren , when he said, -Niagara Falls.-
They were prepared to ide ntify my map . Also . the
Manchester children who had notleamedt~s but had
talked a great dea l about distances and dimensions,
recog nized the fact that 2500 feet was about a han a mile,
while the ch ildren in the larger city who were fresh from
their tables , had litt le conception of the distance.
Iwas so delighted with the success of the experiment
so far that in the fall of 1930 we started six or sevenother
rooms along the same line . The formal arithmetic was
dropped and emphasis was placed on English expres-
sion. on reasoning, and estimating of distances.
One day I tried an experiment having to do with
English expression. I hung before a 7-8 class a copy of
a painting by Frederick Waugh , representing a polarbear
floating on a small berg of ice. This was a traditionally
taught room in a school where there were very tew
childrenof fore ign extraction. I asked the children10 write
anything which they felt insp ired to put down as a result
of seeing the picture . Three-quarters of an hour later I
hung the same picture before another 7·8 grade, one of
the experime ntal groups 1his t ime, in a school where not
more than three children in the room came from homes
where English was the language of the parents. l then
called the seventh-grade teachers 01 the city together
and readthemthetenbest papers from one roomandthe
ten bestlrom the other. I asked them if they saw any
difference. One teacher remarked that one group was
about a year and a han or two years ahead of the other
in maturity of expression, and there was general assent
to this statement. I said to the teachers, -n I should tell
you thai one group came from the 'A' school and the other
from the 'B,' tram which school would you guess the
better group of papers carne?"
-on,the 'A' school, undoubtedly,· said they. naming
the school whose patro ns spea k English in their homes .
"Well: I said, -it was just the other wa y,· and there
was a murmJr of incredulity, Then we analyzed the
papers and counted the number of adject ives used by the
traditionally taught pupi ls. There were forty all told : nice ,
pretty, blue, green, co ld, etc . We then counted the
adjectives used by the other group [the number of papers
was approximate ly the same) and we found 128. includ·
ing magnificen t, awe -inspiring , unique , majestic, etc.
The little Greeks, Armenians, Poles, and srercn-cana-
dians had far surpass ed their English-speaking oppo-
nents.
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I next tried a rather similar test. I ru ng the same
picture - a landscape representing a river scene in the
vicinity of Manchester - before ten diflerenl tifth-grade
rooms. Five of them had been brought up under the old
t raditiona l curricu lum and five of them were of the expe ri-
mental group . h was the same story: the experimental
rooms far excelled the others in fluency of expeesson.
They used words that the others had never heard of.
Nevertheless, when we came to test the papers lor
spelling, the poorest 01 the experimental rooms exact ly
tied the record of the best of the traditional groups. The
most surprising result came in a certain room in which
there was housed a 5-8 grade and a 5-A . The younger
pupils, the s-a's. had been brought up under the expen-
mental curriculum,without arithmetic, while the other han
of the room were traditional. The 5--A'smade the poorest
record of all the ten groups while the 5-B 's, the younger
group , were next to the top. For four months they had
been taught by the same teacher but by diflerent meth-
ods.
Now we were ready to experiment on a rT'IJch larger
scale . By the fall of 1932 about one-han of the thied-.
tourth-, and fift~rade rooms in the city were working
uncler the new curriculum. Some of the pfincipals were
a little dubious and asked permission to postpone forma l
arithmetic until the beginning of the sixth grade instead of
the begiMing 01 the seventh. Accord ingly, permission
wa sgiven to four schools to beg in the use of the arithmetic
book with the 6-8 grade. About this time Profe ssor Guy
Wilson of Boston University asked pennission 10test our
program. One of our high schoof teachers was wor1<ing
tor her master's degree at Boston University and as part
of her work he assigned her the task of giving tests in
arithmetic to 200 sixth grade children in the Manchester
schools. They were divided fairly evenly, 98 from ex-
perimental rooms and 102 from the traditional groups. or
something like that. These were all sixth graders. Han of
them had had no arithmetic until beginning the sixth
grade and the other han had had it thruOUl (sic) the
course, beginning with the 3-A. In the earlier tests the
tradit ionally trained peop le excelled, as was to be ex-
pected ,for the tests involved not reasoning but simply the
manipulat ion of the tour fundamental processes. By the
middle of April, however, all the classes were practically
on a par and when the last test was given in June, it was
one of the experimental groups that Jed the City. In other
words these children, by avoiding the early drill on
combinations. tables, and that sort of thing , had been
able , in one year, to attain the level of accomplishment
wh ich the t raditionally taught children had reached after
three and one-hart year s of arithmetical drill.
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THE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC II
THE STORY OF AN EXPERIMENT
L. P. Benezet
Superintendent of SChools. Manchester, New Hampshire
Originally published in the December 1935 edition
of The Journal of the National Educa tion Association
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The beginning is made in the telling 01time. Children
are taught to recognize the hours and half hours.
The teacher learns whether the children come in
contact withthe use of money at all in their lile outside the
school. If so, the meaning of "Penny: -nickel," -dime,"
and "oollar" is taught. In similar fashion, and just ioci:-
The use of ccrroaranves as taught in the first grade
is continued.
To the knowledge of the day of the month already
acquired isadcled thatottre name of thedaysofthe week
and 01 the months of the year.
The reccqnnon of page nurrDers is continued. The
children are taught to recognize any numbers that they
naturally encounter in the books used in the second
grade. If any book used in this grade contains an index,
the children are taught what it means and how to finct the
pages referredto. Childrenwill naturallypickup counting
in the course of games which they play. They will also
easilyandwithout lormal instrudion learn the meaning of
-Ilalf,- -doUble,- "twice ,- or ,hree times.- The teacherwilJ
not devote any lonnal instruction to the meaning of these
terms it the children do not pick them up naturally and
incidemally.
Grade II - There is no tcrmal instruction in arith-
metic.
Meanwhile, the children are given a basic idea of
comparison and estimate tbru (sic] the understanding of
such contrasting words as: more, less: many, few;
higher, lower: taller, shorter: earlier, later: narrower,
wider: smaller, larger: etc.
As soon as it is practicable the children are taught to
keep count of the date upon the calendar. Holidays and
binhdays, both of members of the class and their friends
and relatives, are noted.
This is the second instalment ofan article describing
an experimentwhich has been carriedout in Manchester,
New Hampshire, since 1929. In the preceding section,
whicha.ppeared intheNovemberJOURNAL,Mr. Benezet
expla ined that: In some schoo ls of Manchester, the only
arithmetic in the firstsixgrades was practise in estimating
heights. areas. and the like; formal arithmetic was not
introduced until the seventh grade. /n tests given to both
the traditionally and experimenta lly taught groups, d was
foundtnsttne latterhad been able in oneyear toattain the
level of accomplishment which the traditionally taught
ch ildren had reached after three and one-ha lf years of
sranmeto drill. In addition, because the teachers in the
experimental grouP had had time to CQncentrate on
teaching the children to -resa. reason, and recne,- these
children developed more interest in read ing, a better
vocabulary. and greater fluency in expression.
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Grade I - There is no fonnal instl\Jdion in arith-
metic. In conned ion with the use of readers, and as the
need lor it arises,thechildren aretaught to recognizeand
read numbers up to 100. This instruction is not con.
centrated into any parncutarperiod or time but comes in
incidentally inconnectionwithassignmentsofthe reading
lesson or with reference to certain pages of the text.
In the faUof 19331 felt that I was now readyto make
the big plunge. I knew that I could defend mypcsftcn by
evidence that would satisfy any reasonable person.
Accordingly, acommittee ofourprinclpals drewup a new
course of study in arithmetic. Iwould have likedto go the
whole route and drop out all the arithmetic until we
reached the seventh grade, for we had proved, in the
case 01 lour rooms, that this could be done without loss,
but the principals were more cautious than I was and I
realized. too, tnat I would now have 10 deal with the
deeply rooted prejudices of the educated portion of our
citizens. Therefore, a corrpromise was reached. Ac-
cordingly, on September 1, 1933, we handed out the
following courseof study in arithmetic:
dentally, the meaning and relation 01 "pint~ and ~quart~
may be taug ht.
Grade 111- While there is no formal instruction in
arithmetic , as the children come across numers in the
course of the ir reading , the teacher explains the signif j..
cance of the ir value.
Before the year is over the children will be taught that
a -cime' is worth 10 cents, and a "dollar" 10 dimes or 100
cents, a -half dollar" 5 dimes or 50 cents, etc . They will
learn that 4 quarters, or 2 halves, are worth as much as
one dollar.
The y add to their knowledge of hours and half hours
the ability to tell time at any particular moment. The first
instruction omits such forms as 10 minutes to 4: or 25
minutes to3. They are first taught to say 3 :50: 2:35; etc.
In this connection they are taught that 60 minutes make
one hour.
It is nowtime, also ,forthemto know that 7 days make
aweekandthat it takes 24 hours to make aday, They are
also taught that there are 12 months in a year and about
30 days in a month.
The instruction in learning to count keeps pace with
the increasing size of the textbooks used and the pages
to which it is necessary to refer. Games bring in the
recognition of numbers. Automobik! license numbers
are a help in this respect. Forexample, the teacher gives
orally the nurroer of a car [of not over 10ur digits) which
most of the children are likely to see, and later asks forthe
identification of the car . Children are encouraged to bring
to class the ir own house ncmcers. automobile license
rurreers.or telephone rul'Tbers and invite the class to
identity them.
The use of comparisons is contiooed, especially
those involving such relations as -half: "double: 'three
times,~ and the like.
Grade IV - Still there is no formal instruction in
arithmetic.
By means of foot rules and yard sticks , the children
are taught the meaning of inch, foot, and yard. They are
given much practise in estimating the lengths of various
objects in inches , feet, or yards. Each member of the
class , for example, is asked to set down on paper his
estimate of the height of a certain child, or the width of a
window, or the lenglh of the room, and lhen these
estimates are checked by actual measurement,
The children are taught to read the thermometer and
are given the significance of 32 degrees, 98 .6 degrees,
and 212 degrees.
They are introduced to the terms -square inch,~
"square toot; and "square yard- as units of surface
measure.
With toy money (or real coins, if available] they are
given some practise in making change , in denominations
01 5'5 only. Allofthiswo~isdonementally. Anyproblem
in making change which cannot be solved without putt ing
ligures on paper or on the blackboard is too ditticull and
is deferred until the cMdren are older.
Toward the end of the year the children will have
done a great deal ofwo~ in estimating areas, distances,
etc., and in checking their estimates by subsequent
measuring. The terms ~hall mile: "quarter mile ; and
~mile· are taught and the children are given an idea of
how far these different distances are by actual col1'1Jari-
sons or distances measured by automobile speedom-
eter.
The table of time, involving seconds, minutes, and
days , is taught before the end of the year. Relation of
pounds and ounces is also taught .
Grade V·B - There still is no formal instruct ion in
arithmetic except that the children are asked to count by
s 's. 10's , 2'5, 4 's, and a's. This wor'K is done mentally at
first with no written figures before them, either on paper
or on the blackboard. This leads naturally to the multi-
plication tables of s's, 10'5, a's . 4'5, and a's which, in this
order, are given to the children before the end of the
semester.
With toy money, or w ith real coins if available, the
children practise making change in amounts up to a
dollar, involving, this time, the use of pennies,
The informal wor1< of previous grades in the estimat-
ing of distance, area,lime, weights ,measure of capacity,
and the like, is oontirued. The ability to guess and
estimate by games is developed. Each child in the class
writes his estimate before these are checked up by actua l
measurement.
The children compare the value of fractions and
discover for themselves that 113 is smaller than' 12 and
greater than 1/4 ; i. e.. that the larger the denominator the
smaller the fraction. This is illustrated conaetely or by
pictures.
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Toward the end of the semester the children are
given the book, Practical Problems in Menta l Arithmetic,
grade IV. The solution of these problems involves a
knowledgeof denominationswhich the childrenhavenot
had and the use 01 tables and combinationswhich have
notyet been taught to them. Nevertheless,children with
anaturalsense of numberswill beable to givethe correct
answers. The teacher will not take time to expla in by
!orroo/a ortables the solutiano!anyproblemto those who
do not grasp it quickly and natural/y. The purpose of the
mentalarithmeticbook is to stimulatequickthinking and
to get children away from the old-time method of using
the fingers to do the work of the head. If some of the
childrendo notgraspthe problemseasilyandquickly,the
teacher simply passes on, knowing that the power to
reason will probably develop in them a year or two
subsequently. The one thing which is avoided is that
childrenshall get the idea that a fixed method or fO/TTlJla
can be used as a substitute lor thinking. The problems
listed under September, October, and November are
covered before the end of the semester.
Grade V-A - Thechildrenare askedto count bys'e,
re. a's. and a's. This work is done mentalfy without
written tables before them, either upon paper or on the
blackboard. After a time this leads naturally to the
multiplication tablesof s's, r».a's, ands's. The attention
of the children is called to the fact that in the table of 9's
the seconddigit is alwaysdiminishedby one [18, 27,36,
etc.) and the reason is explained that adding 9 is the
sameas adding 10andtaking away 1. In similarfashion
it is shown that adding 8 is the same as adding 10 and
taking away 2. so that in the table of 8's the seconddigit
of eachsuccessiveproductis2 lessthanthe seconddigit
of the product above it [48, 56, 64]. In similarfashion it is
shown that adding 7 is the same as adding10and taking
away3. Afterlhe lables have been learnedthe teacher
makes sure that the children know the products in any
order; i.e., that it is not necessary for the child to start at
the beginning of the table and run thru (sic) until he
reaches the productwhichhe isaskedtogive. Theyleam
that 2 times 3 is always equal to 3 limes 2.
Children are given a little idea about the relative
value of the fractions 1/2. 1/4, 1/5, and 1/10. Concrete
examples assist inthis; e.g.,whenthechildrenremember
that2quartersareworthone halfdollar, it is easyto show
themthat twice 1/4 equals 1/2 or that twice 1/10 equals
1/5.
The problems listedunder December10 June, inclu-
sive, in Ihebook Practical Problems in MentalArithmetic,
gradeIV,arecoveredin thecourseof thesemester. Ilthe
Children do not grasp the problemquickly and easily, the
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teacher does notstop to explain the methodor prescribe
any fOrmJla for solution. Of course as newtermsoccur
inthe problems(pecks, gallons,etc.)theteacherexplains.
incidentally, what they mean.
Grade VI-B {20 to 25 minutes a da;1- Atthis grade
formal worK in arithmeticbegins. The first 10S pagesof
the Strayer-Upton Arithmetic, book III are used as a
basis.
The processes of addition, subtraction, multiplica-
tion, anddivisionaretaught. Careis takento avoid purely
mechanical drill. Children are made to understand the
reason for the processeswhich they use. This is espe-
cially true in the case of subtraction. Problems involving
long numbers which would confuse them are avoided.
AcaJracyis insisteduponfromthe outsetat theexpense
of speed or the covering of ground, andwherepossible
the processes are mental rather than written. Before
starting onaproblem in anyone of these fourtundamentaf
processes, the children are asked to estimate or guess
about what the answer will be and they check their final
result by this preliminary figure . The teacher is careful
not to let the teaching of arithmetic degenerate into
mechanical manipulation without thought,
Fractions and mixed nurreers are taught in this
grade. Again care is taken not to confusethe thoughtof
the children by giving them problems which are too
involved and corrplicated.
Grade VI·A (25 minutes a da;1- The work of this
grade is basedupon ChapterII [pages 109to 182]of the
Strayer-UptonArithmetic, book Ill, and thefirst50 pages
of book IV.
Multiplication tables andtables of denominate num-
bers, hitherto learned, are reviewed. The teacherkeeps
in mind that the objectives to be gained are first of all
reasoning and estimating, rather than mere ease in
manipulation 01 numbers.
Again, as in the previous grade, the children before
beginning any problem make an estimate lindividually]
as 10what the answer ought to be and check the final
result by the preliminary guess.
Grade VII-B [25 minutes a daYl- The assignment
in the text is the latter part of Strayer·Upton, book IV,
beginning with page 51 .
Tables of denominate numbers, including United
States money,found in the rearof book IV arereviewed.
In addition to the table of linear measure, as given, it is
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taught that there are 1760 yards in a mile , 880 yards in a
half mile, 440 yards in a quaner mile, etc.
The teacherwiU omit any problems inthe book which,
because 01the length 01 numbers involved , cause the
child in using lhe four fundamental processes to lose
sightolthe reasoning process which , after all, is the main
purpose of the problem .
There is a great dea l of worK in mental arithmelic,
involving the solution 01 problems without reference to
paper orblackboard . This is far more erconaot tnanman
accuracy in the four fundamental processes.
Grade VIJ.A (30 minutes a da;1- The assignment
in the text is the first one hundred pagesof Strayer-Upton,
book V. omitting the follow ing pages: 1-10,28, 71-n.
Wherever possib le the work is done menIally .
Note that mosl of the pages omitted in this grade
reoccur in book VI.
The practise of estimating the probable answer and
checking the result with this preconceived estimate is
constantly followed.
Again the teachers remember that ability to reason
the problem correctly is far more important than errorless
manipulation 01the lour fundamental processes.
Grade VIII-S [30 minutes a dan - The assignment
in the test is the latter part of Strayer-Upton, book V,
beginning with page 101[omitt ing pages 127-34] and the
first 32 pages 01 book VI.
The practise of making a preliminary estimate or an
approximation at the answer before attacking the prob-
lem is continued. The ability to guess closely and
promptly what the answer will be is one of the most
important objectives to be gained from the study of
arithmetic.
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Tables of denominate numbers are kepi fresh in the
minds of the chik1ren. The practise of estimating lengthS,
heights ,and areas of familiar objects and the checking up
by actual measurement is constantly kept up.
Grade VlII·A [30 minutes a da;1- The text tor Ihe
grade is book VI of the Strayer-Upton series, beginning
with page 35 and omitting the following pages : 36 ,46-
8.57-9.80-2.92-3. 104.158-188.194 .203-4. 206-8 .
The won< of this grade rrust necessarily be a sum-
mary of everyttung that has been learned in arithmetic,
but , above aU, the ability to approximate and estimate in
advance the prObable answer is kept as the important
object ive.
The children are shown reasons for the various
processes employecl; why it is that a correct answer is
obtained in the division 01 fractions by inverting the
divisor and mJltiplying , etc. The ability to read problems
intelligently and explain how they should be attacked is
tar more irroo nant than the ability to add large columns
ot figures without an error.
The teacherwill bear in mind that a great deal ot worK
in mensuration [pages 88 to 100 inclusive] will be difficult
for some pupils to understand. Of course this worK is
really using geometrical formulas without giving the
geometrical reasons why they worK, and some chiJdren
will be unable 10 grasp the meaning 01 it all . IIwill be found
worthwhile to have models in class and 10 perform
experiments like filling a cylinder with water from 3 times
the contents of a cone of equal base and altitude , etc.
Again as rruch of the work as possible is done
mentally. Problems are chosen to illustrate princ iples
and give practise in reasoning rather than practise in the
manipulation of large figures or ccrmrcated lract ions.
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THE TEACHING OF ARITHMETIC 11/
THE STORY OF AN EXPERIMENT
L. P. BenezBt
Superintendent of SChools . Manchester, New Hampshire
Originally published in me January1936 edition
of TheJournal of the National Education Asscciation
This is the third and final instalment of an article by
Superintendent L. P. 8enezet. in whichhe describesan
experiment in arithmetic in the Manchester, New
Hampshire, schools. The first instalments [November
1935. p 24 1-4 and December 1935. p 301-31 have
aroused many favorable comments. William McAndrew
calls the material "powerful good reading. a scientific
article free at the common dullness of such." Hefen Ives
SChermernom, of NewJersey, writes that upon returning
10 teach in juniorhigh-school aftermany years in the adult
education field. she "'Was appalled at the changes which
had takenplace, thegreat numberof newactivities which
had developed. each good tn itself, but nevertheless
cluttering up the time of the children. The weakness in
English seemed inexcusable; too little time had been
given to its mastery. I hope great things from the
influences of Mr. Benezet's article." A letter from C. Eo
Birch. superintendent of schools. Lawrence. Kansas.
indicates that the Lawrence schools halle been revising
the arithmetic program for the past two years. Mr. Birch
has recommended the discussion in faculty meetings of
the Benezet articles and theirpossible application in the
light of the local situation.
Is your school making similar use of these articles?
It would be an interesting thing to call some of the leading
citizens in your community together around the tableand
read the articles to them to see what their attitude would
be.
It must be understood that I knew very we ll what my
hardest task was ahead. I had 10 show my more con-
servative teaChers what we were trying to do and convert
them to the idea that it could be done. I went into room
after room. day after day, testing. question ing, giving out
examples.
We had visitors . Two Massachusetts superinten-
dents, a superintendent of a large Massachusetts city
with l ive 01 his principals, and two instructors in the
Boston Normal School came. They saw what we were
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trying to do and were surprised at the ability to reason and
to talk, shown by children whose minds had not been
chloroformed by the dull , drab memolizing attables and
combinations. But there were murmrrs thruout (sic) the
city. It finally broke out in a board meeting. A motion was
made that we throw out the new course of study in
arithmetic and go back to the old . ft was defeated by a
vote of nine to four. but a committee of th ree was
appo inted to study the problem carefully . Taking with me
two mermers of the committee and a stenog rapher, I
visit ed four different school s in our own city and three in
a city not th irty miles fNlay.
The rn::>st convitlcing test was in connection with the
problem which I tried out in not less than six different
rooms. Four of these reorns were made up of children
who learned theirariltvnetic in theold formal way,whereas
lhe other twowere groupswho had been taught acx:ording
to the new method . In every case it was an advanced fifth
grade . within one month of promotion to the 6-8 .
I give verbatim accounts of two of these recitations.
the first from a traditional room and the other from one of
the experimental groups. I drew on the board a little
diagram and spoke as follows : "Here is a wooden pole
that is stuck in the mud at the bottom of a pond. There is
some water above the mud and part of the pole sticks up
into tne air. One-ha lf of the pole is in the rT'lJd; 213 of the
rest is in the water ; and one 1001 is sticking out into the
air. Now, how long is the po le?"
Firstdlikt: "You lTlJltipty112by 213 and then you add
one foot to that."
Second child : -Add one foot and 213 and 112."
Third child: "Add the 213 and 112 first and then add
the one foot :
Fourth: -Add all of them and see how long the pole
is:
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Next child : -ore foot equals va. Two thirds divided
into seccats 3 times 2 equals 6. Six and4 equals 10. Ten
and 3 equals 13 leel."
You will note that not one child saw the essential
point, that 112 the pole was burled in the rrud and the
ether half of it was above the lTlJdand that 113of this half
equaled one toot. Their only thought was to manipulate
tne numbers. hoping that somehow they would get the
right answer. I neX1 asked. "Is there anybody who knows
some way to get the length?"
Next ch ild: "One loot equa ls 313. Two-thirds and
112 multiplied by 6."
My neX1 question was. "Why do you mulliply by 6r
The child. mak ing a stab in the dark. said . "Divide."
It may be that he detected in my voice some stress
on the word "multiply." I then gave them a hint which.had
they been able to reason at au. should have shown them
how 10solve the problem. "How lTlJChofthe pole is above
the lTlJd?" said I. The answe r which I had hoped for was,
of course . "One-hall of it is above the lTlJd."
The first ch ild answered: "One foot and 213,"
I looked dubious. so me second child said . "One toot
and 1/3."
I then said . "I will change my que stion. How rruch 01
the pole is in the mud ?"
"Two-t hirds: said the first chi ld.
"One-nan," said the second.
"One-hart: said the third.
"Then how much of the pole is above the mud." said
I, th inking lhal now the answe r was plainly indicated as
one -hall .
'Two-thirds ." said the next chi ld.
"One foot and 213," said the next
"One -hart01 the pole is jntne lTlJd:said I. "Now.how
long is the pole ?" and the answers given were "Two feet."
"One and one-hart feet." "One-half foot." "One foot."
"One 1001: "One toot .' and I gave 11 up.
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I gave the same problem the same week to a fifth
grade in our city whic h had been brought up under our
new curriculum. with no formal drill in add ition. mult iplica-
tion. and division of big numbers but with much mental
WOrk in reasoning . I drew the diagram again and said.
"Here is a pond with a rock bottom and mud and water.
with a pole sticking in the mud. One-ha ft ot the pole is in
the mJd; 213 of the rest of the pole is in the water; one
toot of the pole sticks up in the air above the water. How
kmg is the pole ? How would you go to work to do that
problem?"
First ch ild : "You would have to find out how many teet
there are in the lTlJd."
·And whal else ?" said I.
Another ch ild : 'How man y feet in the water and add
them together.·
"How would you go 10 work and get that?" said I 10
another child .
"The re are 3 teet in a yard. One yard is in the mud .
One yard equa ls 36 inches. If 21301 the rest is in the wate r
and one foot in the air [one foot equ als twelve inches) the
pan in the water is twice the pan in the air so that it mist
be 2 feet or 24 inches. Hthere are 3 feet above the mJd
and 3 feet in the mud nmeans that the pole is 6 feet or 72
inches long. Seventy-two inches equals 2 yards."
It amazed me to see how this chi ld translated all the
measurem ents into inches. As a matterof fact . to her. the
probl em was so simple and was solved so easily, that she
oould not be lieve that she was doing all that was necessary
in telling me that the pole was 6 feet long . She had to get
it into 72 inches and 2 yard s to make it hard enough to
just ify my ask ing such a probl em.
The next child went on to say. -one-naa01 the pole
is in the mud and 1/2 rnJst be above the mud . If 213 is in
water. the n 213 and one foot equals 3leet. plus the3 feet
in me mud equals 6 feet."
The problem seemed very simple to these chilclren
who had been taught to use their heads instead of their
pencts .
The committ ee reponed to the board and the boa rd
accepted the ir report. saying that the superintendent was
on the right track. They merely suggested that . to quiet
the out cry of some of the parents. the teaching of the
tables should be begun a litt le earlier in the course.
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Thedevelopment of the ability to reason is one of the
big results 01the new course 01 study in arithmetic. Not
long ago, hearing that acomplaint had been madeby the
mother 01 achild in a 5-8 room, regarding the teachingof
arithmetic, I visited the room with the principal and tried
to discover just what the youngsters could and could not
do. Igave themseveral problems to test theirability todo
mental arithmetic,and was surprisedat the accuracyand
speedwith whichthey answered me. I then tried them on
a problem which involved a little reasoning. I drew a
picture of two faucets and of a pail placed beneath them.
Stating that either one of the faucets could fill the pail
alone in two minutes, I asked how long it would take to fill
it if the two were running at the same time. COnfidently
expecting that the children would tell me four rrarotes. !
was rnJch gratified to receive the answer, one minute,
lrom tbree-tcurtne of the class. I next changed the
problemby stating that Iwould replace one of thefaucets
by a smaller one,wh~ could fill the pail in four minutes.
I then asked about how long it would take to fil/the pail,
if the two faucets ran together. A few told me three
minutes, but the great majority gueSSed between one
minuteandtwo,thepopularanswerbe ing abouta minute
anda half. Inextaskedwhat partof the pailwouldbefilled
attheendofoneminute,andthechildrentold me,without
any difficulty, that it would be three-quarters full. My next
questionwas. ~How long exactly would it take then, to fiJI
the pail?" The first child that I called upon gave me the
correct answer, one minute and twenty seconc:ls . The
principal expressed his astonishment and asked me to
try thesameproblemon the eighthgrade. Idid so. These
children, brought up under the old method of formal
arithmetic. did not do nearly as well as did their younger
brothers and sisters.
I haverecently tried, in severalpartsof the city, a test
involving five simple problems. Here it is:
[1] Two boys start out togelherto race from Manchester
toWest COncord, a distanceof 20 miles. One makes
4 miles an hour and the other 5 miles an hour. How
long will it be before both have reached West Con-
cord?
(2] Amancan row4 milesanhour in stillwater. How long
will it lake him to row Irom Hill to COncord (24 miles
one way) and back, if the river flows south at the rate
of 2 miles an hour?
(3J The same man again starts rowing from Hill to
Concord in the spring when the water is high and the
current is tvtice as swift as iI was before. How long
will it now take him to make the round t~?
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(4) Remus can eat a whole watennelon in 10 minutes.
Rastus in 12. Isuggest a race betweenthem,giving
each half of a melon. How long will it be before the
melon is entirely gone?
[5) The distancefromBoston to Portlandbywater is120
miles. ThreesteamersleaveBoston.s irrultaneously,
for Portland. One makes the trip in 10 hours, one in
12, and one in 15. How long will it be before all 3
reach Portland?
It OOks easy enough, but I advise you 10 try ~ . I will
guarantee that high-schoolseniors,preparinglorCollege
Entrance Board Examinations in Mathematics, will not
average 70 percent. I had somerather ridiculousresults.
I tried the fourth andfrtthexamplesona secondgradethe
other day and had an almost perfectscore, whilea ninth--
grade dass in arithmetic, which had been taught under
the old arithmetical o"miOJlum, made a sorry Showing.
Out of twenty-nine in the class only six gave me the
correct answer to problem five.
We have already seen results of our new course of
study. The headof the English DepartmentinourCentral
High-school [enroling (sic]2450pupils]tells methat inthe
English classes made up of pupils who entered on
February 1, 1935, there is a fluency and a readinesswith
the mother tongue that is surprising. The old-time diffi-
dence is gone. Children are no longer tongue-tied and
unable to put a new idea into words.
I am not surprised. I had expected a report like this.
You will recall the terrible English used in one of our
eighth grade rooms, taken down as itwas spoken,which
I havequoted inthe lirst article. Iwent into the sameroom
five years afterwards. The same teacher was in charge,
and some of the children in the room were younger
brothersand sistersofthepreviousgroup,but themethods
01 teaching had radicallychanged. Withthe stenographic
report of the previous recitation in my hand, I askedthis
tatter day group the same questions which I had pro-
pounded five years belore to their older brothers and
sisters. I pick out typical answers, and I assure you that
I am not giving you the top of a "deaconed' barrel 01
apples.
"'Nhen the numerators of any 1W'0 fractions remain
the same,the fractionwith the smallerdenominator is the
largest:
-rhe principlethat we have proved is that the smaller
the denominator gets - no, the larger the denominator
gets, the smaller the fraction.-
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"The larger the denominator is, the smaller the trac -
lion would be if the numerator is lhe sarre."
"The smaller the numerator gets, if the denominator
remains mesame, the smaller the fraction is.-
"The larger the denominalor gets , the smaller the
fradion will be , provided that the numerator remains the
same:
"The larger the denominator gets, provided the nu-
merator remains 1he same , the smalle r the fractio n be-
cernes.'
"
I then tried an experiment which to me was the most
conclusive of all. I read from the account in my hand
typicalanswers which had been given in that same room
five years before (of course they were not told that it was
the same room) and these present-day eighth graders
shouted with laughter at stalements which had not pro-
voked a smile live years before. I asked tnem why they
laughed and they proceeded to pick out 1he flaws in the
reasoning and cho)ee of words of their predecessors. To
me it was the rrost heartening sign yet, and a prophecy
of what we may expect when this present eighth grade
shall have become seniors in our high·schools.
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LEIBNIZ - BEYOND THE CALCULUS
HarcJy Grant
York University
Leibn iz ligures in the standard histories of math-
ematics mostly as sha ring , with Newton. the main credit
tortha first significant tcmutaucn of the calcu lus. That is
appropriate in the sens e that there indeed lay his most
vita l and enduring contribution to the SUbject . Butsuch a
focus limits conooerably th e role of mathematics in
Lefbnu ' ow n life and thought. Mathematica l consider-
ations also suggested. crystallized. governed in many
pivotal ways the metaphysica l system that places him
among the West's supreme philosophers. What follows
is an attempt to ou lli ne some features of this broader
picture, to co rrect the sometime fragmentations in our
est imate of his work, to see his mathematical activity as
a whole.
We can not hope to understand him except against
the background of his age . In particular his famous (or
notorious) optimism, though doubtless grounded partly
in personal makeup, had discernible contemporary roots.
His unquestioning fa~h in the existence and supreme
benevolence of the God of Christianity mirrored a climate
in whic h atheism was widely equated less with wckeo-
ness than with mere stupidity. He lived in the heady days
when the homely apparatus of the Royal Society's ~sooty
empiricks" promised to unlock the last secrets of nature,
and when his great rival Newton brought the universe
itseK under the sway of mathematical law. In his time
these advances in physical science, and many of the
great issues of ph ilosophy, remained close enough to
ccmrrcn modes 01 thought that many inquirers , Leibniz
among the m, could address the ir speculations to duch-
esses and kings - who occasionally joined in the game.
It has been called the "Age of Reason" and the ~Age of
Genius," but an equally valid tag would be the "Age of
Confidence." And of course much of the pervasive
euphoria was born 01 the visible power and promise of
mathematics , its application (as by Galileo and Newton)
to physical understanding , the conviction (as in Hobbes
and Spinoza) that its methods could bring unprecedented
improvement in other fields. Not surprising then that
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Leibniz , himsel superbly skilled in mathematics and
steeped (as we sha ll see) in a view of the subject
calculated to encourage bold extrapclations . yielded to
no one in that exuberant age in his hopes both for the
tlJ man understanding of nature and tor the scient ific
amelioration of social ills.
He came relatively late in life to mathematics -
probably the latest "bloomer" among all the subjecl'S
most gifted creators. His formal education in mathemat-
ics was sUght and superficial ; his fundamental work on
the calculus awaited his historic sojourn in Paris (1672-
76), that began when he was already 26 years old . His
eartier training and preoccupations recall the biolog ists '
old notion that "ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny~ -
that the ind ividual's development retraces its species'
evolutionary course. For like the post-medieval western
mind in general, Leibniz came to an awareness of the
power and beauty of mathematics from an immersion in
the modes and vocabulary of scholasticism,behind which
in tum rested the gigantic figure of Aristotle ;.and Leibniz'
own philosophy retained this imprint to the end. But just
as E. T. Bell declared that the scholastic philosophers
were mathematicians msroues, so Lelbraz in his youth
groped instinctively toward mathematical forms and pro-
cedures that his education had not revealed to him . As
a teenager, he told a correspondent , he wondered
whether, ~since simple terms or concepts are ordered
through the known categories" (Aristotle's word for the
basic organizing concepts 01 all thinking), "one could not
set up categories and ordered series for ccrrelex terms
or truths as well . . . at that time I did not know that
mathematical demonstrations were what I was seek-
ing.'" The triJmphs of his Paris phase "hooked" him
forever on mathemat ics, and his mature writings sing its
praises count less times. Mathematical stud ies. he de-
clared in 1686. have a twof old use and value. -partly as
an exarroe of more rigorous judgment, part ly for the
knowledge of harmony and the idea of beauty.-2 These
idea ls are of course Greek; Le ibniZ tell in love w ith the
spirit 01Hellenism a century ahead of its ' redecc verv -tcr
the German mind by Winckelmann, Less ing and Goethe.
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Greek too was leibniz' conception of the ontological
status, the "reality. R of mathematical concepts and forms .
His unchallengeable place among the subject's "mod-
ern" creators has masked the fact that his own view of it
was profoundly trad itional. Mathematics was for him a
collection 01 timeless. necessary truths . These are
bind ing even on God, who (for example) could not, even
i1 he wished. create a triangle with an angle sum different
from 180 degrees.3 We reach the primary t ruths and
concepts 01 mathematics by observation, by induction,
and by the aid 01 the "natural l ight: that higher intuitive
facuhywhich Aristotle called nousandwhich l eibniz took
over from a European tradition ranging from Augustine to
Descartes. Thus mathematics, on this ancient view,
describes an idealized but objective order, grounded in
our physical experience. In particular its axioms, so far
from being artl itrary, are exceptionally certain tnrtns .
which are in princ iple provable - and Leibniz himsef
undertook on at least fwc occasions to demonstrate lrom
still more basic asscrrotons the Euclidean postulate that
thewhole is greaterthan the pan.4 One must stressaqain
that this whole conception of mathematics was standard
already in antiquity, part of the vast corpus of thought
COdified lor the western heritage by Aristotle and repre-
senting at bottom a kind of enormously intelligent and
deep iy reflective common sense .
It is true thai Leibniz. for his pan. stood near the
beginning of the eventual replacement of this traditional
view 01 mathematics by another. That tremenc:lous
Change, the transition to a modern mathematics far richer
and stranger but increasing ly divorced from experienced
reality and stripped of its claim to absolute truth - non-
Euclidean geometry is the central symbol - is surely the
pivotal watershed in all the subject' s long history, a
revolution much more profound even than the rise of
axiomatic and deductive methods inclassic Greece. The
17th century debate over the status of innnitesimals
formed one eptsooe in that historic passage. lor, as
Leibruz wrote ,these mysterious entities have no counter-
pan in "nature ,"no validati ng presence incur experience.
His own response was in part pragmatic: the fruitful use
01 intirmesfmals in the calculus, he urged, does not
requ ire that these be "real," nor that the philosophical
dilemmas besetting them be resolved . But he grappled
with those dilemmas himself. and ended by seeing
infinitesimals as consistent with the ancient tradition of
mathematical realism. He linked them explicitly with
other rcveeieswhich conte rroorary mathematicianswere
contemplating with diverse degrees 01 uneasiness -
with imaginary numbers , with dimensions beyond the
third. with "powers whose exponents are not ordinary
(i.e., natural)numbers," Al lof these are usefu l "1:0 shonen
our reasoning ,~ and may indeed be essential. But they
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are not - he insisted - merely tctcns. Demonstrably,
tor example,
,/, +F3+'/ ' -'/ - 3 .f6.
so that our use of imag inary numbers ult imately returns
to , is justified by, a Ioundancn in ob jective reali1y
(fundamentum in 'e ): and so with our conceptions of the
infinite and 01 infinitesimals.s Thus even Leibniz' own
groundbreaking wor1<; in the calculus wrought no essen-
Halchange in his tradition-sanctioned vision of the Objec-
tive , Ptatorustcharacter of mathematical ideas ,
And atter all, that same perspective was precisely
the necessary condition for the hopes of leibniz and
others who would extend the methods of mathematics to
other fields. The clarity 01 mathematical concept s
(infinitesimals notwithstanding), and the rigor of math-
ematical demonstrations, had been paradigmatic in
westem thought since Euclid. In Leibniz' mind math-
ematics joined with religious faith in fostering a ccrcep-
tion of metaphysics and ethics as realms of potentially
sure knowledge, of eternal truths underwritten by God
and accessible to human understanding, and therefore
as naturalcandidates lo raJltivation-mo'egeometrico. But
like Thomas Hobbes (Who as a young man he much
admired) Leibniz regretted that the Euclidean method
had not yet been applied with suffici ent zeal and subtlety
outs ide of its home domain - "we have demonstrations
about the circle .but only cc niectures about the soul.~ Al
one time in his life, he te lls us, he tried his own hand at
such metaphysical geometry, in the loftiest of all spiritual
enqu iries, the study of God. "I often actually played the
mathemat ician in theo logy, inc ited by the novelty of the
role: I set up delinit ions and tried to deduce from them
certain elements which were not inferior to those of
Euclid in clarity but far exceeded them in the magnitude
of the ir ecnsecuerces.? In such philosophical adven-
tures, he fe lt, the strict deductive chains cha racteristic 01
geometry are not only possible and appropriate but vital,
lest deep and difficu h truths elude our reasoning. In lact
demonstrative rigor is actually more urgent in metaphys-
ics than in mathematics itsell , where errors are easier to
detect.8
Hence Leibniz ' lifelOng goal of a "universal charac -
teristic," a calculus that wouk:l allow the extension of
logical and matnematca! reasoning to other necs. He
took his cue, and his hopes . from contemporary algebra,
the still excitingly novel syrrbolic manipulations pio-
neered above all by Francois vtete. Without that ex-
ample , wrote leibniZ. he "couk:l hardly have attained" his
own more grandiose schemes,9 Algebra indeed onerec
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the most "beautiful- existing example of the possibilities,
but Leibniz groped toward an -an of combinations-that
would far exceed algebra in power and applicability. He
had the modem insight that algebra is efT1Jty of content,
that any calcukJsis -nothing but operation through cnar-
acters" and hence can in principle be brought to bear in
very diverse spheres. His -characteristic- would gener·
alize algebra in the sense in which, in geometry, the
concept of sim ilarity genera lizes the concept of equality;
it would be a universal science of lorms rather than
merely a calaJ lus of numbers and magnitudes. And just
as algebra operates on arbit rary letters of the alphabet,
so (Leibniz urged) appropriate combinations and ma-
nipulations of letters can be made to mirror an human
thought . We can even hope to ca lculate , bytaUying such
combinations, 'the number of truths which men are able
to express ,- and hence 'tne size of a work which would
contain all possible human knowledge-10; here again
speaks the authentiCvoice of the Age of Confidence. The
universal charaCieristicwould replace contusion 01 thoug/'t
by clarity , and would allow reasoning as exact in meta-
physics or morality as in mathematics. Hence itpromised
to end forever the clash of differing opinions, the endless
and futile debates and disagreements, that had chrcni-
cally plagUed mankind. Le ibniz had found a seductive
hint of this last benefit in the Aristotelian logic of his
scholastic training . Caught up in philosophical contro-
versy with another scholar, -I proposed the syllogistic
form , which was agreeable to my opponent. We carried
the matterbeyond the twelfth prosyltogism, and, from the
lime we began this , complaints ceased, and we under-
stood each other, to the advantage of both sides:11 But
a tu IIdevelopmentat the arscombinatoriapromised mJch
more, held out the hope that the parties to any dispute
whatever might be able to say merely -let us calculate,-
and all contention would be resolved.
II
It will be obvious that the sine QUa non of such
optimism was the certainty that the areas of potential
dispute - metaphysics, polit ics. ethics, theology, Iaw-
are, like mathematics itself, realms of necessary truth,
which need onl y be elucidated to convince. To the study
of such truths Leibniz otten returned . A proposition is
"necessary," by his definit ion, if its denial is (or enta ils) a
COntradiction. But bow . in practice , does one identif y
necessary propcsno ns as sucn? Leibniz' examples are
always statements 01 the subject-copula-predicate form
that dominates Aristote lian logic -statements interpret-
able asCOfT1Jaring the memberships of setsorthe ranges
of concepts. Aproposition is necessary inLeibniz' sense
if it can be "resolved." by analysis of its subject and
predicate, to an -identity- -that is, a statement with the
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property that of the two sets or concepts involved in the
subjed and predicate respectively. one can be shown to
contain, by definition, the other. (For exampkt, the
statement "a red rose is a rose" is an identity in this
sense.) Leibniz more than once illustrated his technique
01 analyzing necessary propositions with a sentence like
-A duodenary number (i.e., one divisible by 12) is a
~atemary number" (i .e., one divisible by 4) . Interest-
ingly , the passionate cnarroonot algebraic manipula tion
does not prove this withthe trivial eeserveucn that m.12n
imp'ies m-4(3n). but undertakes instead a cumbersome
dissection of the ungainly adjedives that define the
respective sets . A duodenary is (by definition) a 'binary
binary ternary," hence (by definition) a -QUaternary ter -
nary ."hence aquatemary, -q. e. d.·12 ttistobenotedthat
-analysis- and (equivalently) -resolution- are in this con-
text technical tenns whose mean ings stem from the
mathematics and philosophy 01 c1assk: Greece : they
descroe the familiar problem-solving strategy that seeks
to reduce theco~x to the simple, the secondary to the
fundamental, the derived to the axiomaticaDy true.
Now propositions which are not necessary are said
by Leibniz to be ~contingent .- They are statements which
can be denied without contradiction, like '1..eibniz at-
tended the University of Leipzg: The 17th century's
SCientific Revolution threw into sharp relief the philo·
sophical issues raised by the ubiquitous presence of
such contingent facts in everyday life. How could these
be reconciled with the deterministic world-view emerging
lromthe new physics? What sense could be made olthe
unnecessitated, of the apparently random and acciden-
tal, what scope remained for human choice and freedom,
in a world bound by mathematically provable -laws- (that
powerful metaphor!), in a dimate 01 thought that soon
would evoke the mechanistic philosophy proclaimed by
La Mettne, the cosmic predestinationism voiced by
Laplace? For his part Leibniz reached a justifICation of
cont ingency that could occur only to a mind profoundly
molded by mathematics. The resolution 01 necessaty
propositions, described above, can always be accom-
plished in a finite nusreer 01 steps . A contingent propo-
sition,by contrast, has the property (according to Leibniz)
that the same sort of analysis doesnot tenninate. Thus
a fun understanding of such proposilions is beyond
human capacity: we can nol perform the infinite se-
QUence 01redudions which alone would show that the
concept i.eibniz~ actually includes anendance at the
University of Leipzg . But God, on the other hand , can
take in the whole at this infinite act of analysis in. SO to
say , a single glance. LeibniZ' thought here reflects , no
doubt. the limitless powers ascrtled to God by Christian
tradition: but it echoes contemporary mathematics as
wen. We reca ll that in his time mathematicians were
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increasingly cc rrf crtable with the "colll'lete<f' infinite
that had so spooked the ir Greek predecessors-witness
Newton'S famous declaration that our reasoning is "nO
less sure" in the context of infinite series than when
applied to finite sums, though in the former case our
minds ca n not embrace atl the terms . Human mathema-
t icians, wrote Leibniz in the same spirit , "even have
demonstrations about infinite series" ; how much more
readily, then , are "contingent or infinite truths subject to
the knowledge 01 God:13
But his study of contingent propositions drew on
mathematics in another and much more spectre way . He
found a wonderfully illuminating analogy in a celebrated
piece of ancient geometry. The "Euclidean algorithm," in
Euclid's original conception (Elements, VII, 2), sought
the greatest common measure of two magnitudes by the
repeated subtraction 01 the smaller remaining magnitude
trom the larger, a process guaranteed to terminate if the
magnitudes are commensurable - it, to put the matter in
our terms though not in Euclid's, the ratio of the measures
01 the orig inal magnitudes is a rational .....mber. In the
case of two magnitudeswhich are notcommensurable -
who se ratio is, for us, irrational - the process of recipro-
cal subtraction does not terminate . This contrast became
lo r leibniz the OJide and touchstone of his distinction
between necessary and contingent propositions. The
subject and predicate in a necessary prcccsncn are (he
argued) like commensurable magnitudes, in thai the ir
shared range of reference, revealed by a finitary analy-
sis, is like the magnitUdes' greatest common measure,
computed by the Euclidean algorithm; correspondingly,
contingent propositions resemble surds. leibniz con-
ceded that the analogy is not perfect. for one can calcu-
late the true (irrational) ratio 01 two incommensurable
magnit udes with arbitrarily sma ll error , whereas no such
narrowing of the gap between human and divine under-
stand ing 01 cont ingent truths is possible. Nevertheless
he rejoiced in having discovered through rratnemaucs
the key to a ridd le "WhiCh had me perplexed for a long
time; lor I did not understand how a predicate could be in
a subject and yet the prccosaon would not be a neces-
sary one . But the knowledge of geometry and the
analysis of the infinite lit ttus light in me , so tnat I might
urcerstaro how notions too could be resotvedto infinity :1 4
In suChways - and more te l1 ingly, cemacs. than in
any otner minclof wh ich we have record - mathematica l
ideas conSlantly informed and colored leibniz' enti re
vision of the world . Many other thinkers, of course , have
drawn inspiration from the same source ; Aristotle, for
one, anticipated Leibni2; ' wayof reaching at every turn for
mathematical illustrations of philosophical arguments ,
resort ing naturally to the beSlfounded and most richly
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developed science of his age. But in Leibniz tJ"Ie transfer-
ence of ideas went deeper. For his work on the calOJkJs
put him at the frontier of contertl>Orary advance, and he
brought from mathematics a technical knowledge and
sophiSlication, a grasp of precise and particular detail,
which he applied in philosophy with a specificity that
remains unique . We cannot know - perhaps leibniz
himself couki not have reconstructed - the full course of
this creative borrowing, the complex interplay of math-
ematical examples and their metaphysical analogues in
the final shaping of his thought. Sometimes, as in his
study 01 necessary and contingent propositions, math-
ematical ccnscerarcns might seem merely to have
provided him with a convenient model, that might be
imparted though deeply suggestive. But often, reading
him - and remembering always his image of mathemat-
ics as a ccuectcn of etemal truths, and of concepts
perceived with matchless clarity - one cannot resist the
feeling that he seized on certain 01 those ideas as nol
mere ly suggesting or confirming metaphysical points but
as offering sure signpo sts to the very contours 01 existen-
tial possibility, the very scope and direction 01 God 's
creative design of the world.
It is fascinating to see how lTUchot his metaphysics
can be expounded in such terms. "In the very orig ination
of th ings," he wrote, "a certain Divine mathematics or
metaphysical mechanics is employed," wh ich ensured
the max imum production of all desirable things : we see
the same optimizing principle in the operalion of nature
even now , in (for example) the tact that "When several
heavy bodies are operating against one another, the
resull is that movement which secures the greatest
descent on the whole ."15 In the act 01 creation, said
Leibniz, God acted "like the greatest geometer, who
prefers the best constructions of problems." That is to
say, just as a geometer will seek a prool or construction
that combines maxirrom range and power w ith supreme
economy of argument, so God, in choos ing among the
infinitely many potential orders 01 existence , opled lor the
one which would yield ,he greatest effect- -the maxi-
mum of goodness and happiness - from 'tne simplest
means:16 leibniz lived too far in advance of saddle-
point calcu lus - not to mention the mode m theory 01
games - to make rroCh mathematically of such -mini-
max" cons derato ns, but they remained bas ic to the
opt imist ic tenor 01his philosophy. For onc e, indeed, the
catch-phrase thai has filtered 10 popular perception from
the complex thought of a great mind is wholly accurate :
leibniz really did believe that this is, strictly and abso-
lutely, the best of all possible worlds - whence, 01
course, the brilliant , bitter mockery directed against his
system by Vollaire.
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Furtherdetailsof Leibniz' cosmic visionwere bredor
reinforced by specific features of contemporary analytic
geometry and calculus - their achievements and their
limitations alike. To him the order detectable in the
universe was like the unity imposed on a plane curveby
asingle algebraicexpressionthat describesandgoverns
all its features. He seems to have shared with at least
some01 hisfellow analysts a remarkablybullish sense of
the possibilities of OJrve-fitting; he related that Johann
Huddeclaimed the ability to find an algebraic equivalent
for the profile of any human face, and LeibniZ himsell
agreed that this ispossible.11 Morestrikinglystill, he held
that, given any set of randomly scattered points in a
plane,onecan findacurve "Whose notion isconstantand
uniform,following acertain rule- - meaning,apparently.
the graph of a continuous function given everywhereby
a single formula - which not merely passes through all
the given points but does so in the order in whk:h they
were laiddown. Similarty- and the analogyisof course
made fully explicit - God could fashion a harmonious
universe lrom any original chaos of potential existents.
for -noway ofcreating the world can be conceivedwhich
is so disordered that it does not have its own fixed and
determinate order.-18
This mathematically sustained faith in the world's
uhimate rationality and goodness went further still. Un-
deniably. we seem to perceive many irregularities and
inequities in the physical and moral fabric of things.
Likewise (said Leibniz] every curve has points -
singularities. extrema, points 01 inUection -which seem
to stand out as different from the others. But in fact the
seemingly anomalousnatureof such points is shownby
the new catcujus to follow from, to conform to, the
"equation or general nature of the whole- curve, which
thus remains, on a broader perspective, "perfectly or-
dered- after all; and similarly for the seeming imperfec-
tions in the world around us.19 And as in the universeas
a whole, so also in our individual lives. All the seemingly
exceptionaleventsthat befallus, evenour verybirthsand
deaths,are only, as it were, peaks or valleys or cuspson
thetrajectoriesofour immortal souls;theyarenotoutside
theuniformityof nature, theyviolatenogenerallaws.20 In
one especially confident passage LelmiZdeclared that
thewend'soverallperfectionobtainsalsoinallitssmallest
componentparts- evenasthe shortest-descentproperty
01 the cycloid arc which solves the brachistochrone
problemholds between any twopoints, howeverclose.21
As is well known, LeibniZ' philosophy is suffused by
a deep organicism,which saw each of the world's small-
est pans as related to all of the others through constant
-intercourse-androotual influence. It isan ideawhich, as
Joseph Needham urged, ecrcee more vividly the Cht-
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nese sages whom Leibniz studied than the prevailingly
mechanistic outkx>k of contemporary Europe. But it
owed somelhing10 his mathematicstoo, We have seen
his belief that to anyarbitraryset of points can be fitted a
curve "Whose notionis constantandunifomr (errcnasls
here added), LeibniZ scarcely knew - or at any rate
scarcelyconsidered- discontinuousfunctions; and this
prevailing tendencyof his mathematics encouragedhim
to find, everywhere in nature,continuouspassages from
one Slate of affairs to another, The "Law of Continuity"
became one of the most fruitful guiding principles of his
thought. Ellipses, parabolas and hyperbolas, for ex-
ample,seemfrom-ex1emalshape-tobe entirelydifferent
from one another, yet we know that in fact eachof these
passes into the others by gradations so "intimate- as to
bar the insertion of any different kind of curve in the
sequence. "Therefore: said LeibniZ, making one of his
grandest leaps,-I thinkI havegood reasons forbelieving"
that in like manner all the world's endlessly varied spe-
ces 01organiccreatures forma singlecontinuouschain,
-like so many ordinates of the same [continuous~ curve
whose unity does not allow us to place some other
ordinatesbetween two of them becausethat would be a
marie; of disorder and il'11>8r1ection."2Z This ladder of or-
ganic life isof coursethe "GreatChainof Being,- a staple
of the westernintellectual traditionsincethetimeof Plato
(and the subject, 'eng after Leibniz, of one of the most
absorbingandseminal books everwritten on the history
of ideas).23 Leibniz' tendency to findcontinuities every-
where assured him that "When the essentialdetermina-
tions of one being approximate those of another . . . all
the properties 01 the former should also gradually ap-
proximatethoseof the latter - or, aswe shouldsay, any
biological character is a continuous function of position
on the Chain. Certaincreatures with unusual traits,like
the 'zoophytes" that seemto bridgethe plant and animal
kingdoms, maybe viewed as occupying,·so to say,- the
Chain's "regions of inflection orsingularity.-24 The Great
Chain of Being was hoary with antiquity when Leibniz
described it, bu1 never belore or sincewas it conceived
in such specifically mathematical terms,
Every particle of matter, saidLeibniZ.teems with an
infinity of livingcreatures - a notionthat plausiblyowed
much to the wonders discovered in his time. by
Leeuwenhoek andothers,with the first microscopes. At
the very eenem 01 the organic hierarchy are the simple
soul-likesubstancesthatLebniz called"mOnads.· Lebniz
usedmathematical ideaslnwrestlingwiththenotoriously
difficult problem of relaHng these elementary souls to
physical matter, Materiat bodies, he proposed. are
aggregatesof these substancesin precisely theway that
geometrical lines are aggregatesot points. A point, lhat
is to say, is not actually partol a line,10r -a part is always
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of the same natu re as the whole ;- rather, "a line in which
there is a poi nt is a part of a larger line, and similarly "a
soul is not a part 01 man er, but a body in which there is
such a soul issucnapanof maner.-25 In leibniz'organicis1
vision of nature every monad, though absokJtely simple
and withOut pa rts, has nevenheess a I'nJltiplicity 01
relations with things outside itsetf , just as "in a center or
point, in itself perfectly silTflle, are found an infinity of
ang les formed by the lines which meet there.-26
ThiS survey of the mathematical bases of leibniz'
thought could be supplemented by other examples . But
no ca se is here made for the notion that the whole of his
philosophy is so describable . He would have been the
fi rst 10 scorn such a claim as grotesque, for in fact he
insisted repeatedly that much in nature is not 10 be
exp la ined by mathematics.27 The present account has
set aside , as net so palpably tied to mathematics, suc h
fundamental and cnaracrenstc of Leibniz' preoccupa-
t ions as the nature of substance, the relation of -efficient"
and "f inar cau ses , the case for ilTVllOnality, and many
more . I hope only to have shown that the role of
rnathematcs in shaping his philosophy was very consid-
era ble , and thaI it took surprisingly detai led, cruc ial and
SophiSlN:ated forms. This side of the great ph ilosopher
ha s been underappreciated - perhaps above all by
mathematicians. To speak 01 him merely as a co-founder
of the ca lculus is doubtless to set him correctly in the
historyof techncal progress - but at the price of a limited
perspect ive on the whole man and on the splendid
originality and power of his thought .
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AN HISTORICAL APPROACH TO PRECALCULUS AND CALCULUS
VictorJ. Katz
Professor of Mathematics
Univefs;ry of the District of Columbia
backgrounds in history and literature with their scientific
studies. It also encourages the student at every stage of
hiS/her studies to explore the ramifications of scientific
workas it relates to the world around them. And it seems
to me that the prospective scientists and engineers I am
teaching will rrcre than ever need a sense of how their
own highly technical work fits in with the needs of society
as they make decisions which wiD affect the fate of the
world.
A reasonable question at this point is how we can do
all this when we can bare ly cover all the material in the
synabus as it is. I do not have a simple answer 10 that
question. My experience is that to a large extent, this
historical approach is more lime-efficient than a more
standard approach and that the historical connections
drawn help to motivate and excite the students, enabling
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By an historical approach to malhematics teaching ,
I do not mean simply giving the historical background lor
eaChseparate topic or giving a biographical sketch of the
developers of various ideas . I do mean the organizing of
the desired topics in essentially their historical order of
development. I do mean discussing the historical moti-
vations forthe development of each of these topics, both
those within mathematics and those from other fields . I
also mean connecting the development of each of the
mathematical topics with the development of the other
sciences and with the other things which were going on
in the world . Naturally, I cannol always stick precisely to
the historical record. Many seemingly good ideas led to
dead ends or to methods which are too difficult for the
level of these particular courses. And one should make
use of toclay's technology 01 calculators and computers
to perform tedious cofT1)Utations rather than have the
students repeat their ancestors' hand calculations.
Nevertheless, using history as a general guide does
provide an organizing tool for both precalculus and
calculus which helpsto motivate the students and shows
them that mathematics has atNays been an important
part of the overall culture, not only in the West but also in
other parts of the work:l.
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As a possible answer to this dissatisfaction, and as
a new way of organizing these two courses, I have
experimented overthe past several years with an historical
approach to both precalculus and caJaJlus-considered
together as a four or five term sequence. Not only does
thts approach help integrate the discrete algorithmic
material with the continuous analytic mathematics, since
in faCllTlJch of the formerwasdeveloped alongsideot the
latter. but it also helps to introdJce our science and
engineering students to the retatcnstrc between math-
emat ics and the rest ct our culture. As it stands now,
many students are sadly lacking in an awareness of the
place which mathematics occupies in our culture. They
are interested in the mastery of technique to the exdu-
sian olleaming the reasons that the ideas were developed
and the use 01 mathematics in the work:l. Andwithout the
intellectual content behind the mathematical techniques,
it appears that in large measure the students fail to grasp
even Ihe techniques. An historical approach to these
courses helps to provide a solid motivation tor the learning
Of mathematics as it ties together much of the students'
As a college teacher of mathematics I receive many
new texts each year in precalculus and calculus, each
one trumpeting its virtues and its new ideas. But a study
of the actual material presented shows that not only are
there few new ideas but that chapter for chapter and
almost section for section each such book is a repeat 01
every other one . In fact, I amazed my daughter one day
by telling her the titles of the first ten chapters in the
calculus text she was using. without ever having seen the
bOOk itself. Since all such texts are the same. one could
assume that there is a general agreement in the math-
ematcarccmrrcnny that there is ere correct way to leach
precalculus and calculus. With all the conferences and
position papers of the past several years, first on the
desirabi lity of discrete mathematics and more recently on
the lean and lively calculus, it appears , however, that
large numbers of faculty merrbers are dissatisfied with
the way these courses are presented. As a mattero' fact.
the high failure rate in calculus seems to indicate that
students too are dissatisfied.
them to dO more wor1( independently. Of course, we
cannot neglect the development of techn~1 pl'of~ency
or of problem solv ing skills . But again. both of these
aspects can be set into the histolical context. And if, in
fact , this approach forces us to drop a few topics in the
current syllabus , this will only be in line with current
recomme ndations in any case .
Let me now describe the mathematics course I have
in mind . In the context of the school at which I teach, it is
necessary to beg in with preca lculus material. But it
woukl not be difficu lt to beg in this course at a later po int.
As will be clear, vinually all of the standard precalaJlus
and calculus topics will be dea~ with, but often in an order
and a conte xt differing trom the standard ones . The
course description will erroeasee the nove l aspects of
my approach and how it better serves the students than
the usual method .
The course beg ins with a description of the common
mathematical knowledge of various ancient civilizations,
namely, basic algebra through quadratic equations, ba-
sic geometric formulas, the Pythagorean theorem, and
the calculation of square roots. We discuss the nature of
these ancient societies, the Babylonian, the Egyptian,
the Chinese, and what it means for a certain society to
"know~ mathematical ideas. Who in the soc iety knew
these ideas? Why did they know them? What kinds of
problems dkj the y need to solve? In panicutar, we
discuss the value of pi . Wha t does it mean to approx imate
the ratio of the circumference of a circle to its diameter
and how good an approx imat ion is necessary? In the
same mode , we also discuss the square root algorithm
and its geometric origins. In this context, an introductory
discussion of the nature of an algorithm is warranted
along with a discussion 01 accuracy. A review of the
quadratic formu la is also useful along with the Chinese
numerical method of solving quadratic equations.
The major change from these ancient civilizations to
the classical Greek in terms of mathematics was in the
introduction ot deductive proof. Th.Js we deal briel ly with
the nature 01 Greek civiliz ation and its differences from
those of Egypt and Babylon ia. Then . even though the
students have generally had some course in geometry, a
discuss ion 01 some salient point s of Euclid'S Elements is
wa rranted. Among the topics included are the nature of
logical argument and the idea of an axiomatic system, the
basic triangle and parallelogram theorems of Book I, the
circle theorems of Book Ill , 1he construction of the pen-
tagon in Book IV (lor its late r use in trigonometry), the
similarity results of Book VI, and finally, Euclid'Sresult on
the area 01 a circl e from Book XII.
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CUrious ly, there is no biographical data available on
the autrcr of the wond's most farrous mathematics text
except a few storie s dating from some 700 years later
than the time of its writing . Since the text is a compilation
of several different strands of Greek mathematics and
since it was written in Alexandria, a city whose inhabit-
ants came from many diHerent backgrounds, some his-
torians have speeulatedthat itwas written by a committee .
Arrong the possibilities lor members 01 this committee
would be native Africans,Jews . and even women.Though
this particular idea on the authorship of the Elements is
pure speculation , it should be made ci ear to studerns that
though certain groups have traditionally been excluded
from mathematical knowledge, there were always indio
viduals who somehow managed to bud<. the trend and
make their own contributions. Unfortunately, sometimes
the history books ignorethesecontribut ions or possibUities,
denying a sense of 'own ership" to large pans of our
population.
Euclid's wor1( is followed in the course by an introduc-
tion to conic sectons in terms of sect ions of a cone and
in the context of the problem of doubling the cube . I
generalty stretch the historical record a bit here and
interpret Apollonius' w or1( in tenns of coordinate geom--
etry as Idevebptheequations and some of the elementa ry
propernes of these imponant curves. I also introduce the
beg inn ings of mathematical physics in the work of
Archimedes, emphasizing in particular the idea of a
mathematical mod el.
The idea of a model is further devel oped with the
study of trigonometry, since that subject originated as a
mathematical tool for astronomy, which in tum, in the
Greek wOnd, was based on the two-sphere model of 1he
universe. Thus I introduce the students to some ideas in
astronomy. us ing the model having the earth fixed in the
center of the heavens. It is interesting , in fact . to ask the
students for any evidence that the earth is no t stationary.
I introdu ce trigonometry itself in essence as pt olemy
treated it, though rathe r than deal w ith his chords I give
the modem ratio definitions of the sine. cosine, and
tangent . But the sum, diHerence, and half·angl e Icrmrlas
are oene following ptolemy'Sgeometric proofs and these
are used to beg in the actual calcu lation of values 01the
trigonometric funct ions . The values for 30, 45, and 60
degrees come from simple right triangle ge ometry , while
those for 36 and 72 degrees come from Euclid's penta -
gon construction. I think it is importan1for 1he students
actuall y to pertcrrn some of these calculations them -
selves , so that they learn that the sine function on the ir
ca lculator is not mag ica lly generated nor does it come
from actually measuring triang les. Arrong the be nefits of,
these carcnatere is an appreciat ion of interpolation and
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approximation as well as the realization that the sine
function is nearty urear for small angles. In fact, it was
that realization which enabled ptolemy to complete the
calculation of his table. I even recalculate the sine using
radian measure, since, in eHeet, radian measure was
used both in Greeceand in India eartyon . Itwas realized
that for small angles, using this measure, sine x is very
nearly equal to x itself.
The students naturally use their calculators rather
than the calculated Iab'e in applying trigonometry to
solve problems. These problems irclJde not onty plane
problems but also sphericalones, since it was the latter
which were most importantto the solving of astronomical
problems. Wrtha brief disoJssion of some astronomical
concepts and the introdud ion 01 the if1lX)rtantspherical
trigonometry fonrulas, the students can easily solve
problems suCh as determining the length 01 daylight on a
given day at a given loCation or the exact direction in
which the sun rises or sets.
The next major topic, as we move out 01 the Greek
period. is that of equationsolving. Ibeginthis sectionwith
a geometric justification of the quadratic formula taken
from the work 01 the Arab algebraist al-Khwarizmi. (That
is, completing the square means exactly what it says.)
This justification needs a geometric version of the bino-
mial theorem (a+b)2. a2+ 2ab + b2. COntinuing in this
vein, I ask the natural question of how to solve a cubic
equation. There are several medieval Arab works which
seek to answer this question, although the answers they
give are probably not what students expect. We there-
fore diSQJSS what it means to Msolve- a cubic (or any)
equation. The Chinese inthe thirteenth century certainly
could solve such an equation numerically, while the
Arabs of the same time period knew how to do it geo-
metrically. One interesting method to discuss is that ot
at-Just, who used techniques related to the calculus to
decide what types of solutions to a cubic were possible.
To find analgebraicsolution.however.one fT'IJst tum
to sixteenth century Italy and the story of Tartaglia and
Cardano, a story that shouldcertainly be sharedwith the
students. The studentsshouldalso bemadeawareof the
Renaissancebackground here and learn why there was
arenewedurgeinEuropetooo mathematics. Inpartio.Jtar.
it was otten the merchants who brought mathematics
backto Europethroughtheirtravels to Aftica and Asia. In
any case. the algebraic solution of the OJbic begins with
the binomial theorem in degree three and, at least in the
Simple cases, is not difficult to understand. I do not give
a complete treatment of OJbics. but only enough for the
~tudents to get the general idea and see why, in the
lfTeducible case,complexnurrtlers arenecessary. Ithen
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can introduce these numbers, as Bontlelli did late in the
sixteenthcentury, and use them in solving notonlycubic
but also quadratic equations.
It isnow worthwhile to continuethe studyof solutions
of ecaatcns from other pointsofview.once theCOftlllex.
ity of the cubic and. perhaps, the quartic 10fTnJias are
understood. For exaftllle . I use the workof Descartes10
develop the factor and remaindertheorems asweD asthe
methods of finding rational solutions to polynomial
equations. It no rational solutions exist, the Chinese
method already disaJsse<t as wenas Newton'S method.
itself an adaptation of earlier worK. can be used 10
approximate sokJtions. So we return to the notionof an
algorithm and by using it can expk)re the idea of con-
vergence. Again,eventhoughrrodemcot11Xrtersottware
will enable any polynomial equationto be solvedI"lJmeri·
cally with the touch of a bunon, it is always if1lX)rtant for
the students to understand how the algorithmsbuilt into
the software were developed.
Having already considered the binomial theorem in
the cases n • 2 and n • 3, it is now time to give a more
detailedtreatmentof combinatoricsconcentratingon the
worK of Pascal and his medieval Chinese. Arabic, and
European predecessors. First, the binomial theorem for
any positive integral exponent needs to be developed.
Naturally, this is the place to introduce and study the
notion of mathematical induction. A considerationof the
background and motivation for Pascal's triangle is useful
as an introduction to the ideas of probability and the
calculations of permutations and combinations. A sec-
ond major result is the fcrmuta forthe sums of powers of
integers. This is often associated with Bernoulli,but the
basic ideas date lrom somewhat eartier. A third impcr-
tant ideatreated here is the general ideaof arithmeticand
geometric sequences, These latter provide a gentle
introduction to the idea of an infinite series and its sum,
an ideaalreadyunderstoodinsomesensebyArchimedes.
Once we have geometric and arithmetic sequences.
it is time to investigate logarithms. Idiscuss the scientific
needfor logarithms as anaid in the tediouscomputations
necessary for the preparation of astronomical tables. So
I also need to diSOJss the need for suCh tables in the age
of European exploration and discovery. In anyevent. the
relationshipbetweengeometricandarihmeticseqJences
and the desire to convert fTlJltiplication to addition by
using this relationship leads to the necessity for the
choice of agood base. Adaptirv the ideas of Napierand
Briggs. I show the students why -nensar logarithms as
weD ascommon k:garithms were both developed. Infact.
the question of the -naturalness· of natural Iogarittvns
leads via the worX of Napier himsell to some imponant
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ideas of differential caculus as well as to the idea of the
exponential function.
Another idea being developed in the 17th century,
through the wol1( of Fermat and Descartes, was that of
analytic geomet ry. We therefore return to Apollonius'
conic sections and show algebraically that any quadratic
eqoaton in two variables leads to a conic seocn. The
important tangent and focal properties of these curves
are then treated as a further introduct ion to ideas of
calculus. Keple r's laws are then discussed as a con-
tinuation of our eerter not ion of a mathematical rrodel.
Of course, whenever one discusses Kepler, one also
must discuss Ga lilee and the idea that the scientific
success of a part icUlar mathematical mdel does not
always mean its acceptance. But we also deal with
Galileo as a mathematical physicist as we treat the
motion 01 projectiles and the general idea of a 'unction.
Though functions have been discussed earner on an ad
hoc basis, it is here tnat Jmake the first attempt to devek)p
the idea in detail, first in terms of physical phenomena
and then as a pure ly mathematical idea . In particular, we
consider and graph polynomial funct ions and some easy
rational funct ions, including one we will use often later,
y . 1/(x+1). Andagain the idea of a mathematical model
occurs, this time in earthly terms rather than in the
heavens. Finally,the graphs of the logarithm, exponential,
and trigonometric functions are briefly discussed, leaving
more details to the development of the calaJlus of these
funct ions .
Certain calculus ideas having been introduced ear-
lier , it isnow time for a detailed discussion, using the work
01 Fermat , of the two basic problems of calculus, areas
and extrema (or tangents) . I first solve these two prob-
lems for the curves y • x2 and y • x3 and then proceed to
generalize to v>xn. For derivatives, I use the binomial
theorem, and lor integrals, I use either the material on
Bernoulli numbers or the work on geometric sequences.
In both cases, we need Ihe basic idea of a limit, so an
intuiHve discussion of limits is warranted here. The
elementary resuns on power funct ions can then be ex-
tended to a procedure for find ing der ivatives and integrals
of polynomials. Now anhough Fermat essentia lly had
these results, he never not iced what Newton did, the
Fundamental Theorem. In any case, we have now
reached the central figure in the scientif ic revolut ion . A
statement and at least a sketch of a proof of the Fun-
damental Theorem can now be given, prObably in terms
01 velocity and distance . In fact , with the right prepara-
tion, the students can "discove r" this theorem lor them--
selves. But I also discuss to some extent the scientific
revolution itself and Newton's part in it. In particular,
throughOu1the remainder of the course I deal with some
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Of the problems the calcu lus enabled Newton and others
to solve.
It is at this point in the syllabuS that I believe the
historical aporoacn makes its most important contribu -
tion10the study of calculus. namely the earty introcluction
of the notion of a power series . Power series were one
of Newton's ear1iest discoveries in calculus and one
which he used constantly. In fact . I also note that for the
sine and cosine, power series had been deve loped even
ear1ier in India. It is qu ite effective pedagogica lly to
introduce series atthe ear1iest possible moment,name ly,
as soon as the basic derivative and integral algorithms
are know n and the fundamental theorem is proved.
Power series can then be used as a theme throughout the
rest of the course. They provide examples of algorithms.
expl icit calculations of certain integrals, ideas on the
relation ships among various functions. a further intro-
duct ion 10 the fundamental idea of convergence, and a
prime exarrple of the melhod of discovery throug h
analogy.
As a beginning 10 the study of power series, we
simply deal with them as generalized polynomialSwhich
we can add , subtract , rrultiply, and divide , We then
discuss convergence by trying to use power series to
represent funct ions . In particular, we can think 01 power
series as generalizing infinite decimal expansions 01
numbers. As a first nice exarrple of a power series. I
show the generalization of the binomial theorem to
negative and fractional exponents. I then use this to
calculate square and cube roots. for example. I also note
that , since the power series can be considered as gen -
eralized polynomial functions ,we can take the derivative
and anti-derivative term by term .
We do need other techniques in caicnus . So we
proceed tctne bas icapproximalion theorem ,f(x+h). f{xl
+ 1'(x)h and then the ideas of leibniz and his followers, in
particular the idea of a differential. The approximation
theorem gives us straightforward proofs of the product
rule, quotient rule, and cha in rule. We can then dea l
easily with integrat ion by parts and by substitut ion. On
the other hand , we can integrate Y1 - )(2 and~ by
using power series since the other methods do not apply.
Ofcourse ,physicalproblems, partcuianytbcse centered
around Newton's laws ot motion, must be dealt with here
nowthat thebasic tools are available. Maximum-minirrum
problems are among the more important of these types
of problems.
As in any ca lculus course, it is now necessary to deal
with the transcendental functions. The natural logarithm
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can be developed as is standard, but is also historically
justified, via the integral of 1/(1+x). But by considering
the power series for that fundion, we can also get the
series for the logarithm. And this, 01 course, enables us
to calculate values. The series for the exponential
funct ion can then be developed and disaJssedby inverting
the series for the logarithm, by Euler's method of using
the binomial theorem, or, pertlaps, by solving the differ·
ential equa tion v> kyoessentia lly introduced in the earlier
treatment ot these functions. There are many interesting
problems involving the exponential and logarithm func -
lions in earty calculus textbooks. It is interesting for
today's students to see what kinds of problems eartier
students solved, so I show them some from the calculus
text of Maria Agnesi. probably the best of those before the
works of Euler and evidence that women could and did
study mathematics.
The calculus of the trigonometric functions isdevel--
oped via Newton's idea of relating them 10arcs of circles .
This leads again to the "naturalness· of radian measure.
Thus I begin with arc length and the definition ot the
inverse functions. Again, these are done in terms of
power series. The series for sine, cosine, and tangent
can easily be developed by various methods as can the
basic rules for derivatives. In fact. the latter is best done
by a geometric argument using differentials rather than
via the limit argument commonly used. The powerseries
representations of eX. sin x, and cos x then provide a
natural question of how these functions are related. The
answer leads into a renewed discussion of corrorex
oombers and also into a treatment of the hyperbolic
functions. Finally, the notion of simple harmonic m:>tion
and its associated differential equation y" • -ky is dealt
with and shown to result in the trigonometric functions.
Thus the basic periodicity of these functions can be
understood in terms of an important physical idea.
Other types of physical problems are treated in the
process of dea ling with various techn~esofintegration.
Not too much time is spent on the techniques them-
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selves , however, since power series methods are avail-
able to give results and since new computer algebra
systems will generate these results in any case. But we
do need to deal with such ideas as arc length, volume.
anc:l center of gravity and see what integrals are neces-
sary to solve these problems. At the same time, some of
the elementary ideas of differential equations. including
the separation of variables and the integrahon of exact
equations, are covered in the context of the physieal and
mathematical problems which led to their study in the first
place.
It is at the end of the one-variable section of the
calculus course that I give a detailed treatment of the
notions of limit and convergence. tt is only after the
experience of dealing with these ideas on an intuitive
basis for many months that J can expect the students to
understand their theoretical underpinnings and the use
of epsilons and dertas. Atter aD. the work of Cauchy and
BolzanoocO,medful1y 150 years after that of Newton and
Leibna.
An historical approach to the study of precalculUS
and calculuscan providevaluable insights to the students.
With appropriate examples, it can also serve to show thaI
women and minorities have been involved in mathematics
in the past and can certainly expect to make further
contributions in the future . I am convinced that tNs
approach to this ilJllOrtant segment of mathematics is
betterjhan the OJrrentmethod which, in ca tculus at least.
begins ~ite unhistoncally, and quite unsuccessfully,
with the abstract notion of a limit. Unfortunately, the
publishers of mathematics texts hesitate to publish a text
which deviates in any major respect from the current
model. It istherefore not very easy to get new curriculum
ideasoUl into the mathematicscommunity, lithe readers
of this essay try out some of the ideas expressed in it,
however, and exchange their findings, the mathematical
comrrunity as a whokt may eventuaUysee the benefits 01
this approach to the leaching of the most poputarcourses
in the mathematics curriculum
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AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH TO THE HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
Claudia Hennon
MdclJebury College
Middlebury, Vermont 05753
Many scholars havecescreee the value of teaching
the history of mathematics. SOme, such as Andre Weil,
argue that studying the history of mathematics is prima-
rityfor current or future mathematk:ians since it cangive
us insights imo howto tackle ccreerrccrerv mathematics
problems. Others agree that the history of mathematics
is of particular interest to mathematicians. not so much
tor its utilitarian value. but ratter tor the enrichment one
leels in understanding ones past . Still others argue that
the historyof mathematicsisof interestto non-mathema-
ticiansand mathematiciansalike. It is part of ourOJltural
hemage, and has influenced many other aspects of our
society, therefore we shouk:l study the history of math-
ematics. just as we studythe history of artor literature. In
this vein, Judith Grabiner, in her article "TheCentrality of
Mathematics in the History01 Westem Thought,M argues
that mathematics has influenced religion, philosophy,
economics, and even the Declaration of Independence.
It would seem, then, that there are many reasons to
include the history of mathematics in a liberal arts under-
graduate curriculum.
Howeverhistoryofmathematicscoursesare relatively
rare, and when they do exist they are usually housed in
mathematics departments and seen as peripheral to the
coremathematicscurriaJ lum. Norare studentsorganizing
massive protests due to the absence of such courses,
which otten conjure up images of dull, rote memorization
of big names, dates and theorems, lacking the connec-
tive tissue that would sustain students' interests. This
article is meant to explore an alternative approach to the
history of mathematics, one that would be of interest to
potential mathematiciansandnon-mathematiciansalike.
History of mathematics courses are more important
today than ever betcre. As we become aware of the
necessity of recruitingmore students to study mathemat-
ics, particularty groups that are traditionally under-reo-
resented, women and minorities, we must look at math-
ematics with new eyes, and with a wider perspective.
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The tradibonal approach to the history of mathemat·
ics reinforces the alienation that many women and mi-
norities teel about mathematics. They see no people
they can identity with, it indeed they see people at all.
How the questions of mathematics arose, and what the
connections were between mathematics and the larger
culture are ohen neglected. Someone who is not already
engaged in mathemahcs is not likely to be inspired by
such a course.
One first step therefore in the re-vision 01 the history
ot mathematics is to look for the participation of women
and minorities. This includes studying the livesofwomen
such as Hypatia (the little we can find about her), Sofia
Kovalevskaia. MarieAgnesi, Ada Byron lovelace, Emilie
du Chatelet. and Emmy Noether. Simultaneously , we
can begin ourhistoryof mathematics notwith the Greeks
but with earty Egypt and Babylonia, and, in looking at the
development of mathematics in Africa,consider how our
Western perspective and values influence the way we
evaluate the mathematics of other cultures. But it is not
enough to just add the tew women and minority math-
ematicians we can find and think we now have a more
inclusive curriculum. We must continue our inquiry and
investigate why there have been so few women and
minorities to include. To some extent this involves
studying the obstacles that have prevented the entrance
01 many people intothe wond of mathematics. But it also
involves a deeper analysis 01 what we define as math-
ematics and how this is culturally dependent, as well as
how the values of a culture shape what is considered
important mathematics.
Philip Davis considers some at these issues. He
reminds us of the very useful words of William James,
"The community stagnates without the impulse ot the
individual ;the irJllUlsedies awaywithout the sympathyol
the convnunity,· and Davis goes on to ask ' ts it possible
10write history of mathematicsalongthe lines suggested
by this quotation?" In this article, I discuss the ways in
whichwe canbeginto think aboutteaching such a history
01 mathematics.
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This past Fall , I had an oPJX)rtunity to teach a history
01 mathematics course at Middlebury College as a fresh-
man seminar. Since I had total freedom in designing the
course I decided to structure the course to examine these
questions, in particular the relationship between math-
ematics and its cultural context.
The Body of the COurse
The course was divided into three parts, each a
different wa y 01 approaching the history of mathematics.
The tirst part 10aJsed on indiv idual mathematicians, the
seconcl on how mathematics has developed in different
cultu res and the th ird focused on one area of mathemat-
ics, namely geometry. The goa l of the course was to
have the students grapplewith the fundamental questions
"What do we mean by matnematcs?" and "What do we
mean by history?- By tak ing three different approaches
to the history 01 mat hematics, students began to realize
that answers to these questions are intimately connected
to understanding the relat ionsh ip between mathematics
and the culture in wh ich it is pract iced.
In looking at the lives of individual mathematicians,
we read biographies and autobiographies of selected
people from various times and cultures. One of the first
assignments the students had for the course was to write
their own mathematical autobiography (an informal and
ungraded assignment). This gave me an opportunity to
get to know them better and to get some indicationof their
writing skills . It also served as an excellent device for
priming their interest in the lives of othermathematicians.
They had to think about what aspects of their own
mathematical experience were important and why, and
to begin to think about the extent to which they were
influenced by environmental or cunural tactors. It was
natural therefore to investigate the role of mentors,
family , and friends in mathematicians' development.
We considered questions such as who had the
opportunity to pursue mathematics? Why did they choose
to become mathematicians? What field(s) did they
pursue and why? What kind of ccntac did they have with
other mathematicians (if any )? How were they received
by the larger comrn.mity? How did they think about their
work and the nature of mathematics? Who were the
women in mathematics , and in what ways , if any. were
there lives different? What has been the role of inst itu-
tions (social, po litical , educational ,and re~gious) in shap-
ing mathematicians' lives and mathematics in general?
We read "The Ideal Mathematician- 1rom The Math-
ematical Experience which was useful when reading
about the lives of various mathematicians and conscer-
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ing the extent to which their lives agreed or disagreed
with the one portrayed in "The Ideal Mathematician.- The
article "The Individual and The Culture- was important in
rais ing the question of the interptay between the irai-
vidual and society which was a central theme 01 the
course .
Some art icles, lor example KOblitz's on Sofia
Kovalevskaia, address the OJltural influences directly,
such as the ways in which the earty Nihilist movement
opened doors for Kova levskaia by creat ing a social
cl imate in which it was not only acceptable for women to
pursue mathematics and science, but it was seen as a
progressive mission which helped promote liberation for
the people. Andyet atthe same time itwas xcvatevssata's
very own country, Russia , that denied her access 10
higher education and employment , forcing her to go
abroad lor both. However, other read ings on individual
mathematicians , ma intain the traditional split between
mathematician's lives and the sccial tactcrs that helped
or hirdered them. This made it more challenging for
students to investigate those connections. In some
cases, read ing different accounts of a person's life re-
vealed how much 01 a vested interest there can be in
describing the mathematician's sources of inspiration, or
vision of mathematics. This was most vivid in the case of
Ramanujan where Hardy, Berndt, and Ranganatham
present varying points of view on issues such as the role
of intellect versus intuition, the role of religion, ability as
a mathematician, and how a mathematician is to be
jUdged or evaluated.
The focus in this part 01the course was primarily on
well known mathematicians such as Pythagoras, Euclid ,
Newton, Leibniz, Euler, Gauss, etc ., but in looking at
more contemporary mathematicians students were able
to read about some less famous mathematicians which
gave rise to interesting discussions about "rating- math-
ematicians, and thinking about whose name gets re-
membered and why (tc r exarrole. why is the Pythagorean
Theorem attributed to Pythagoras when other cultures
such as Babyk:>nia and China seem to have been familiar
with it more than 1,000 years earl ier) . We k:>oked at the
many 'actors that contribute to a person pursuing math-
ematics. both the factors that encourage and those that
discourage success. For exarrote. unti l recently. most
mathematicians came from upperdass backgrounds,
giving them the time and resources to pursue mathemat-
ics. We considered also the similarities and differences
lor women in mathematics. the various obstacles they
might encounter (e.g. tamily or community resistance.
lack of access to educational institutions or professional
societies, internaliZing cunural attitudes that women'
caMOI do mathematics , inability to get jobs), and how
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some 01 them overcame these obstacles , Whenever
possible we tried to examine how the various mathema-
ticians thought about their work and the nature 01 math-
ematics . and to what extent their phi losophy 01 math-
ematics agreed with the ir pract ice 01 mathematics.
In the second pan of the course we compa red and
cont rasted the mathemat ics 01 different conures. In
particular we looked at periods in the early history 01
Babylonian, Egypt ian, Chinese, Greek, African, and Is-
lamic mathemat ics. We tried to see in what ways the
cutture might influence the mathematics. What were the
different cunures' concept of proof. in what ways did that
meet the needs of the society? What was the status 01
mathematics in different cultures? What constitut ed
mathematics in these societies . for exarroie were art and
music con sidered branches of mathematics . was there a
focus on geometric or algebraic mathematics. why?
What was considered important mathematics? In what
ways did these cultures influ ence each other? [See the
essay by Pryor and Pellett at the end of this article).
One of the outcomes 01this part of the course wa s
that students began to see what a variable concept
mathema tics is. that it is not something fixed in stone.
defined by some external force . but rather a changing,
evolving act ivity responding to the needs of the cuh.ure.
By looking at the connection between mathematics ,
music, art. games,etc ., stude nts also saw the many ways
mathematics is relevant to the ir own lives . They began
to see how evensuch bedrock concepts as mathematical
truth and proof are evolving over t ime and are cuhura11y
dependent .
Finally in the third part 01 the course we focused on
one part icular area of mathematics . namely geometry .
Since the history of geometry is so old and rich , this part
of the cours e tied the whole semester togethe r qu ite
nicely. We looked at the deve lopment 01geometry fro m
its early beginnings in Egypt to its formalizat ion in Eucltd's
elements to its surprising and protourc expansion in the
'9th Century with the introduction 01 non-Euclidean
geometry. We considered what the introduct ion 01 non-
Euclidean geometry does to the Euclid myth , and began
to think about other wa ys of conceiv ing of the nature of
mathema tics. Non-Euclidean geometry returned us to
the ph ilosophical QUestions that we grappled w ith at the
beginning 01the course. such as 'What is mathematics-
and as such made a wondertul end ing to the class.
Central Questions
In the fo llowing sect ions I will elaborate on how we
investigated the fundamental qeesnons 1hat were dis-
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cussed at the beginning of the course but continued to be
central throughout: "what is mathematics" and "what is
his10ry . ~
A. 'What Is Mathematics?"
Betore do ing any readings. the students wrote a
short informa l essay on "What is mathematics?" For
many students this was the first time they had asked this
question, though they had been doing mathematics for
more than twelve years. Is mathematics discovered or
created? If it is created,who creates it? Are there ground
rules that everyone agrees on about what constitutes a
proof? We discussed three philosoph ies of mathemat-
ics. Platonis m. Formalism, and Constructiv ism (see
Snapper in [7]), as students began to formulate their own
opinion on the nature of mathematics. Itwas interesting
to see how students' opinions matured (though did not
nec essarily chang e) as the class went on .
We considered the traditional popular answer to the
question "What is mathematics- that Davis and Hersh
label the -Euclid Mylh,~ that mathematics is a body of
truths which are derived from a set of self evident truths
(the axioms). The rules of k:>gic. which are ctcsen to
preserve truth. are used to derive theorems from the
axioms. Such a view of mat hematics implies that math-
ematics is certain (since we sta rt out wit h certain truths ,
i.e. the axioms). objective (it does not depend on human
be ings since the rules of logic finnty establish what
theorems can be derived) and eternal (since it reflects
truths about the universe, yet is not dependent on sense
experience). This is quite a linn foundation for math-
ematics to rest on. As we went through the course, we
constdered whether this is an accurate description 01
mathematics over time and in diff erent cu ltures.
Other questions we expk)red in discu ssing "What is
mathematcs" are : Is math ematics a science or an art? In
what ways couk1 it be beautiful? Is it important that it be
useful? How do we decide what is important in math-
ematics? I had the students imagine that they were in
charge 01 a large funding organization like the National
Science Foundation. They had to think about what
criteria they woukj use in alloca ting funds (tackling not
only the question "what ismathematics? ,- but also "what
is important matbemat cs?"). Fina lly, we discussed the
different metaphors that mathematicians use to describe
mathematics. and what that revea ls about the ir vision of
mathematics. as well as how their v ision can affect the
mathematics that they do .
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B. What Is History?
The next major question that must be tackled at the
beginningof thecourseis "Whatdo wemeanby history?-
To introduce this question we did the following exercise
atthebeginning 01 adass. I hadthe studentswrite forten
minutes on what happened in Tiannemen Square (any
majore...ent that most 01 the studentsknew about would
do). Many students looked ratnerpczned. but agreed to
entertain me lor such a short period of time. (When I
askedwho had heard of TiannemenSquare, all but one
student raised their hands. I told the one student to wait
andhewouldleam aboutit momentarily. Laterhetold me
that he had indeed knownaboutTiannemen Square. but
he couldn't believe thai that is what I was referring to
since it had nothingtodowilhmathematics. He assumed
TiannemenSquarewas something like the Pythagorean
square or the golden rectangle!] Then I asked a R,unber
of studentsto read what they had written. There was a
wide varietyat responses. Onestudentwho hadbeen to
Chinaand knew quite a bit about its history wrote a long
lairty technical summary atpolitical and military tactors
involvedin thetragic event. Anotherstudent wrotea very
Simple synopsis."a bunchof studentswere protestingtor
democracy at the square. The government sent in tanks
andkilledmanyot the protestors. . .- SliIIothers tookvery
dilferentpoints of view. The point. at course. was to see
howeachperson could have a verydifferent perspective
of a given histolical event. We diSOJssed how 2.000
years from now.one at their sheetsof paper might be the
onlysurvivingdoOJment ofwhathappened innannemen
Square. In the same way, when we look back 2.000
years to ancient Greece. it is difficult to piece together
what really happened. or the nature ot mathematical
activity at the time. or what Pythagorasdiscovered (if he
did in fact exist) tram the littlewe have to work with. ArId
the further back we go. the rrore difficult it is to gather
evidenceor informalion. Forthis reason it is imponant to
take all recorded history with a grain of salt. In addition
to limitedrecords, human biascan alSO be a major factor
in shaping our imageof the past. This becomes partcu-
lany clear later in the course in k)oking at Western
descriptions ot African mathematics [see Zaslavsky).
OrganizatIon of Class
The class met two days a week. Tuesday and
Thursday for an hour and a haiL It was pan of the
freshman seminar program which had several advan-
tages. Theclass size was small (enrollment is limited to
15). The purpose 01 the freshman seminars is to have
interdisciplinary. discussion oriented classes in which
faeu~y and studentsget to know each other well. There
was also some tUndingto bring in guest speakers. The
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freshmanseminarsarewritingintensivecourses, hence
the large amount of writing lor the course.
Because this was the first time this seminar was
being offered. and enrollment was not luU, we did allow
several upperclassmento join the ciass. The benelit of
having these students is that their additionalexperience
in mathematics madetheclassmJch richerfor everyone,
andmadefor livelierdiscussions. Onething thatbecame
quite cJeartrom having theseolder students. is that this
course would be extremely successful as a junior or
senior~vel course aswell,andof coursetherewould be
much more mathematical experience to draw on.
As the syllabus indicates, the course was driven by
questions. One of the major goals ot the course was to
have studentsgenerate theirown questions:this is one
of the most il'llJOrtant aspectsot learningandone that is
oftenneglectedin the classroom. Inthe beginning01 the
course students were given specific questions such as
"What is Platonism?-or "What is Euclid's myth?,- but as
the studentsmatured the questions became moreopen
ended such as "What are the values undertying Altican
mathematics?- or "'Nhat are similarities and differences
betweenancient Greek and Babylonian rnathematks?"
or "What might account for those differences~ As the
course progressed. they cameup with rrore and more
questions of their own.
AssIgnments
Throughout the course students developed both
their informal and formal writing voice. The intormal
voicewasdevelopedin journalswhich theykeptthrough·
out the tenn. Theformal voice was used in two research
papersand afinalexam. Thejournalswerean impol1anl
pan of the course. Studentsused themto take noteson
the readings,give a brief synopsis oteacharticle.critique
thereadingsandrecordtheirownquestionsandthoughts
aboutthe courseingeneral. Theyservedasavehicletor
learning how to do dose and critical readings. Having
these detailed records not ontymade class disaJssions
muchbetter, it was also extremety usefulas a reference
tcrmelrpapersand exams. Iwouldcollectthemapproxi-
matety once a month, and give comments.
The !'No research papers corresponded to the first
twopansofthe course. Thefirstwasonatopicpenaining
tomatternancarpecce. the secondwason mathematics
in dilferent cultures. Iencouraged studentsto findtopics
that were of pal1icular interest to them. This was an
opponunitytor studentsto deNerrore deeptyintoa topic
we covered in class. or to go in anotherdirection.
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The final was the culminating experience of the
course. It involved two parts. The first partwas to write
twoessays. One was to retumtothe originalquestionof
thecourse ~What is mathematks," and usereadingsand
discussionsto support their position. I was interested to
see how the course had affected their thoughts on this
question. The second essay was "Oiscuss the ways in
whichsocietycan influencemathematics." Thiswas also
meantto pull the whole course together and to reflecton
the central theme of the course. [See comments in
sectionon evaluatkm].
The second component of the final was to create a
History of Mathematics tirneline. This was a smashing
success, and I was delighted by the results. Students
were encouraged to be as imaginative as they could in
creating a time line of any form. I wanted them to think
about questions that were very important in the course.
What will they choose to include in the tlmeune? What
criteriawill they use in makingtheir selection? Wherewill
theybeginthe timeline, howdoesthis effectthe story that
is presented? They were asked to include a written
rationale/explanation for their timeline, addressingthese
questions. Theywere alsoallowedto work inpairs if they
wanted to.
The projects were indeedquite creative and varied.
Twostudents made a Historyof Mathematicsvideo, one
wrote a history of mathematicschildren's book,some did
varioustypes of posters andmaps. Oneexcellentproject
wasdone bytwowomen intheclass. hwas amathemati-
calquilt. Because itspeaks lor itselfso well, Iwill include
their essay describing the quilt in this article. I found this
projectsignificantfor a numberofreasons. Wehadspent
time in class discussing the metaphorsthat are used for
mathematics, and how one's metaphor influences the
way one approaches mathematics. I found it very inter-
esting that these two students chose the metaphor of a
quilt for the history of mathematics. A quilt, being an
archetypicallyfemale syrrocl. was a newway01 conceiv-
ingof the history of mathematics, one which lends itself
quite naturally to discussions of relationships: relation-
ships between cultures (corresponding to the different
colors in the quilt), relationships between different time
periods (the positions on the quilt), and relationships
between individual people or facts (represented by a
patch) and the whale matrix of the quilt. I think it is not a
coincidence that this project emerged in a course in
whichgender was recognizedas a legitimateand signifi-
cant factor of analysis. This created an atmosphere in
which the students could choose a form of expression
that might not haveotherwisesurfaced,ortnat they might
have stifled for fear that it would be inappropriate.
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Evaluation
This article is meantto generate ideas for alternative
ways to approach the history of mathematics. Overall I
thought the coursewas quite successful and mostof the
students seemed to agree. But as always there is
endless room for improvement. One thing that must be
acknowledged from the very start is that this was a kind,
of surveycourse, thoughitwas not intendedasacompre-
hensivesurvey. Perhapsa moreappropriatedescription
comesfromthe title of Asger Aaboe's book ~Episodes in
the Early History of Mathematics .~ It was meant to give
students a glimpse at the deep and rich history of math-
ematics, but even more importantly to have them begin
to think forthemselves aboutthe nature of mathematics,
the evolution of mathematics, and the humanness 01
mathematics. My hape was that it would stimulate their
interest in at least some aspect of the history of math-
ematicsthat they mightpursue on their own. And atvery
least, thatthey might beginto see mathematicswith new
eyes, as an organic enterprise.
Becausethere was so much material to cover it was
difficultto do justiceto allaspectsof the course. The third
part 01 the course became much shorter than I had first
envisioned. Thesekindsof balances can be playedwith
depending on the interests of the students and the
teacher.
In retrospect, I would revise the final so that there
was at most one essay question (the second one). This
is plenty of opportunity to pull the course together, and
allows more time for the umenne projects. I would also
alter someof the readings,delete some, addothers. But
those are the kind of changes and decisions that keep
teaching stimulating.
Summary
Asthe demographicsof our societychange,we must
be responsive to the changes in our population. The
mostnotablechange inhighereducation isthe increased
representation of various ethnic groups, and the now
equal representation 01 women. In all disciplines, it
behooves us to reevaluate haw we teach our material,
what we consider importantand how we tell the storyof
the past.
Thefirst step inopening theworld of mathematicsto
other people is to lind ways to make it more relevant to
their lives. Oneway to do this is to look to the pastto see
how mathematics emerged in different cultures, and
why. What mademathematicsrelevant to the livesof the
people who developed it? For example, it may be that
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music or art or games are the appropriate vehdes 10
introduce mathematical co ncepts of symmetry and com-
binatorics . If. as Steen suggests, mathematics is the
study of patterns. we must decide where we look lor
patterns. Certainly music and art are rich sources ot
patterns. Simultaneously, it may be that we need to
emphasize lhat the concept ot prool has evolved over
time, and 10 a certain extent is culturally dependent.
Most of all we need to emphasize that mathematics
is a process. and to de-empha size the pervasive image
01mathematics as an external. eternal and objective truth
that has little to do with human beings . By seeing the
connections between the lives of individual mathemati-
cians and the mathematics that they (or a culture ) pro-
duces , students gain a sense of confidence in their own
ability to use mathematics lor their own needs , or to
discover mathematics both as a 1001 and a language Ihat
we use 10 learn more aboul the world around us.
OUR MATHEMATICAL QUILT
Kathy Pryor and Anne Pellett
In attempting to dete rmine how to structure our
History of Mathematics time line, we had to face the
awesome task of deciding , lrom the vast array of events ,
peoples and discoveries. which we conside red most
important. What we have created is largely a symbolic
work . We have chosen a quilt format because we believe
that. overthe centuries ,mathematics has developed in a
variety of colors and patterns which, when all pieced
together. constitute its history.
The green diamonds at the center 01 the quilt repre-
sent the contributions of the ancient Egyptian civilization,
and the red diamonds represent the mathematical ac-
complishments of the Babylonians. We assigned each
culture a separate color. for there is no historical evi-
dence that they ever exchanged mathematical infor-
mation. We did. however, place them side-by- side,
intermingled the hues. becau se these primitive peoples
both developed their civil izations during the period from
approximately 4000 B.C.-600 B. C. The yellow squares
which surround the diamonds contain some of the math·
ematicians and mathematical accompl ishments of the
Greeks Irom Pythagoras through Euclid. These are
followed by the blue trapezoicls which consist of tne
mathematical advances of the Musl im and Hindu civ~iza·
tens dUling the pence from approximately the 7th through
the 12th centuries A. D. We constructed the center in this
lashion in order to show how the developments of each
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separate civ ilization sprang in some degree from that
which preceded iI. For example, the andent Greeks
gathered rules for the delermination of areas and vol-
umes lrom the Egyptians and advanced the process one
step further by estab lishing symbolic proofs of these
methods. likewise. the Muslim civilizalion acted as the
caretaker for Greek mathematical documents and added
new innovations of its own such as algebra. Both the
Hindu and Musl im cultures were assigned the samecok>r
because they existed geographically . and are said to
have shared mathematical information with each other.
The Egyptian,Babylonian. Greek . Muslim, and Hindu
civilizations were established as the focus of the quilt
because they represent the tcundatlon of the Western
mathematics with which we are so.familiar today , which
has played such an important role in our own personal
mathematical development and in the scient ific and
technological advances which have occurred through
the ages.
At each of the four comers ot this epicenter is a group
of 5 SQUares representing a century of "VIestem" (that
associated with Europe and the United State s) math-
ematical development. In the upper left hand comer is
the 17th century : in theupper right hand comer is the 18th
century; in the lower right hand comer isthe 19th century;
and inthe Iowerlelt handcomer isthe 20th century. Each
square within these fourdrvisionsconsists of three sheets
of construction paper. The green square represents the
fact that the development belongs to -westem- math-
ematics . or what we traditionally call "VIestem Math-
ematics: The color of the square immediately on top of
this represents the century (17th century .. red ; 18th
century .. yellow; 191h century. orange; 20th century ..
while) . Finally . the hue 01 the topmost square represents
a particular person and his mathematical contribution .
We selected this structure because all of mathematical
history , aU of the advances which are made, take their
shape from a unique combinalion of the advances which
are made. take their shape from a unique combinationot
the attitudes and conditions of society during a given
period of time. cultural events, whether positive or nega-
tive. and the special circu mstances ot each mathemat i-
cian's life and won<. To chronologically list theorems.
etc., and to simply name their discoverers would fa ~ to
provide an adequate insight into the complex forces
which logether culminate in a mathematical advance-
ment.
The manner in which we selected the mathemati-
cians who wouk:l represent the various time periods also
had a symbolic intention. Within each century, we chose
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both indiv iduals who are otten hai led as the "Great
Mathematicians" and some 't ittte ones" who se contribu-
tions the world tends to pass over. For example, in the
19th century , we included Gauss, whose successes in
the fie ld of mathematics still can' be properly est imated,
since he did rot pub lish rTlJch of his work during this
lifetime. He was responsible . among other things. for
establishing number theory as an organic branch 01
mathematics. Al the same time , however, we also
devoted a ponon of our quilt to Ada Byron lovelace. lor
she was the first person to detail the process nowknown
as computer programming, atlhough it is onty recently
that she has begun 10 get the credit she so justly de-
serves. We soughl to give a voice 10 mathematicians
who are not as well known or perhaps are not as well-
esteemed lor their work - names that are not on the tip
of the tongue when one is asked to list significant math-
ematicians . Although their efforts may not be regarded
as gigant ic ach ievements , they were nevertheless im-
portant because they const ituted some sort of advance-
ment . an attempt , however small , to move the lield 01
mathematics on to greater deve lopment. not to allow it to
stagnate. Besides,very otten the smajerworksultimately
facil itated the greater discoveries . The black squares
and tr iangles in the qu ih represent those who pemaps
made mathema tical innovations or worked diligently to
solve some mathematicalenigma, thoughposs ibly without
greal success, whom the history books do n't even
ment ion. To us , these unknowns are equally valuable as
the krowns . forit is the spirit of all working mathematicia ns
that keeps the flame of mathe matical knowledge burning
brightly into the future .
The squares which are half the color of one cent ury
and half the colo r of another are used to show that the
mathematical developments which occur in one time
period, ultimately have an impact on the advancements
of tater eras. Achievement is not made in a vacuum, but
relies on the knowledge of times long gone by; it is a
cumulative entry.
Finally , the red semi-circles and the orange triangles
represent the mathemat ics developed by Afr ican and
Chinese cwilizat ons. respectively. We assigned these
cuhures a different shape because the mathematics
"invented" by them is not histor ically bel ieved to be linked
with the progression 01 trad itionally Western mathemat-
ics. To us, however, their mathematics issignificant and
valuable. and should be considered part-and-parcel of
the history 01 this subject. It w idens one's view of what
specifically constit utes mathematics. The skills of pat-
tern recognition andgesture countirq. for exerroie. which
the Africans have cultivated and theirpro ficiency in which
we cou ld not equal. show that it ispossible to look at math
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from a different perspective . More importantly . by includ-
ing these cultures in our quilt . we wanted to stress thai
just because their outlook is alien to ours, that doesnt
mean it is any the less mathematical than our systems 01
lormalized prool , etc.
Ourquilt has been an effort to symbolize the ccrrcier
forces at work in the development 01 mathematics. In-
deed, the history of this su bject conta ins much more than
can be represented by a two-dimensional time jne
(I I I U .lt is a story ol peopleof aU genders.races.
nationalities, etc., inlluenced by the times , by their OJI-
tures. and by the ir own unique personalities , striving to
break new grOUnd, to further the cause of mathematics.
The combination of all 01these motley patcbes together
with the ones to be "sewed on" inme future (shown by the
black fringe) ccrrcnses the history of mathematics . This
is what we have learned and this is what we will take with
use trom this course.
HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS
SYLLABUS
FALL 1989 - HENRION
9112
TOpiC:
General introduction to the course.
Assignment
Hand in math autobiography.
9114 - 9119
To pi c :
What is mathematics?
Readings:
1) Mathematical Experience. pp. 319-331 , 391-399
2) "Three Crises in Mathematics" by Snapper in Math-
ematics: People. Problems and Results. Vol. 2
IMPP&R, V2)
3) 'The Science of Patterns" by L.A. Steen
4) "A Dialogue on the Appl ications of Mathematics~
IMPP&R, VI) , pp. 255-263
5) "Mus", ol the Spheres" IMPP&R, VI) , pp. 61-71
Discussion Questions:
1) What do we mean by mathematics? (What areas are
inc kJded?)
2) Is mathematics discovered or created?
3) Is mathematical knowledge certain. Le. always true?
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4) If you were on an isolated island with other people,
what kind of malhematics wouki youdevelop, if any?
5) What is the difference between pure and applied
math ematics?
6) How do we decide what is impo rtant mathematics?
7) How do we decide what is true in mathematics?
B) Have the answers to any of these que stions changed
over time?
Assignments:
1) BEFORE doing the read ings,wr~e a sho rt 1-2 page
essay on "What ismathematics? " This is an informa l
essay on your refledions of what mathematics is all
about. There is no right answer. I am interested in
what you think. (DUE: ThUrsday, 5eplentler 14)
2) Keep notes on the readings in your journal. Also
wr ite down your thoughts about the discussion
questions in your journal.
9/21
TOpiC:
What is history ? What is the history of mathematics?
Readings:
1) "History of Mathematics : Why and How ?" by Andre
Weil
2) "Reflect ions on Writing the History of Mathematics"
by Philip Davis
3) "The Centrality of Mathematics in the History of
Western Thought" by Judith Grabiner
Discussion Ouestions:
1) What is history?
2) What is the history of mathematics?
3) Is there such a thing as true history?
4) How do we decide what counts as important history?
5) Should the history of mathematics be approached
differently than other types of history?
6) What woukt be interesting to you in the history of
mathematics?
1) Discuss how)'OUwouldgo about k>okingfor evidence
of mathematical activity in an ancient culture. What
would you look to r? Where would you k>ok for i1?
9/26
NOTE:
Guest Speaker
Tcplc:
Mathemat ical People (Introduction)
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Readings:
1) Mathematical Experience : -rhe Current Individual
and Collecti ve Consciousness; "The Ideal Math-
ematician," "The Individual and the Cutture ."
2) "Career and Home Life in the 1880's : The Choices
of Mathe mat ician Sofia Kovalevskaia"by AM KobUtz
in Uneasy Careers and Intimate Lives.
Discussion Questions:
1) What kinds of people do mathemat.,. (is ~ possible
to find similarrtiestlhemes)?
2) What motivates them (initially, sustains them)?
3) What kinds or family background (does this have
bearing on thei r work)?
4) Personality. (Does this have bearing on work?)
5) What are the social condi1 ions of the time? Does this
effect their work?
6) How did they ga in access to mathematics?
7) How do they view the nature of mathematics?
B) To what extent do mathematicians infllence each
other, to what extent do they work alone (i.e. ro~ of
the community)?
9) How have answers to these quest ions changed over
time ?
9/28
reple:
Earty Mathematicians (Pythagoras, Archimedes , Euclid)
Readings:
1) A Short Acccunt of the History of Mathematics by
W.W. Rouse Ball (on reserve in Starr Library) . Chap-
ter 2, p. 1~2 (especially material on Pythagoras) :
p. 5o-n (especially Euclid and Aristotle) .
2) Boyer, Chapter 4 "Ionia and the Pythagoreans."
3) Chapters 7 and 8 of Boyer.
1013
TopiC:
Mathematicians 17th-18th Century (Descartes, Newton,
Leibniz, Eule~
Readings:
1) [MPP&RV.l ] Newton p. 113-124.
2) "The Life of Leonard Euler" by Rudolph La~er.
3) "Descartes" by Oliver WendeUHolmes.
4) "The Great Mathematicians" by Darrah .
5) Look thn:>ugh Chapler 1901Boyer (many of you may
not be lamiliar with m.JCh of the mathematics in this
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chapter - that's okay, just read through what you
can ).
6) Boyer, p. 367-371 (Descartes) .
1015
To pi c :
Mathematicians in the 19th-early 20th Century
Readings:
1) IMPP&R, V1) Gauss p. 125-133.
2) Hardy's A Mathematicians Apology (on reserve in
Starr Library) p. 61.
3) IMPP&R V11Mordell piece of Hardy, p. 155-1 59.
4) Ramanujan materia l.
5) lMPP&R, V1) Hamilton. p. 134-1 .... _
6) IMPP&R, V1) Littlewood, p. 145-154_
10110
Topic :
Modem Mathematicians 20th Century
Readings:
Choose 3 fro m Mathematical People (on reserve ) -
present one
10112
Topic:
Women in Mathematics
Readings:
1) Math Equals by Tert Pen
2) Read whole book includi ng surrmary.
Discussion Ouestions:
1) Who were the women in math?
2) Why so few?
3) What are the obstacles they have had to ove rcome
to get into Mathematics aOO then to stay in?
4) What is the role of the Iargercomrn mity in their lives
(support and discou ragement)?
5) Are their motivations, sources of support any diffe r-
ent than the men we've considered?
6) How do they view the nature of mathematics?
7) What do they like about math?
8) Are there historical periods in which there we re more
women doing math? What factors are ilTpOrtant?
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10116
Guest Speaker
10117
TopiC:
Finish up and surrmary of "People in Mathematics.·
10119
Paper #1 Due
5 minute Presentations on papers
TOpiC: Mathematics In D'fferent Cultures
I0!26-10!3'
TOpiC:
Early African Mathematics
Readings:
1) Africa COunts by Claudia Zaslavsky - Sect ions 1 &
2 (p_1-58), Seeton 5 (p. 153-196)_
2) Zaslavsky, Sections 3 and 4.
11/2
TopiC:
Babykmian Mathemat ics (Ancient Mesopotamia .. mod·
em Iraq)
Readings:
1) Asge r Aabae, Episodes from the Early History of
Mathematics, Chapter 1 (p . 1-33)
2) Boyer, Chapter 3_
lin
Top iC:
EartyEgypt ian Mathematics
Readings:
1) IMPP&R, V11 p. 3-17_
2) Boyer, Chapter 2.
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1119
reeie:
Early Greek Mathematics
Readings:
1) [MPP&R. Vl ! p. 18-27.
2) Boyer. Chapters 4 and 5.
11/14
TopiC:
Early Chinese and Indian Mathematics
Readings :
1) [MPP&R . Vl) p. 28-37.
2) Boyer, Chapter ~ 2 .
11/16
TOpiC:
Muslim Mathematics
Readings:
1) [MP P&R, Vl! p. 38-46.
2) Boyer. Chapter 13
TOpiC: Non-Euclidean Geometry
11/28
Reading:
Chapter 1 "Euclid's Geometry" from Greenberg Euclid-
ean and Non-Euclidean Geometry.
11130and 12/5
Read ings:
1) Read Chapter 5 (p. 121-129). Chapter 6 (p. 140-
147) from Greenberg.
2) Reread "Non-Euclidean Geometry· from The Math-
ematical Experience by Davis and Hersch.
12,7
Reading.
Read Chapter 8 from Greenberg.
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STUDENT SEMINARS ON "FAMOUS EQUATIONS"
Richard G. Mont{}OfrI6ry
Southern Oregon StateCOllege
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The theme of "falTOUs equations- has proven ideal;
it is catchy. permits well-focused individual investiga-
tions, and is nicely comprehensive. As our hallway
poster expounds, -OVer the centuries certain 'truths'
havebeendiscoveredand (alroost too) neatly packaged
into now famous equations such as:
Novel to many students is the idea that they are
central in the informationgathering andsharingprocess.
A letter to prospeClive participants sets the cooperative
toneof the series. andthe course "Guidelinesfor Papers
and Talks-pointedly remindsthem that their audience is
themselves. The Guidelines also indicate the appropri-
ate mix 01 lore and rigor, and the expected level of
performance. (A copy of the Guidelines is appended.)
and eix + 1 _ O. The ideas captured by these germinal
equations are body and soul for ITlJch of mathematics.
The struggle to formulate these equations is a tribute to
human persistence in the search for understanding," A
student tracking down the heritage of any one of these
equations is quickly exposed to the humanistic side of
mathsmatcs evolution.
The two-hour meetings allow 10r an hour talk, a
break.andanopendiscussionaboutthenewtypresented
information and earlier talks. The post-talk discussions
are extremely valuable; into them ohen pop bits of
information not included in the prepared talks. And it is
especiallyduring these informal eXChanges that parta-
pants come to know and resped one another.
Geometry has two great treasures: one is the
theoremof Py1hagoras: the other. the divisionof
a line into extremeand mean ratio. The first we
maycompare 10 a measure of gold ; thesecond
we may name a precious jewel.
- Johannes Kepler1'57'-16301
Credit participants meet once each week for two
hours. The first session emphasizes the collegium
nature of a seminar, puts in a plug for history, and
discusses the broad meaning of -an equation.- During
the next few sessions, faculty talks are presentedon a
famousequationor two,providingreasonablemodelsfor
the students as they prepare their own presentations.
The student talks renew. one each week. All talks are
opento the PUblic, The l inalsession recapsand gathers
commonthreadsfromthe series' talks.andretumstothe
philosophic issues raised in the opening session. It is
also the time for students to exchange final versions of
the papers they have wrirten; each student departing
with an anthoklgy of "famous equations.-
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Thiscourseisovertly intendedto counter the impres-
sion that mathematics somehow sprang full-grown into
the bindings of textbooks; and that the onlyway to learn
math is to study the text and listen to an instructor.
Each winter term a small troop digs through the
library stacks for information about famous equations.
Thesediggers areparticipants in our FamousEquations
Seminar-course. Each is lookingtortne general loreand
specific leatures of a personally chosen equation, the
makings of a seminar talk and term paper.
Treasures often lie obsaJre in mathematics pro.
gramsconstrained by rigid syllabi andlaxing workloads.
This report describes a practical way for students and
faculty to examine some of the golden threads and
sparklingjewelswhich are woven into our mathematical
heritage.
In conclusion. the seminar-eourse format recom-
mends itself lor several reasons:
(1) It is pradicaf. Participants read ily fit the series into
Iheir schedules. and are able to do rTlJch of the
required work well in advance. The instructor needs
10 select participants, compile a partial list 01 possible
equations with a few initial references. grve a couple
of ta lks, and carefully critique eight 1~20 page
papers.
(2) It is adaptable. The level of equations may range
from '.' .2 to px '"' X.
(3) It is immersive. The students together discover
cross -threads of history . ("What, Euler again r or
"Your Fibonacci is in my Pascal triangle !1
(4) It is selt-regulatory. Participants have automatically
striven to do qua lity papers and talks for the benefit
of their peers .
(5) It is natural ly fortifying. 11 provdes genu ine (albeit
fledgling) experiences in library research and in
professional writing and speaking.
(6) It is fun!
Mosl importantly , the fonnat tosters learning without a
textbook and brings people together for the purpose of
sharing information about a convnon interest - surely
treasures of humanistic learning.
APPENDIX - Famous Equations
GUIDELINES FOR PAPERS AND TALKS
MATH 399 HONORS: FAMOUS EQUAnONS
WINTER 1987
PAPER
First draft due February 23.
Final paper due March 9.
Th is is to be an exposition written for your feUow
students. As you write you shoukj imagine the typical
reader to be an upper-drvision mathematics student with
some abil ity and aJriosity. Your job is to organize,
summarize, and verba lize wha t you find out about your
~ation .
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The paper should contain both general lore and
specific rearcres. By Mgenerallore- we mean such things
as historical appearances. significance at that time and
later. personages involved, and interesting uses . By
Mspecilic features- we mean the statement and details of
interesting theorems. mathematical arguments. unex-
pected applk:ations, variations or generalizations. On
proofs, use your judgement about how rnJCh detail
should be included in the text itse lf. Sometimes the
details are the heart of understanding : other times they
should be relegated 10 an appendix.
Be sure your paper includes those things which,
when first encountered by you, evoked reactons SUCh
as: "That's neat !,--clever!.- "I don' believe iI!,- ~mm. .."
or -cueecer
It is expected that an Hono(s pape r will confonn to
proper English practices. The paper should contain an
introduction and a conclusion. References tagged to the
text are essential and a briefly annotated bibliography is
very desirable.
The use of ugly sentence construction and sloppy
punctuation are cause for flogging .
You do not need 10 be flowery with words. It is
important to be direct. uncluttered aoo clear.
The paper should be 1~20 pages (not counting
append.,es and bibliography).
TALK
Your talk is anotherway to tell yourfriends about your
equation and its aJriosities. It should not be treated as a
quk:k reading of your paper: it is an entirely different
medium.
Spend some time telling us (the audience) about
your equation and its Mgeneral jere." Then take one
"sped ic feature- which you found part icularty interesting
and sketch details with enough comment and di$QJssion
to illuminate its s)gniflCance and finer points.
Prepare well ahead of l ime! Think about what we
(the audience) don' know, then plan a progression to
enlighten us. Once you startyourlalk, treat it as a casual,
but directed, chat with your friends .
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THE HUMAN/COMPUTER INTERFACE: THEIR SIDE OR OURS?
R.SD. Thomas
SI John ·s eoUsge
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Canada R3T2M5
al'd
Department of Applied Mathematics
Univers;ry ot Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada R3T2N2
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These students were insisting - with some aspertty
- that it was unfair that I had demanded that they think,
as weD as cak::ulate. Not orig inal creative thought . not
even the less original creative thought of problem solv-
ing , but merely the thought of perceiving in some words
an intelligible structure from a small list 01 intelligible
structures on which they were being tested . They did not
ctaim that it was not obvioUs what to do once they
understood what the problems were about. They were
claiming immJnity on account of what I called above
'student ineptness.' They were claiming as a grievance
that I had asked them to do the translation lrom Johnny's
marbles to five minus two. This jarred me into considering
seriousty whether this was unfair.
My second jolt came from two students appealing
gradesofC and Fin an applied-mathematicscourse . The
student appealing the grade of C enclosed with her
appeal a transcript of her high-school marks. It revealed
steadily and substantially dropping marks in mathemat-
icsand lowmarksin English . She CO~lained, as did the
student appealing the grade of F, that she had worked
very hard at the mathematics (induction, sequences,
equations,trigonometry, and corrplex OOmbers) but that
she had been hindered in obtainmg the grade her effort
deserved by her mar1<s on tenn tests that had not been
lair tests of 'mathematical principles' but instead had
requ ired 'interpretation.' I am enonnously grateful lor
these students' causing me to locus on what predsety
they were complaining of. which was that they - both
native speakers 01 English - were required to under-
stand a couple of English sentences, see what math-
ematics in the course was involved, and do it. Term tests
in other sections of the course , they alleged, asked
questions of apurely ccrrectatcnat character, and these
two students te~ that they had been disadvantaged by
the disparity in the tenn tests, having wrinen a common
final examination with the other sections.
and the student unders tands the problem, the hated
'word problems' are more difficult than five minus two .
I was shown an examination question that was well
worded but about unfamiliar material. h had to do with
positions on the surface of the earth and the position of
the rising sun on the horizon. The careful word ing was
spoiled by the accompanying diagram, which included a
circ le apparently representing a sphere. The sphere was
not the surface of the earth ,but ratherthe celestial sphere
viewed either from an unnatural position outside itorfrom
the almost equally impossible position on it opposite the
zenith . The labels 'equator' and 'north pole ' did nothing to
distinguish the diagram from one of the earth . We are all
familiar with badly posed problems, but I was struck
forcefully by this one because I had not posed it badly
myself.
Posing a problem badly is a standard way to make a
problem difficuh. It is notorious that problems that pr0b-
lem solvers are caned upon to solve in the so-called reat
wor1d are bad ly posed, but I do not offer this fad as an
excuse lor unintentionally making problems hard by
poSing them ineptly. Other reasons that one finds diffi-
CUlty in interpreting a problem are tnat the mathemaHcs
or the area of application is untamiliarorthatone does not
grasp what the problem states or asks. The student too
can be inept. h is equa lly notorious that 'if Johnny has five
marbles and k>ses two, how many marbles has Johnny
lett?' is more likely to produce an incorrect answer than
'5 - 2 • ? ' Even when there is familiarity with the subject
matter and the mathematics, the problem is well posed,
Because Ican think of no better way to introducemy
subject, I am going to approach it chronologically. Two
thingshappenedto meat the beginning of Februarythat
prompted the cons iderations I am sharing with you . let
me tell you about them.
Themuchtouteduser-lriendlinessol COl'll'Ulers, like
anyotheraspectof popularculture, haspresuppositions
underlying it. In particular. it presupposes that there is a
humanlcomputer interface and that humans are on the
sideoppositeto the cofTl)Uters. This essay is concerned
with this possibly erroneous presupposition.
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If one takes the process that these students were
unsuccessfully engaged in as being :
(1) extracting an intellig ible structure from a context,
(2) call ing upon a prior knowledge 0' that intelligible
structure,
(3) engaging in routine ways of dealing with that struc-
ture ,
then one can see one of the differences between teach-
ing applied mathematics and teaching pure mathemat-
ics. In the latter. the structure is foremost and the others
are there for the sake of Ieami ng about it: in the termer.
the structure is there to supply the necessary framework
' or the processes of extraction and scuucn.' In both
cases,teaching is primarily about the structure , since the
structure is k>gically plior to its extraction and to ways of
dealing with it. If our tests and examinations test onl y the
routine ways of performing calculations (3), pernaps
intended to test a knowledge 01 content (2), but ignore
'applications' (1), then we are testing only what the
students will do - arter the examination is over - only
by calculator or computer. We will be testing them solely
on what they do not need to do and ignoring what it is
increasingly iJrllOrtant that they be able to do if they are
not to be replaced by mach ines .
My students were co"""laining that I put them on the
wrong side of the humarvco mputer interface. At least I
did ! But I was not being up-from about it, just dOing it
automatically because they were my students. You cant
get away from those presuppositions 0' popular culture .
Having returned now to the human/computer inter-
face,l should say the little I want to say about ccrrcoters :
my subject is human . In the past eecece.tnere has been
a movement to take account 01 the availability of com-
puters , especially in calculus and especially in the U.S.A.
There has been a le MI'conference oothe topic (1,7],and
a numberol books have been written that make a gesture
or more toward the tact tha t some students of calaJlus
have access to a ccrrcoter. This is inevitable, and with
time it may become more generally not ~st a marketing
gimmick but something more substantial, as for instance
with David A. Smith'S Interface: Calculus and the cem·
puter. Not being in the U.S.A. and not teaching much
calculus, I have been more concerned with getting stu-
dents on top of the capabilities of their pocket calculators
and have been thinking that the availability of computers
is far more significant to algebra than to calculus. It is in
algebra particularty that Jon Barwise [2) has drawn
anention to the problem of Miles , namely 'that symbolic
mathematics packages may make it even harder for our
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students to understand the meaning of mathematics,' As
Miles put ~ (9).
Use of an algebra utility can eliminate the need
to know the words and usage of algebra - the
core of the language of applicable mathematics.
Unquestionably one can persevere in calculus
on this basis - many students already do so
without benef it of algebra utilities. Wheth er one
can find mean ing in doing so is doUbtful. And it is
a seriou sque stion whether colleges can prosper
without impaning a greater sense 01meaning to
their OJrriaJla .
Intheterms I introduced above , computer power renders
one's rout ine ways 0' dealing with mathemat ical structure
poss ible without knowing that intelligible structure. but
without that knowledge one can not seek and find the
structures in their ron-mathematical conte xts . This ren-
ders the structures invisible as well as meaningless.
Applied mathematics becomes impossible to a human
for the same reason as it is impossible to accrrooter: the
mathematics has been reduced to software . The human
has slipped across the human/compu ter interface. I see
this as a danger to be ccrroatted . (On meaning in
mathematics. see (S) and (' 21.)
On a more humane side, another educat iona l rrcve-
ment has spawned meet ings and now a book. Writing to
learn mathematics & science (4). Both the Humanistic
Mathemat ics NefINorkand otherorganizations have been
expk>ring ways of engaging students in the learning 0'
mathematics, including writing about it, Three recent
papers[6, 10, 11) have drawn attention to the benefits-
even if only to their ability to write - of having students
write about what they are doing when they are doing
mathematics. By erT'tledding mamernar cs in prose a
large step is taken toward making it meaningfu l and
something that can be recognized outside the classroom.
In the context of teaching mathematics 10 first-year
engineering students at the University of Manitoba, it
might be possible to combine encrts with their technical-
writing course in away not who llyunl ike Duke University's
course , Introductory calOJlus with digital computation,
Which, as the title indicates , involves computers, but also
involves weekly lab reports including from one 10 three
pages 01 expository writing along with the data and
graphs {6J . The possibility of benefits to both courses-
and ultimately the students - merits invest igation.
More universally, my students'comp laint has brought
home to me, as well intentioned things I have read have
not, that we need to encourage the hated interpretation.
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-Applied departments use math as a tool. An incIividual
topic is analogous to a hanvner pemaps. They wish to
'ha rm'ler' with it. On the other hand. math departments
otten become more interested in its description and
generaliZation of the 'hammer' itself."
-I cannot take it for granted that (students from calculus)
are able to use their mathematical skills in problem
solving. What appears tc be , , , lacking is the ability to
fOlTT'Ulate a problem quantitatively and then to solve it
using the tools they teamed in their calculus course:
Two quotations lrom respondents to the survey
reported on in [5} illustrate this.
•
12J Barwise, Jon. Edrtorial c:onvnent on 191, Not;';e. of
the Am8r. Math. Soc. 37 (1990), 276.
[3} Clement, John, and Clifford Konokl. Fosteringbasic
problem-solving skills. For the leaming of math-
ematics 9 (1989). 26-30.
(4] Connolly, Paul, and Teresa Vilardi, eels. Writing to
leam mathematics & science. New York: Teachers
College Press, 1989.
15J Gartunkel, Solomon A., and Gail S. Young. Math-
ematicsoutside ofmathematicsdepartmerts.Notices
olthe Amer. Math . Soc. 37(1990). 408-411.
(6) Gapen, George D.. and David A. Smrth. What's an
assignment like you doing in a course like this?:
Writing to learn mathematics. The College Math. J.
21 (1990), 2- 19, reprinted trom (4J.
[7] Howson, A.G., and J. P. Kahane, ads. The influence
of computersand informaticsonmathematicsandits
teaching. Cambridge: Cal'T'lbridge University Press.
1986.
(8) Lakoff, George. Women. fire , anddangerous things:
Vr'1Jat categories reveal about the mind. Chicago:
Urtiversity of Chicago Press, 1987.
(9) Miles, Phil. DERIVE as a precalculus assistant.
Not;';e. of theAmer. Math. Soc.37 (1990),275-276.
[10] Powell, Arthur B., Dawud A Jeffries, and Aleshia E.
Selby.An empowering,participatory research model
lor humanistic mathematics pedagogy. Humanistic
Mathematics Networl<Newslener #4 (1989). 29-38.
(11]Price, J.J. Learning mathematics through writing:
Some guidelines. The College Math. J. 20 (1989),
393-401 .
(12)Smith, David A. Interlace: Calculus and the com-
puter.Secondedition.Philadelphia:Saunders,1984.
[13J Thomas, R.S.D. Inquiry into meaning and truth.
Philosophia mathemattea (2)5 (1990), to appear,
[14lWhinbey, Arthur.Teaching sequential thought: The
cognitive-skills approach. Phi Delta Kappan (De·
cember 1977), 255-259.
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ICMI COnference, Strasbourg, 25-30 MarCh, 1985.
S1rasbourg: Inst itut de Recherches sur
l'Enseignement des MatMmatiques, 1985.
I can fairly claim that I have always done this, and I have
the student COlll'laints to prove it. But I have done it only
on tests and examinations. I have never talked about it.
wamed them of it, pressed them to practise it. helped
them with it (except individual difficulties). As Clement
and Konold demonstrate with the scarcely mathematical
problem(131adapted lrom (14)) ,
What day precedes the day after tomorrow if four
days ago was two days after Wednesday?
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As a first step toward inlluencing my colleagues, I
have suggested three things that I think. I and others
should do:
the diffICUltieS are enormous even without any math-
ematical complexity at all. In the above taxonomy, diff..
cuttieswilhthis arepurely stuclent ineptness. and whose
job is it10 help them with it but ours? Not only have Ibeen
remiSS in expecting interpretation only under testing
circumstances, but also I haveneglected to intkJence my
colleagues not to pose trivially matbematcal questions
on their tests and examinations. What t have done has
been seen as my way of doing things and therefore
tolerated (by colleagues) or complained of (by students).
I have now realized that I think that what I have been
doing is right - though far 100 limited - and f am
prepared to defend it. (I am not prepared to defend
wording questions badly.) The terms in which I defend it
arethoseof the human/computer interface. It is easier for
students to respond to keystroking than to the presenta-
tion of what is intelligible but not yet converted into ASCII
codes. Students, like the rest of us humans. prefer what
is easier. But computers respond to keystrokes far more
dependably, powerfully, and quickly than they can; they
cannot compete. What they must learn to do is extract
intelligible structure and frame it in such a way that they
cando the keystroking.lnordertodothis, they needhelp.
shun meaningless manipulation,
engage students in verbal expression of meaning,
and
insist that students cope with verbal presentation,
all to teach them some mathematics usefully and by
contributing to their education to keep them from slipping
across the bumawccrrouter interface.
AUGSBURG'S HUMANISTIC CURRICULUM PROJECT
Larry Copes and Beyer1y Stratton
Summary: The Department of Mathematics at
Augsburg Collegehas embarked on a project to replace
the traditional calculus/linear algebra sequence for
mathematicsand sciencemajorswith a currioJlummore
representative 01 the ideas andhumanisticprocessesof
mathematics.
Background and goals
This project grew out 01 several frustrations our
mathematics faOJIty has had:
Wearenot preparingmostIower-divisionmathemat-
ics students to decide whether or oct 10 beCOme
mathematics majors. They do not become aware 01
the breadth of mathematical ideas. and we do not
teach them the logical or creative mathematical
thinking mathematicians use.
Nor arewe preparingmostlower-division mathemat-
ics studentsto major in the sctences. Wedo notgive
them a 5utficienlly deep understanding of the
mathematicalconceptstheydoencounter.nordowe
introducethermo the breadthof mathematical topics
row being used in the sciences.
• We are not teaching l'TKlsl: Iower-division mathemat-
ics students to read mathematics well enough to fill
in these gaps in their mathematical knowledge. Nor
do we teach them to write mathematics even well
enough to OOl'TVTlJnicate their mathematical results
clearly. rruch less to use writing as a tool tor beUer
thinking.
Numerousgood.creativemathematicsstudertsdrop
out of our calculus sequence expressing a personal
distaste for calculus.without realizing how bread the
field of mathematics is.
After one term, the ron-science students in our
"Mathematics tor liberal Arts" course know more
about mathematics than our majors do. They are
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more aware of the processes involved in doing
mathematics. and they understand more about the
historicalconnections between mathemalics andthe
rest of culture.
Wewal1l: acurriaJlurnthat alleviatesthesetrustratcns.
a curriculum to reptace our traditional calculuS/linear
algebra curriculum for prospective mathematics and
science majors.
Whathavewe done toward that end? First.we talked
a lot among oursetves. and with our sciencecolleagues.
We found oursetves in the urcsuat situation 01 having an
entire mathematics faculty willing to wol1t at this, aOO a
science faculty supportive ot experimentation in this
direction.
Then, based on ouroonversations. we drew up a list
of overall goals. We decided that the goals ollhis protect
are that science aOO mathematics majors
• achieve a deeper understanding 01 calculus and
linear algebra concepts than they do now;
• encounter more breadth of mathematical ideas than
the current sequence provides;
• think more logically about mathematics than have
students in recent years ;
• read andwrite mathematics better than lhey do now;
and
• be more aware of the cultural roots and inlkJence 01
mathematics.
Then we acted. We applied to the NSF calculus
reform programtwice.with negative results. Thebreadlh
of topics in ourproposed program means that it is not just
calculus. So we turned to FIPSE. the "Fund for the
lrrprovementof Post-Secondary Education." tt'stheonly '
part of the Federal government that we know of that
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prides itself on sponsoring innovative, cutting-edge pro-
grams and on gening them institutionalized.
FIPSE funded a three -year project , starting this past
fall. Most 01the support is for released time for four of the
mathematicsfaOJIty 10prepare the new carrcaum We're
in the first year of that project, gening ready to teach the
first year 01 the sequence next year. Next year we11
prepare the second year of the sequence, and during the
thircl year of the project we 'll teach both years of the
sequence , prepare teach ing materia ls for others, and
host a dissemination conference. All along we 'll be
evaluating the effectiveness 01 the results .
Implementation
What havewe done so far? Firstwe had to determine
where to start , Shou ld we begin by deciding on the
mathematical topics? How? Should we start with the
current sequence and decide what to eliminate ,or shoukj
we build from scratch ? Or should we come up with
particular objectives first? Should we decide on an
overall organizational approach to give continuity to the
courses? Should we each draw up a proposal and then
merge them. or should we work as a group? How should
we make decisions? These were some of the many
questions we had to deal with init ially. Some of them are
still being discussed.
Fortunately, FIPSE encourages groups to pay a lot of
anention to process, reasoning that even if our results
don't lit well at another institution, our process might
inform that institution's faculty in designing its own cur-
riculum.
We consciously decided that group ownership of the
project was extremely important, perhaps more impor-
tant than sticking strictly to the details 01 the proposal we
made to FIPSE. Striking a balance is still difficult,
however.
Helping us gain ownership was our COl'TVTlOn expe-
rience in teaching our -Mathematics for Liberal Arts"
COurse. WOrking aga inst us were some differences: in
the goals we wanted to stress. in visions of the final
courses, in length of teaching careers. in preferences for
involvement in groupwork, and in teaching styles. We've
spent a great deal of lime gening to know each other
better and Ieaming to work with those commonalities and
differences.
. Through this process we've reached some deci-
SIOns:
• We've come to accept that each of us will take a
different approach to the ideas , some more Nstcri-
cally-based than others . so that we will not be
specifying a single day -by-day sequence, but rather
several.
The disadvantage of this approach is that our list of
topics and the written materials will have to be compatible
with several sequences. Theadvantages, however, are
that we won't have 10 come up with a sing le sequence 01
topics with which we all can j ive. and that the results
should be more wiclely adaptable.
We even have some tentat ive lists of mathematical
topics for the first year. At this point happears that
about half of the class sessions wm be spent on
calcu lus ideas.w ith about the scope of (but with more
depth of understanding than) a soon caiccus course
for non-science majors . The other half will range
through geometry , probability, col'1"t)inatorics, num·
ber theory , matrices, graph theory , and simple al-
gebraic structures. We expect that the third term will
be a more abstract approach to many of the same
ideas , with more of the calcu lus details ,
Right nowwe envision afork in the road atterthe third
term. Replacing our differential equations course will be
a course in appl ied mathematics, including not only
differential equations but also , for example. more of the
vector calculus used by scientists, Forthe more theoreti-
cally.ariented will be a course with more abstraction and
rigor . answering many of the -tcw do you know you can
do this ?- questions that arose earlier in the program.
Anhough we 've listed traditional categories of topics
above. and we 'll be flex ible in allowing a variety of
approaches to these topics. none of us expects to
considerthe topics in traditional chunks . We ourselves
are excited about connect ions among mathematical
icIeas, and we want our students to encounter many
of those relationships. So each of expects to inter-
weave the categories in some way.
This spring we plan to gather written materials from
a variety of sources , get perm issions to use those mate-
rials, and write a study guide to make connections among
those various materials . We know that we'll have to write
some materials ourse lves. but we hope that we won't
have to write too much. at least this year.
A pl ea for help
This all has been leading up to a plea for help along
three lines :
Wewant to know of excellentwriting,expository and
technical . about any mathematical ideas at all, but
especially those we've listed above. We're very
interested in writing that stresses the mathematical
processes involved in developingideas. not just the
results.
Along the same 6nes. we want to know your own
ideas about approaches to mathematical topics that
illustrate how scientists or mathematicians do math-
ematics.
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• Finally, are you personally interested in eventually
providing a section or two of a course that would
follow these general ideas? If so, what kinds of
evidence from the evaluation of our program would
it take to convince you, or your department or dean
or whoever. that this approaCh isworthwhile enough
to try?
To give suggestions or receive more intcrmaton,
please contad the project director, larry Copes. at
Augsburg College. Minneapolis. MN 55454,6121330-
1064. or 1hrough e-mail at copeS@augsburg.edu.
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ETHICS IN MATHEMATICS: A REQUEST FOR INFORMATION
Raben P. Webbe r
LongwoodCollege
Farmv ille. Virginia 2390 1
As part 01 a recent retorm of general educat ion,
Longwood College initiated a requirement that all stu-
dents take an ethics course at the junior or senior level.
Eachacademic department was encouragedto develop
anethicscourse designedspecificallylor its majors. Itfell
my lot to design such a course for the Mathematics and
Computer SCience Department. This note is an appeal
for help.
My research indicates that a good deal ot work has
beendone on ethics in computer science. The Associa-
tion for CorJl>uting Machinery (ACM) andthe Instituteof
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), the two
majorprofessionalorganizations.have professionalcodes
of ethics. There is an active professional group, Com-
puter Profess ionals for Social Responsibility , whose
mission is to develop ways to deal more effectivelywith
ethical problems. Numerous computer science depart-
mentsofferethics courses,and1havecontactedsomeof
theteachers. Course syllabae,materials, andtexts exist.
Very little appears to have been done on ethics in
mathematics. I can find no systematic treatment of the
subject , not even a thorough bibliography. Many pure
mathematicians appear to leel that ethicalconcerns are
not pertinent to their discipline. J have found little evi-
dence that applied mathematicians have thoughtfully
considered the issues.
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lrJ"CX)rtam ethical considerations do occur in math-
ematics, however. Here are two of which I am aware.
First.shouki algorithmsbepatentable? In1988 BeULabs
was granted a patent on Kermarkar's improved ~near
programming method. What are the ethical implications
of patenting such results of mathematical research?
Second. should mathematicians submit to censorship?
What if thecensorshipwere voluntaryand in the interests
01nationaldefense?TheNationalSeaJrityAgency posed
this dilemma when ~ requested researchers in coding
theory to voluntarily submit prepublication versions of
papers to NSA for review.
I amconcernedwith educating undergraduatemath
and computer science majors. I want to design and
implement a course that presents them with ethical
issues they will face as professionals. Do you know of
researchers working in the field of mathematical ethics?
Are there schools that offer such courses? Can you
suggest additional case studies of ethics in mathemat-
ics?
I will appreciate any help you can give me. Please
direct your responses 10 :
Professor Robert P. Webber
Dept. 01 Mathematics and Computer Science
longwood COllege
Farmville, VA 23901
Telephone (8041 395-2'92
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HOW MATHEMATICS TEACHERS USE "WRITING TO LEARN"
Susan Hunter
Assistant Professor of English
HarveyMudd College
Claremont. CA 91711·5990
A Review of Writing to Learn Mathematics and Science. ed . Paul Connolly and Teresa Vilardi
(Teachers College, Columbia University , New York and London: Teachers College Press , 1989) 307 pp.• $32 .95.
The essays collected in Wrffing to Learn Mathemat·
ics and Science present new ideas about how teachers
are using writing to enable their students' conceptual
leaming in mathematics and science classes. Their
students are not merely writing about topics in these
disciplines; instead students are actually writing to learn
mathematics and science. A number of features distin-
guish this book as practical ancl thought-provoking for
writing teachers like me who 'd like to affect our students
beyond the freshman composition classroom, as well as
for those of you who teach mathematics as one of the
humanities. In the 23 essays collected here , not compo-
sition specialists, but mathematicians and scientists who
have used it in their classrooms present the pedagogy 01
"writing to learn.~ Thirteenct the essays are by mathema-
ticians who describe how they have used natural written
language as an integral part of their teaching from the
elementary to the college level. These teachers offer
practical advice and examples of assignments that I
believe YOU'llwant to experiment with in courses at your
institutions. Some asstcnrreots may resemble those you
already use, and here you'll read the theories behind why
they work and how they can be made to work even better.
These teachers and their assignments show how the
"writing across the currcufum" movement has affected
mathematics programs across the country.
ABOUT THE EDITORS AND THE BOOK'S
ORGANIZATION
Originating from the Institute for Writing and Thinking
at Bard College, and co-edited by the Institute's director,
Paul Connolly, and associate director, Teresa Vilardi,
each essay in this volume shows how informal writing
can transform passive students into active ones, able to
understand, not copy, ideas conveyed in lectures and
textbooks. Influenced by Bruner, Freire , Polya. and
Vygotsky, these teachers offer practical ways to use
ordinary language to enable conceptual learning in math-
ematics classrooms. Leon Botstetn's foreword, Paul
Connolly's introduction, and mathematics professor Bar-
bara Rose 's bibliographic essay provide background for
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the six parts of the collection :
') Defining Problems, Seeing Possibilities
2) Writing as Problem Solving
3) Classroom Applications : What Works and How
4) Programmatic Policies and Practices
5) The Context of Learning
6) Responses tothe collection as a whole from scholars
Vera John-Steiner and Reuben Hersh.
JOHN DEWEY AND THE POLITICAL AGENDA OF
"WRITING TO LEARN"
The "Foreword: The Ordinary Experience of Lan -
guage," by Leon Botstein , President of Bard College, is
well worth reading. There Botstein sets the polit ical
agenda for mathematics education as we head into the
21st century . He observes that as ourpassive ,customary
daily reliance on various technologies increases in the
closing decades of the twentieth century, "the more
distant and irrelevant the motivation to understand
[mathematics and science] seems to have become' (xiv).
This collection of essays, according to Botstein, goes a
long way toward addressing this dilemma. Bctstein
notes how this collection is connected to John Dewey'S
appeal in Experience and Education(1938) to the role of
"ordinary experience~ in educatlon because these essays
"take language and writing ... as elements of 'ordinary
experience' that can be used to enhance the teaching of
science and mathematics" (xii) .
Further, Understanding mathematics and science is
becoming crucial to the enlightened political participation
by all citizens which Dewey espoused. Perhaps the most
grandiloquent claim Botstein makes for this volume fol-
lows here:
The use of ordinary language can help break the
cultural barriers that have prevented minorities
and women from achieving well in proportionate
numbers in these fields. By encourag ing moti-
vation and understanding through a methOdthat
connects the subject matter to the pupil'S initial
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lrames of reference, the pedagog ical strategies
outlined in this volume can help rectify the dis-
torted selecton process within the schoo l system
through which a minority, mostl y white males,
emerges as sufficiently trained to consider ca·
reers in scienc e and mathematics (xvi) .
According to Bctstein. then, this co llection of original
essays rests square ly in the progre ssive tradition : the
authors combine faith in education with substantive ex-
pertise and the willingness to develop new pedagogical
strategies.
WRITIEN LANGUAGE:
A HEURISTIC OF LEARNING
What do we mean by "Writing to learn: "natural
Ianguage,- and -informarwrit ing? In the open ing essay,
Paul Conno lly estab lishes the theoretica l urcferpinnings
of infonnaJwriing and "Wrding to jearn"which mathematics
teachers provide exafll)les of in subsequent essays.
Informal writing is done in and out of class to help
students acquire ideas and concepts as their own. "Written
language becomes . .. an invaluable heuristic of learning.
It develops students' abil jties (to read, def ine, hypotn-
esue). inculcales methods (ofproblem solving), increases
know ledge (particularly, metaccqnmve awareness),
recognizes atthudes , and promotes collaboration- (11) .
For exarrple, focused freewriting allows a student to
begin exploring a term, issue, or problem. Metacognitive
process writing helps the student to record her ow n
learning behavior. Creating problems of his own rather
than just answering others questions draws the student
into the conversation of an expert oommunily.
To give you a glimpse of what is possible in your
classrooms, I'll tap the wealth of material from this
collection that shows how informal writing meets cogni·
tive and affective goals and enables theoretical math-
ernatical understanding. Some examples I'll discuss
ap~ the cognitive powerof writing to conceptual learning.
Othersuse journals todevelop metacognitive awareness
about the learning process. The oontributors to this
volume do not mandate these new approaches but they
do encourage them, not just for ncn-tectmkal majors but
for the quantitat ively adept as wel l. Still, they realize
~riting is not the panacea for all the problems that arise
In teaching mathematics .
CLASSROOM APPLICATIONS: INFORMAL
WRITING ENABLES PROBLEM SOLVING
In -Using Writ ing to Assist Learning in College Math-
ematics Classes,· Marcia Bitken describes the kinds of
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informal and formal writ ing her students do at Rochester
Institute of Technology. She claims that by " .•. having
my students learn mathematics through writing • . . I've
learned a great deal about students' mathematical mis-
conceptions, and I can usua lly pinpo int exactly where
their th inking went wrong and help to redirect it- (41-42).
Her ei-eass writing and homeworK assig nments require
students to interpret and analyze answers and to reflect
on concepts. She respond s to this writ ing and gives
credit for it, but she does not grade it. Here 's an informal
writing assignment she calls the 't.ogical OrderQuestion-;
Instructions for Sheet 1. On this sheetof paper
construct a geometricdesignusingthe six shapes
given above. You must use all 01 the shapes ,
without repeating any shape , and keep their
relative scale . You may tum, trans late , rotate,
reflect, or otnerwtse move the given shapes in
any manner you feel satisfies your artistic de-
sires .
Instructions for Sheet 2, On this sheet of paper
write down, in English, the steps that are neces-
sary to create your design. No drawing should
take place on this sheet of paper - only instruc-
tions given in English sentences. Be explicit
enough that someone else can follow your in-
struetions and recreate your artistic masterpiece.
(43)
BirKen does grade essay quest ions on exams like
this one that she asks in Calculus II: "We have just
finished studying the Fundamental Theoremof Calculus.
Write one to twoparagraphs explaining why this theorem
is so named and how it links the indefinite integral
(antiderivative) and the definite integrar (44) .
AtSouthern ConnectiOJtState University and Colby
College, Wliliam P. Ser1inghotf helped non-technc.a.l
majors to do "LoCaJ1y Original Mathematics Through
Writing ." He has transformed such writing assignments
as -Write about a tamou s mathematician or mathemaU-
cal event· or -Report on an artide- to emphasize the
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" . , •process of solving a partcutar problem or examining
a partcular mathematical object, a problem or object
assigned to that student alone- (89). For example, to
develop a mathematical way of thinking among non-
science students, Berlinghotf assigned a mathematical
research paper on numbers that involved original re-
search and collaboration with the teacher. His students
searched for patterns 01 numbers from a table they had
made while they were learning prime factorization. The
papers they wrote were descriptions of their investiga-
tions.
Sandra Keith from SI. Cloud University writes about
how "Exploring Mathematics in Writing" helps students
become "explainers," "proponents," nol merely "answer-
ers- (146). Her students engage in exploratory writing
assignments to assess their confusion, to anticipate new
material, to learn how to negotiate what they understand
in small groups. In one assignment Keith asks her
students to integrate their reading andwritingby rewriting
an explanation in their textbooks which is difficult to
understand. Unlike journal or process writing, her as-
signments introduce the idea of context and audience for
writing. For example, students produce a "crib sheet- for
a lriendwho is behind in the course or write the author of
their 000k a crttique 01 a section in a chapter.
Oneof the rrcst persuasive cases for writing to Ieam
is made in thisvolumeby Arthur B.Powell and his student
Jose A. Lopez. They report a case study for "Writing as
a Vehicle to Learn Mathematics • . . • in Developmental
Mathematics I at Rutgers University's Newark College of
Arts and Sciences. Like many students in college today,
the students in this COurse thoughtof mathematics as an
"abstruse symbol system- and a "fixed body of knowl-
edge whose secrets will not be revealed" (161) . To
promotecritical reflection on mathematical experiences,
Powellasked students to write daily in journals about any
topicor questions related to their learning the math in the
course and to the way they fell about it - a learning k>g.
As you'lI see from the excerpts of Jose Lopez'S journal
that Powell includes in this essay, the entries moved from
summaries of class to personal reflection on learning
math. They also revealed to Powell misconceptions and
gaps in Lopez'S understanding.
THE CONTEXT OF LEARNING
In Pan V 0' Writing 10 Learn Mathematics and SCi·
ence,AnneliLax andthe late HasslerWhitney areamong
those who cairn that it mathematics education is to
support risk, invite experiment , and allow error, students
must be encouraged to use their own language to form
theirown understanding of mathematical concepts. This
section of the volume is concerned less with techniques
and assignments than with a philosophyof learning that
recognizes theneed tochangewhatcontinues to happen
in most math programs today.
In "On Preservingthe Union of Numbersand Words:
The Storyof anExperiment,-writing teacherErikaDuncan
describes the benefits of combining math and writing
which sheand mathematics professorAnneliLaxdiscov-
ered. On their way toward designing a math course for
NewYork University freshmen whowere not expectedto
be very good at math. Duncan and Lax helcl to their
. . . shared belief that. as different as our disc..
plines might appear on the surface. in both, one
must not think of f ixed methods lor finding the
solutions to a given problem, but ratheronemust
learnto conceptualiZea wide varietyof converg-
ing and diverging possibilities, forever being
refined as each student let heror his own begin-
nings shape and set up logical boundaries for
each new forward-reaching step (232).
Duncan and Lax encouraged oral discussion and col-
laborationwhich aUowed students to hear the process of
solving problems from ~he first spokenconception to the
present stage- (242). Students' rnathematcal autobiog-
raphies revealed their individual problem-solving meth--
ods. A composition aboutthe virtues and drawbacks of
open-endednessand imaging inmathandwritingIedone
of their students to the following refledion - a reflection
which captures the shared message of all the essays in
the volume:
Open-endedness has the connotation of some-
thing being incorTlllete and therefore not tin-
ished. But cpen -eocedness can also mean that
there is space left for further questioning and
stimulalionot thought. . . . Imagescan be placed
in people's minds, but will they incite a person to
search for or create other images? (246)
I'mconvincedbythe teslimonyof these mathematics
teachers and their students that had "Writing to learn"
been used in the mathematics classrooms of the '60'S, I
still might not be in a technical field today, but I would
certainlybe a mathematically literatecitizen. Asawriting
specialist. I am encouraged that the math and science
teachers who contributed to Writing to Leam Mathemat·
cs and SCience believe all students can Ieam math-
ematical ways of thinking.
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MATHEMATICS AND PHILOSOPHY:
THE STORY OF A MISUNDERSTANDING
Gian-CarJo Rota
Professor of Mathema tics and Philosophy, MIT
Author's address:
Prof. Gian-Carlo Rota
2-351, Mathematics Department. MIT
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139. USA
Weshallargue that the attempt carriedoutbycertain
philosophers in this century to parrot the language, the
method, and the results of mathematics has done harm
10 philosophy. Such an attempt resultsfrom a misunder·
standing of both mathematics and philosophy, and has
done harm to both subjects.
1. The Double Life of MathemaUcs
Are mathemat ical ideas invented or discovered?
This question has been repeatedly posed by philoso-
phers through the ages. and will probably be with us
forever. We shall not be concerned with the answer.
Whal matters is that by asking the question, we ac-
knowledge the tact that mathematics has been leadinga
double life.
In the first of its lives. mathematics deals with fads
like any other science. It is a fact that the altitudesof a
triangle meet at a point, it is a fact that there are only
seventeen kinds of symmetry in the plane. it is a fact that
there are only five non-linear differential equations with
fixedsingularities. it is a fact that every finite groupof odd
order is solvable. The work of a mathematicianconsists
in dealing with these facts in various ways. When
mathematicians lalk to each other. they tell the 'acts of
mathematics. In their research work. mathematicians
study the facts of mathematics with a taxonomic zeal
similar to that of the botanist who studies the properties
Of some rare plant.
The facts of mathematics are as useful as the facts
of any other science. No matter how abstruse they may
appear at first. sooneror later they find their way back to
practical applications. The facts of group theory. for
example. may appear abstract and remote. but the
practical applicationsof group theory have been numer-
ous. and they have occurred in ways that no one might
have anticipated. The facts of today's mathematicsare
the springboard for the science of tomorrow.
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In its second life. mathematicsdeals with proofs. A
mathematical theorybeginswith definitions, and derives
its resutts from cJearty agreed upon rules of inference.
Every fact of mathematics must be ensconced in an
axcmatctneory andformallyprovedif it is to beaccepted
as lrue. AxKlmatic exposnon is indispensable in math-
ematics, because the fact of mathematics. unlike the
facts ot physics. are not amenable to experimental veri-
fication.
The axomatk method of mathematics is one ot the
great achievementsot our cunure. However. it is only a
method. Whereas the facts of mathematics, once dis-
covered, wiD never change. the method by which these
facts are verified has changed many times in the past.
and it would be fOOlhardy not to expect that it will not
change again at some future date.
2. The Double Life of Philosophy
The successof mathematicsin leading a double life
haslongbeentheenvyof philosophy.anotherfieldwhich
also is blessed- or maybewe should say cursed - to
live in two wol1ds, but which has nor been quite as
comfortablewith its double life,
Inthe firstof its lives,philosophysetsto itself the task
of telling us how to look at the world. Philosophy is
effective at correcting and redireding our thi~ing . It
helps us do irNay with glaring prejudices and unwar-
ranted assurrptions. Philosophy lays bare contradic-
tionsthat we woukf ratheravoidfacingup to. PhiJosopht-
cal descriptionsmake us awareof phenomenathat lie at
the other endof the spectrum ot rationality. phenomena
which science will not and cannot deal with.
The assertions of philosophy are less reliable than
the assertionsof mathematics. but they run deeper into
the roots of our existence.
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The philosophical assertions of today will be part of
the convnon sense of torcrrow.
In its second life,philosophy,like mathematics, relies
on a methOd of argumentation that seems to follow the
rules of some logic or other. But the method of philo·
sophical reasoning, unlike the method of mathematical
reasoning, has never been clearly agreed upon by phi-
losophers, and much philosophical discussion since the
beginnings in Greece has been spent on discussions 01
method. Philosophy's relationshipwith Goddess Reason
is closer to a forced cohabitation than to the romantic
liaison that has always existed between Goddess Rea-
son and mathematics.
The assertions of philosophy are tentative and par-
tial. It is not even clear what it is that philosophy deals
with. II used to be said that philosophy was "pUrely
speculative ,· and this used to be an expression of praise.
But lately the word "speculative" has become a Bad
Word.
Philosophical argumenls are errotion-laden 10 a
greater degree than mathematical arguments . Pniloso-
phy is etten written in a style which is more reminiscent
of a shameful admission than of a dispassionate de-
scription. Behird every question of philosophy there
lurks a gnarl of unacknowledged emolional cravings
which act as powerful motivation for conclusions inwhich
reason plays at best a supporting role . To bring such
hidden emotional cravings out into the open, as phi-
losophers have felt it their duty toclo, is to call fortrouble.
Philosophical disclosures are frequently met w~h the
anger that we reserve for the betrayal of our lamily
secrets.
This confused state of affairs makes philosophical
reasoning more difficull ,butfarrrore rewarding . Allhough
philosophical arguments are blended with emotion, al-
though philosophy seldom reaches a finn conclusion,
althOugh the method of philosophy has never been
clearly agreed upon, nonetheless, the assertions of phi-
Iosophy. tentative and partial as they are .come far closer
to the truth of ourexistence thantbe prootsotmathematics.
3. The Loss of Autonomy
Philosophers of all times, beginning with Thales and
Socrates. have suffered from the recurring suspicions
about the soundness 01 their work, and have responded
to them as best they could .
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The latest reaction against the crilicismof philosophy
began aroundthe tumor the century and is still very much
with us.
Tcday's philosophers (not all of them, Icrtunatejyl
have become greal be lievers in mathemataation. They
have rewritten Gatllec's famous sentence to read "The
great book of philosophy is written in the language of
mathematics.·
~Mathematics calls attention to itself ,· wrote Jack
SChwartz in a famous paper on another kind of misunder-
standing. Philosophers in this century have suffered
more than ever from the dictatorship of definitiveness.
The illusion 01 the final answer, what two thousand years
of Western philosophy had failed to accomplish, was
thought in this century to have come at last within reach
by the slavish imitation of mathematics.
Mathematizing philosophers have claimed that ph i-
losophy shOuld be made factual and precise. They have
given guidelines to philosophical argument which are
based ur;x>n mathematical logic. They have contended
that the eternal riddles of philosophy can be definitively
solved by pure reasoning, unencumbered by the weight
of history. Confident in their faith in the power of pure
thought, they have eut all ties to the past. onthedaimthat
Ihe messages 01 past philosophers are now "cbsclete."
Mathematizing philosophers will agree that tradi-
lional philosophical reasoning is radically different from
mathematical reasoning . But this difference, rather than
being viewed as strong evidence forthe heterogeneity of
philosophy and mathematics, is taken instead as a rea-
son for doing away with non-mathematical philosophy
anooemer.
In one area of philosophy the program o. matnema-
tizaHon has succeeded. logic is nowadays no longer a
part 01 philoSOphy. Under the name of mathematical
logic. it is now a successful and respected branch 01
mathematics, one that has found substantial practical
applications in computer science.more so than any other
branch of mathematics.
But logic has become mathematical at a price . Math-
ematicallogic has given up all claims to give a foundation
to mathematics. Very few logicians of our day believe
any longer that mathematical logic has anything to do
wilh the way we think.
Mathematicians are therefore mystified by the spec -
tacle 01 philosophers pretending to re-inject philosophi-
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cal sense into the language of mathematical logic. A
hygienic cleansing of every trace of philosophical reIer-
erce had been the price of admission of logic into the
mathemat ical fold . Mathematical logic isnow just another
branch of mathematics. like topology and probability.
The philosophical aspects of mathematical logic are
qualitatively no different from the philosophical aspects
of topology or tne theOry of func1ions. aside from a
curious lerminology which . by an accident of chance
going back to Leibinz's reading 01 Suarez, goes back to
the Middle Ages .
The fake-philosophical terminology of mathematical
logic has misled philosophers into believ ing that math-
ematical logic deals with the truth in the philosophical
sense. But this is a mistake . Mathematical logic does not
deal with the truth , but only with the game of truth. The
snobbish symbol-dropping one f inds nowadays in
philOsophical papers raises eyebrows among math-
ematicians . It is as if you were at the grocery store and
youwatched someone trying to pay his bill with Monopoly
money.
4, Mathematics and Philosophy: Success and
Failure
By all accounts. mathematics is the most successful
intellectual undertaking of mankind . Every problem of
mathematics gets solved. sooner or later. Once it is
solved. a mathematical problem is forever finished: no
later event will disprove a correct solution. As mathemat-
ics progresses. problemsthat were once difficu lt become
easy enough to be assigned to schoolboys. Thus.
Euclidean geometry is now taught in the second year of
high school. Similarly, the mathematics that mathema-
ticians of my generation have learned in graduate school
has now descended to the undergraduate level. and the
lime is not far when it may be taught in the high schools.
Not only is every mathe matical problem solved, but
eventually , every mathematical problem is proved trivial.
The quest for ultimate triviality is cha racteristic of the
mathematical enterprise .
Whenwe look at the problemsot philosophy. another
Picture emerges. Philosophy can be described as the
stUdyof a few problems whose statements have changed
little since Ihe Greeks : the mind-txx:ty problem. or the
Problem or reality. 10 recall only twO. A dispassionate
lookatthe history ofphilosophy disdoses two contradidory
leatures: first . these problems have in no way been
SOlved. nor are they likely to be solved as lOng as
philOsophysurvives; second . every phdosopherwho has
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ever worked on any of these problems has proposed his
own -definitive solution.· which have been invariably
rejeC1ed as false by his successors .
SUCh Cl'1Jshing historical evidence tcrces us to the
conclusion that these two paradoxical features rnJst be
an inescapable conexmlitant of the philosophical enter-
prise. Failure to conclude has been an outstanding
Characteristic 01 philosophy throughout its history.
Philosophers of the past have repeatedly stressed
the essential role ot failure in philosophy. Jose Ortega y
Gasset. for exa"l'le , used to describe philOsophy as "a
constant Shipwreck.· However. the lear of lailure did not
stop him or any otherph ilosopher from doing philosophy.
Philosophers' fa ilure to reach any kind 01 agreement
does not make their writings any less relevant to the
problemsol ourday. We reread with interest the rnJtually
contradictory theories 01 mind that Plato. Aristotle . Kant,
and Cornie have bequeathed to us. and we find their
opinions timely and enlightening, even in problems ot
artificial intelligence.
Unfortunately. the tatter-cay mathematize rs 01 phi-
lOsophy are unable to lace up to the inevitability of failure.
Borrowing1rom the world of business.theyhave errbraced
the ideal of success . Philosophy had betterbe successful ,
or else is should be given up. like any business.
5. The Myth of Precision
Since mathematical concepts are precise, and since
mathematics has been successful , they mistakenly infer
that philosophy would be better off if it dealt with precise
conce pts and unequivocal statements . Philosophy will
have a better chance at being successful. if it beco mes
precise.
The prejudice that a concept rnJst be precisely
defined in order to be meaningful . or that an argument
must be precisety slated in order to make sense. is one
of the most insidious of the Twentiet h Century . The best
known expression 01 this prejudice appears at the end of
LUdwig Willgenstein's Traetatus. and the authof s later
wol1<. in particular the Philosophical Investigations. is a
loud and repeated retraction of his eartier gaffe.
Looked at lrom the vantage point of ordinary experi-
ence. the ideal of precision appears preposterous. Our
everyday reasoning is not precise . yet it is effect ive.
Nature itself . from the cosmos tothe gene. is approximate
and inaccurate.
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The negative opinion that many philosophers hold of
their own field has caused damage to philosophy. The
mathematician's contempt at the philosopher's exag-
gerated estimation ofa method of mathemat icalexposition
teeds back onto philosophers' inferiority complex , and
funher decreases the philosophers' confidence.
Salutary as this injunction may be in mathematics, it
has had disastrous consequences when carried over to
philosophy. Whereas mathematics starts with a defini -
tion, philosophy endswith a definition. A clear statement
of what it is we are talking about is not only missing in
philosophy; such a statement would be the end of all
philosophy. If we could define our terms , then we would
dispense with philosophical argument.
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This mistake betrays the philosophers' pessimistic
view of their own field . Unable or afraid as they are of
singling out, describing and analyzing the structure of
philosophical reasoning, they seek help from the proven
technique of another field , a Heldthat is the object of their
envy and veneration. Secretly disbelieving in the power
of autonomous philosophical reasoning to arrive at the
truth, they have surrendered to a slavish and superficial
imitation of the truth of mathematics.
There is thus a hidden circularity in tormal math-
ematical exposition. The theorems are proved staning
with definitions, but the definitions themselves are rrcti-
Actually, the -define your terms- imperative is deeply
flawed in more than one way . While reading a formal
mathematical argument , we are given to believe that the
"undefined terms." or the "basic definitons" have been
whimsically chosen out of a variety of poss ibilities .
Mathematicians take mischievous pleasure in faking the
arbitrariness of definition. In actual fact, no mathematical
definition is arbitrary . The theorems of mathematics
motivate the definitions as much as the definitions m0-
tivate the theorems. A good definition is "justified- by the
theorems one can prove with it, just like the proof of a
theorem is "justified- by appealing to previously given
definition.
Thisold injunction has becomea platitude in everyday
discussions. What could be healthier than a clear
statement, right at the beginning, of what it is that we are
talking about? Doesn't mathematics stan with definitions
and then develop the properties of the objects that have
been defined, by an admirable and inexorable logic?
7. "Define your terms! "
The concepts of philosophy are among the least
precise . The mind , perception, memory, cognition, are
words that do not have any fixed or clear meaning. Yet,
theyoc have meaning . We misunderstand these concepts
when we force them to be precise. To use an image due
toWittgenstein, philosophical concepts are l~ethewinding
streets of an old city. which we must accept as they are.
and which we must familiarize ourselves with by strolling
through them, while admiring their historical heritage.
Like a Carpathian dictator, the advocates of precision
would raze the city to the ground and replace it with a
straight and wide Avenue of Precision.
This is not , however, the opinion held by our
mathematizing philosophers. They are convinced that
the axiomatic method is a basic instrument fordiscovery.
They mistakenly believe that mathematicians use the
axiomatic method in solving problems and proving
theorems. To the misunderstanding of the role of the
method they have added the absurd pretension that this
presumed method should be adopted in philosophy.
Systematically confusing food with medicine, they have
pretended to replace the food of philosophical thought
with the medicine ct axomatcs.
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The tacts of mathematics are verified and presented
by the axiomatic method . One must guard, however,
against confusing the presentation of mathematics with
the content of mathematics. An axiomatic presentation
of a mathematical fact differs from the fact that is being
presented as medicine differs from tooc, ttis true that this
particular medicine is necessary to keep the mathema-
tician at a safe distance from the self-delusions of the
mind. Nonetheless, understanding mathematics means
being able to forget the medicine, and to enjoy the load.
Confusing mathematics with the axiomatic method for its
presentation is as preposterous as confusing the music
of John Sebastian Bach with the the techniques for
counterpoint in the Baroque age .
The ideal of precision in philosophy has its roots in a
misunderstanding of the notion 01 rigor . It has not
occurred to our mathematizing philosophers that phl-
Iosophy might be endowed with its own kind of rigor. a
rigor that philosophers should dispassionately describe
and codify, as mathematicians did with their own kind of
rigor a long time ago. Bewitched as they are by the
success of mathematics, they remain ensla ved by the
prejrdice that the only possible rigor isthat of mathematics,
and that philosophy has no choice but to imitate it.
6, The Misunderstanding of the Axiomatic Method
vated by the theorems that we have previously decided
ought to be right.
Instead of focus ing on this strange circularity, pnr-
Iosophers have pretended it does not ex ist, as if the
axiomatic method, proceeding linearly from def inition to
theorem, were endowed with a def init iveness which is
instead, as every mathematician knows, a subtle fakery
to be debunked .
Perform the follow ing thought experiment . Suppose
that you are given two formal presentations of the same
mathematical theory. The def initions of the first pre-
sentation are the theorems of the second, and vice -
ve rsa. This situation frequently occurs in mathematics.
Wh ich of the two presentations makes the theory 'rue?-
Neither, evidently. What we nave is two presentations of
the same theory.
This thought experiment shows that mathematical
tlUth is not brought into being by a formal presentation.
Rather, lormal presentation is on ly a technique for d is-
playing mathematical truth. The truth of a mathematical
theory is distinct from the correctness of any axiomatic
method that may be chosen for the presentation of the
theory.
MathematiZ ing philosophers have missed this dis-
tinction.
8. The Appeal to Psychology
What will happen to the philosopher who insists on
precise statements and clear definitions? Realizing after
futile trials that philosophy resists such a treatment, said
philosopher will proclaim that most problems previously
thought to belong to philosophy are heretofore to be
excluded from consideration. He will claim that they are
"meaningless,~ or at best that they can be settled by an
analysis of their statements that will eventually show
them to be vacuous.
This is not an exaggeration. The classical problems
Of philosophy have become forbidden topics in many
philosophy departments. The mere mention of one such
problem by a graduate student or by a junior colleague
will result in raised eyebrows,lollowed by severepeoaees.
lnthis dictatorial reg ime,we have witnessed the shrinking
of philosophical aetiv~y to an ilTllOverishedprob!t§malique.
mainly dealing with language.
In order to ~st ify their neglect of most the old and
substantial questions of ph ilosophy, our mathematiZing
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pnrosoprers have resorted to the ruse of daiming that
manyquestions formerly thought to be philosophical are
instead "purely psychological: ancl that they shou ld be
dealt with in the psychology department.
If the psychology department 01 anyuniversity we re
to consider only one tenth of the problems that philoso-
phers are pawning off on them, then psychology wou ld
without question be the most fasc inating of all sub jects .
Maybe it is . But the fact is that psychologists have no
intention of dealing with problems abandoned by phi-
losophers who ha ve been derelict in the ir dut ies .
One cannot do away with problems by decree. The
classical problems of ph ilosophy are now com ing back
with a vengeance in the forefront ot science. Fcrexanoie.
the Kantia n problem 01 the conditions of possibility of
vis ion, after years of neg lect , is now aga in rearing its old
head in bra in science.
Experimental psychology, neurophysiology and
computer science may tum out to be the best friends of
traditional philosophy. The awesome ccrroiexaes of the
phenomena that are be ing studied in these sciences
have convinced scientists (well in advance 01 the philo-
sophical establishment) that progress science will crucially
depend on philosophical research of the most classical
vein .
9. The Reduetlonlst Concept of the Mind
What does a mathematician do when trying to work
on a mathematical problem? An adequate description of
this event might take a thick volume. We shall be content
with recalling an old saying, probably going back to the
mathematician George P6lya: "Few mathematical
problems are ever solved directly.M
Every mathematician will agree that an important
step in solving a mathematical problem, perhaps the
most irrportant step,consists in analyzingother attempts ,
either atte~s that have been previously carried out or
else attempts that one imagines might have been carried
out, with a view to discovering how such "Previous ·
attempts were misled. In short, no mathematician will
ever dream of attacking a substantial mathematical
problem without first becoming acquainted with the his-
tory of the problem. whether the real history or an ideal
history that a gifted mathematician might reconstruct.
The solution of a mathematical problem goes hand-in-
hand with the discovery of the inad equacy of previous
attempts, with the enthusiasm that sees through and
does away w ith layers of irrelevancies inherited Irom the
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past which cloud the real nature of the problem. In
philosophical terms , a mathematician who solves a
problem cannot avoid facing up to the historicity of the
problem. Mathematics is nothing if not a historical
subject par excellence .
Every philosopher since Heraclitus has stressed
with striking uniformity the lesson that all thought is
constitutively historical. Until, that is, our mathematizing
philosophers came along , claiming that the mind is
nothing but a complex thinking machine, not to be polluted
by the inconclusive ramblings of bygone ages. Historical
thought has been dealt a coup de grace by those who
today occupy some of the chairs of our philosophy
departments . Graduate school requirements inthe history
of philosophy have been dropped,togetherwith language
requirements ,and in their place we find required courses
in mathematical logic.
It is important to single out the myth that underlies
such drastic revision of the concept of mind. It the myth
that believes the mind to be a mechanical device . This
myth that has been repeatedly and successfully attacked
by the best philosophers of our time (Husserl, John
Dewey, Wittgenstein, Austin , Ryle, to name only a few).
According to this myth , the process of reasoning is
viewed as the functioning of a vending machine which, by
setting into motion a complex mechanism reminiscent of
those we saw in Charlie Chaplin 's film Modern Times,
grinds out solutions to problems, like so many Hershey
bars. Believers in the theory of the mind as a vending
machine will rate human beings accoroing by ~degrees"
of intelligence, the more intelligent ones being those
endowed with bigger and better gears in their brains, as
can of course be verified by administering I.Q. tests.
Philosophers believing in the mechanistic myth be-
lieve that the solution of a problem is obtained in just one
way: by thinking hard about it. They will go as far as
asserting that acquaintance with previous contributions
to a problem may bias the well-geared mind. A blank
mind, they believe, is better geared up to initiate the
solulion process than an informed mind.
This outrageous proposition originates from a mis-
conception of how mathematicians work. Our
mathematizing philosophers behave like failed math-
ematicians . They gape at working mathematicians in
wide-eyed admiration, like movie fans gaping at posters
of Joan Crawford and Bette Davis. Mathematicians are
superminds who turn out solutions of one problem after
another by dint of pure brain power, simply by staring at
a blank piece of paper in intense concentration.
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The myth of the vending machine that grinds solu-
tions out of nothing may perhaps appropriately describe
the way to solve the linguistic puzzles of tocay's impov-
erished philosophy, but this myth is far off the mark in
describing the work of mathematicians, or any other
serious work .
The fundamental error is one of reductionism. The
process of the working of the mind, which may be of
interest to physicians but is of no interest to mathemati-
cians, is confused with the progress of thought that is
required in the solution of any problem.
This catastrophic misunderstanding of the nature of
knowledge is the heritage of one hundred-odd years of
pseudo-mathematlzation of philosophy.
10. The illusion of Definitiveness
The results of mathematics are definitive . Noone will
ever improve on a sorting algorithm which has been
proved best possible . No one will ever discover a new
finite simple group, now that the list has been drawn, after
a century of research . Mathematics is forever.
We could classify the sciences by how close their
results come to being definitive. At the top of the Ilst we
would find the sciences 01 lesser philosophical interest,
such as mechanics, organic chemistry , botany . At the
bottom of the list we would find the more philosophically
inclined sciences, such as cosmology and evolutionary
biology.
The old problems 01 philosophy, such as mind and
matter, reality, perception, are least likely to have "solu-
tions ." In fact, we would be hard put to spell out what
might be acceptable as a ~solution.~ The term ~solution~
is borrowed from mathematics, and tacitly presupposes
an analogy between problems of philosophy and prob-
lems of mathematics that is seriously misleading. Per-
haps the use of the word "problem" in philosophy raised
expectations that philosophy could not fulfill.
Philosophers of our day go one step farther in their
mts-analcqies between philosophy and mathematics.
Driven by a mlsptaced belief in definitiveness measured
in terms of problems solved, and realizing the futility of
any anerrot to produce definitive solutions to any of the
classical problems, they have had tochange the problems.
And where do they think to have fOUnd problems worthy
of them? Why, in the world of facts!
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SCience deals with fads. Whatever iT: is that trad i-
tional philosophy deals with, it isnot facts in the scientific
sense. Therefore , traditional pl"lilosophy is worthless.
This syllogism, wrong on several counts , is preen-
cated on the assumption that no statement is of any
value, un less it is a statement 01 fad. Instead of realizing
the absurdity of this assurroton, philosophers have
swa llowed it, hook, line and sinker, and have busied
themselves in making their living on lacts.
But previous philosophers had never been equipped
to deal directly with facts , nor had they ever considered
facts to be any of their business. Nobody tums to
philosophy to learn facts . Facts are the domain 01
science, not of philosophy. And so, a new slogan had to
be coined : philosophy should be dealing with facts .
This ·should comes at the end of a long line of other
· sl'lOuld 's.· Philosophy shouldbeprecise, it shouldfollow
the rules of mathematical logic, it shouJddeline its terms
carefully, it shouldignore the lessons of the past , it should
be successful at solving its problems, it should produce
delinitive solutions.
·Pigs should fly ," as the old saying goes .
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But what is the standing 01 such ·should's,- lIatty
negated as they are by two thousand years 01 philoso-
phy? Are we to believe the not so subtle insinuation that
the royal road to right reason ing will at last be found if we
fo llow these imperatives?
There is a rrcre otausible exp lanation 01this barrage
of should's. The reality we live in is constituted by myriad
contradictions, which traditional philosophy has taken
pains to describe with courageous realism. But contra-
diction cannot be confronted by minds who have put the ir
salvation in axiomatics. The real wond is filled with
absences, with absurdities, with abnonnaJities, with ab-
errances, with abominations, with abuses. with
Abgrund. But our latter-day philosophers are not con-
cerned with facing up to these unpleasant features of the
wond, nor, to be sure, to any real features whatsoever.
They would rather tell us what the world shouldbe like .
They find it satertc escape from distasteful description of
what is into point less prescription of what isn't . Like
ostriches with their heads in the ground,theywill meet the
fate of those who refuse to acknowledge the lessons of
the past andtc meet the Challenge of ourditflOJ!l:present:
increasing irrelevance followed by eventual extinction.
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MATHEMATICS: CONTRIBUTIONS BY WOMEN
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Summary
Neither history nor a liberal arts education gives
much recognition to mathematicians - regardless of
their sex. Therefore itis not surprising that womenhave
had almost no recognition ina field wheremen havehad
so little. It has been argued that this helpsperpetuate the
impression that math is a male domain. To contJat this
myth the author has developed a course for liberal arts
students that includesmestudyofthebiographiesof 12-
14 women mathematicians and of mathematical topics
related to the ir work. In addition. math anxiety. math
avoidance and sex-related differences in mathematics
learning are investigated. At Loyola Marymount Univer-
sity this course can count toward the science core cur-
riculum requirement or as a core ccurse in the women's
studies program. This paperwiffdescribe the course and
provide information, resources, and an annotated bibli-
ography useful for making students more aware of
women 's contributions to mathematics.
Neither history nor a libera l arts education gives
much recogn ition to mathematicians - regardless of
their sex. College students taking calculus can rarely
tdentify Gauss, Cauchy, Euler, or Hilbert, ahhough they
are mathematical equivalents to Tolstoy. Beethoven ,
Rembrandt, Darw in, and Freud. Very few mathemati-
cians have fame comparable to that ot their counterparts
in other disciplines . Usual ly, when asked to name some
famous mathematicians, co llege ca lOJ lJS students can
only manage to recall 2 or 3 of Einstein, Euclkt, Pascal ,
and Newton. Therefore it is not surprising that women
have had almost no recognition in a fieldwhere men have
had so little.
There are a rumbar of women who have made
substant ial contributions in mathematics. Yet they are
rarely mentioned in history 01math texts. Often when
they are mentioned, it is for the ir ron-mathematical
activit ies which involved famous men . That so few
women receive credit for their accomplishments in math
helps perpetuate the myth that math is a male domain.
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To combat this myth, the autho r developed a college
level cou rse for liberal arts students that includes the
study of the biographies of 9 women mathematicians
born before the twentieth century and 4 twentieth century
women mathematicians along with mathematical activi·
ties related 10 their wofi(, . The course funills a science
core requirement fo r liberal arts students and is a recog -
niZed elective for the women's studies program. It is
designed to :
(I) give non-science majors a new insig ht into math-
ematics as a creative art and science;
(2) give students some experience of the kinds of inves-
tigations that make mathematics so fascinating to
mathematicians:
(3) ifT1:>rOve attitudes towards mathematics;
(4) change the impression that math is a male domain.
The course , entitled Mathematics: Contributions by
Women, alternates math activities with readings of the
biographies of wome n mathematicians and discussions
of the causes of math anxiety and math avoidance.
Through activities students survey a broad range of
topics in mathemat ics, including conic sections, func·
tions,limits, velocity, Venn diagrams. the cydokt curve ,
finite differences, modular arithmetic, and groups. (see
the Appendix for a more complete list of the mathematical
topics covered) The pre sentations are given at a level
requiring minima lmath background. In addition , through
readings and esccsscn. students examine quest ions ,
such as:
Why are so few women mathemat icians know n?
Can one delineate common experiences in the
lives of women who have bee n successfu l in
a stereo typicaUy male field such as math-
ematics?
Are males better at math than females are?
00 ma les like math better than females do?
Has math education and counseling been differ-
ent for females?
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The course has been advertised as be ing a good
choice tor anyone who fee ls insecure with mathematiCS
and usually attracts 2 or 3 re-entry women in a class of
20-25.
The workload is substantial: homework and weekly
quizzes on mathematical content ; 2 papers : 2 hour
exams and a final exam; and a special project . The
specia l project , chosen by the student in consultatior.
with the instructor, involves one of the fol low ing: re-
searching a mathematical topic, such as how honey bees
navigate by polar coordinates: underta king a program 01
study to improve basic math skills or decrease math
anxiety ; or report ing on psychological or sociological
aspects of math avoidance or math anxiety .
There are two tactcrs that make teaching this course
difficuh. One is that selecting interesting mathematical
topics and present ing them at a level accessible to a
group of students with a wide range of mathematical
backgrounds is a challenge . The other has to do with the
one or two males who enroll. II is not easy to get them
tru ly engaged in the discussions.
Perhaps because 01 its challenges, there can be
great sat isfaClion in teaching this course. Through the
discussions , papers , and the select ion and work on the
special projects, the instructorgets acqua inted w ith stu-
dents on a more personal level than is usual in a typical
mathematics crass. The students also appear to benef it
lrom this deeper involvement as is evidenced by the
following quotes from evaluations . '" have enjoyed the
class tremendously , Now, Idon't hate math anymore like
Idid when I entered college: -rm not as afraid and seem
more relaxed taking math related exams." -I think now
that anyone can learn to do math - it just takes some
Ionger.- -I feel that I have learned to appreciate the
advances that have been made.'"
Try to imagine getting comments like these from
students at the end of a tradit ional calaJlus cl ass!
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APPENDIX
(The rcrrcers in parentheses refer to the attached bibli-
ography.)
O. The Problems of Math Anxiety and Math Avoidance
(9,11 ,34,35)
I. Hypatia37D-415A D. (17. 24, 27) (Greekmatnema-
tician, inventor, philosopher. teacher, textbook au·
thor)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Conic sections asthe intersection of a plane
and a cone . (27)
2. Conic sections as paths of points subjed to
certain distance conditions. (27)
3. Diophantine equations: How many ways
can you make change for a dollar using
nickels, dimes, and quarters? (23, 27)
II. Emile du Chatelet17SQ-1749 (8, 21, 24, 27)
(Expositor of Newton's Principia)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Function machines (27)
2. Velocity - average and instantaneous (27)
3. Limit ooncept (27)
III. Maria Agnesi 1718-1799 (24, 27)
(Translator. textbOok author, servant of the poor)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Cartesian coordinate system (27)
2. Syrrvnetry and graphing (27)
3. Witch of Agnesi curve (10. 27)
IV. Sophie Germaine 1n&-1831 (24, 27)
(Researcher in nurrber theory and mathematical
physics,winner of grand prize in French Academy of
SCience Contest)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Number bases
2. Clock arithmetic (27)
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3. Minimal surfaces - Soap lilm demonstra-
tion (23, 27)
4. Related geome tric constructions (27)
V. Mary Somerville 1780-1872 (24, 26,27) (Popul ar
science writer)
A. Related mathemat ical top ics
1. Cycloid curve 12, 10, 27)
VI. Ada Byron Love lace 181>-1852 (22 , 27, 32)
( ~Mothe "" 01 computer programming)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Functions (27)
2. Difference Tables (27)
3. Applicalions to various puzzles (27)
VII. Sonya Kovaleskaya 1850-1891 (5, 13, 18, 20, 24,
27,29) (Researcher in applied mathematics, recipi-
ent of Prix Bardin by French Academy of Science.
autobiographer)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Infinite sequences (27)
2. Geometric series 127)
3. Chain letters
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VlIl.Grace Chiso lm Young 1868-1944 (27)
(First woman to receive a formal docto rate in any
subject in Europe , geometer, textbook author)
A. Related mathematics topics
1. Paper-lolding approach to geometry (37)
2. Binary number system and m nd reading
cards' (27)
3. Regular polyhedra (23)
4. Euler's fonrula (23)
IX. Emmy Noether 1882-1935 (3, 7, 16, 24, 27)
( ~Mothe r" of modem algebra)
A. Related mathematical topics
1. Groups (27)
2. Flexagons (25)
X. Other Twentieth Century and Living Women Math-
ematkians (1,4,6, 12, 14, 15,28,29,31 ,33,36,38)
Lenore Blum (28)
Grace Hopper (38)
Cathleen Morawetz (19)
Mina Roes (6)
Julia Robinson (30)
Mary EOen Rudin (Q
Charlotte Angas Soott (15)
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MATHEMATICS AND POETRY: ISOLATED OR INTEGRATED?
People Don't Want to Study Mathematics:
Some Illuminations en the Status Ouo and How to Change It
joAnne S. Growney
Departmentof Mathematics and Corrputer SCience
Bloomsburg UniversHy, Bloomsburg, PA 17815
Mathematics Subject Classification nurrber. 00A99
Basic Premise: All life is Art.
.. . the whole universe was a workof art created
by someSUpreme Artist, inthewayof artists,out
01 material that was pract ically nothing, ... a
method which . as children sometimes instinc-
tive ly feel. is a kind of creative art .
- Havelock Ellis , The Dance of Life
Every child is an art ist. The problem is how to
rema in an art ist once he grows up .
- Pablo Pusso
Observation 1A: Mathematics is a major Art Form.
Observation 1B: Poetry is a major Art Form.
Observat io n 1C: Mathematics and poetry are sim ilar.
Observation 2: Major Art Forms in a culture each give
clues to the key aspects of the culture as a whole.
Observat io n 3: In the United S1atestoday, people reject
both mathematics and poetry as true Art Forms, i.e.,
as aspects of the Essence of Life .
Unsolved Prob lem : How to convince people that
ma thema1ics can be vital in their lives .
Partial Answers: slow down; open up ; allow silence;
open up; allow inconsi stency ; open up .
Is trutn (a) logical or (b ) episodic; is it (c) consistent
or (d) inco nsistent? Readers who strongly prefer (a) to
(b) and (c) to (d) may dislike the manner of this art icle,
outlined above. Herein I do not present a lOgical argu-
ment butan eclectic collection of statements. sometimes
unsubstantiated yet real. sometimes contradictory, yet in
their very contradictoriness hinting at truth. Consider, if
you will, 1heirbearing on a very large problem that faces
mathematicians today: few people wish to study our
subject in depth and succeed us as mathematicians and,
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moreover, few people want to study ou r SUbject at all,
perhaps paying lip-service to the va lue of "quantitative
literacy" but seeing no genuine benefit in it lor them-
selves.
Some months ago I began an investigation into the
similarities between mathematics and poetry. hoping to
gain in~hts that woukt help me to reach reluctant
students - English majors. elementary educa1ion ma-
jors . majors in studio art , and other assorted math-
avoiders-who enma in Math 101 ("Mathematical Th ink-
ing, at 6b)msburg University because they rrust fulf il a
"quantitative reasorting- requ irement to graduate. By
point ing out analogies between mathematics and poetry,
I would help students to see the beauty and power of
mathematics. That investigation continues; this art icle is
a by-product.
All Ill . Is an
Conceming this basic premise, there is little that I
wish 10 say . It is a point 01view that one may adopt or
reject. However, as you read on, you will be more ready
to consider my words if you can temporarily envision life
as art : as a painting, a poem, a theory , or a dance-
fashioned by the self , responsive both to the inner spirit
and the outerwor1d, stri ving for beauty while expressing
old truths and new insights. Gathered in Appendix A are
a variety of QUOtations 1hat refer to the nature and
purposes of art and artists, of mathematics and poe try.
Several of theciled references address theba sic premise
at length.
Whether mathematics is, like poetry, a major Art
Form may deserve debate, but this article will avoid that
controversy. There are significant similarities between
mathematics and poetry. Consider:
Both mathematics and poetry are abstract lan-
guages that practitioners use in an anempt to
express truth precisely and concisely.
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Bothmathematiciansand poetsidentifykeyideas
andexpress them symbolically. A poet may, lor
example. use deep water to symbolize death
and its surrounding mysteries. A mathematician
uses thederivativeto syrrtloliZea rateof change
and its surrounding mysteries.
Both mathematics and poetry are teared and
shunned by most of the populace:
they have no meaning,
no relevance,
no usefulness.
Both mathematicians and poets are often re-
garded as isolated and peaJliar.
Which has the greater beauty, the greater sym-
metry, a sonnet or the expansion of a binomial?
Dante'S Divine Comedy or Pascal's triangle?
Havewe any more or any lesswonderwhenwe
contemplate the convergence of the infinite se-
ries
than when we envision ~a host of golden daffo-
dils?- Was lord Byron thinking of mathematics
or poetry when he wrote:
The power of
Thought - the magic of the mind.
The search for truth that pervades both math-
ematics and poetry gives each an uplifting qual-
ity. In the words of Sir Francis Bacon, "No
pleasure is comparable to the standinguponthe
vantage ground of truth.~
Mathematics and poetry are more than their
objects of fOrTllJla or stanza, proof or poem.
Eachhas become a mind- not just a productof
mind but a mind on its own - a mind that
approaches omniscience as an ideal. Each
goes on with endless invention, tlJngry and
restless lor more.
Appendix B contains a 6stof quotations in which a
key word - mathematics or poetryor mathematician or
p09tor avariation of one of these- has been leftout. If
you do notuse the nameof a quotation'Sauthorasacue.
youwill find difficultyindecidingwhetherit is mathematics
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or poetry to which the quotation refers. Upon all 01this
evidence, then, letus rest the hypothesis that mathemat-
ics and poet ry are fundamentally similar.
Is mathematics, like poetry. property (today, as well
as in the past) one of the Humanities?
A powerful argument lor thisplacement of math-
ematics is given by Cassius J. Keyser (7). He
points out that the identification of mathematics
with science is too 6rrVting: we are thinking not
of mathematics but of its application to a particu-
lar subject matter. Mathematics, after aU, is a
way of thinking; it has an individuality of its own.
Mathematics discloses the essential nature ot
man by revealing, more than any other subject,
man's ability to pass on achievements of one
generation to the next,providing living capital for
the production of ever-greater achievements.
Mathematics is aguidetohuman litem its roleas
a keeper ot ideals: number systems, geom-
etries. k:>gical thinking - these and more are
ideals that are kept by mathematics and guide
human life. Mathematicsalso sheds light on the
nature of an ideal: like a mathematical limit, it
can be approached by an endless sequence of
closerandcloserapproximationsandyet (unless
it is a specious ideal) is incapable of adually
being attained.
Art forms are cutture clues
Any major Art Form produced by a culture is a
valuable clue to the key aspects of the culture. Keyser
illustratesthe applicationof this ideaby using mathemat-
ics to identify significantdifferences between the Greek,
or Classical. Culture andthe Modem,or WesternCulture
[7]. The Greek mathematicswas finite and bourd to the
concrete. Numbers were positive integers and were
bound to geometric things: they coumed finite groups01
objects or were the lengthsot line segments. Geometry
was a highly developed study of the properties of finite
figures but was not an explorat()n of Space. This is in
aecord with the Classicists' lack of consideration of
perspective in their arts of painting, city planning, and
garden designing. Their mathematics was functionless:
objects without relations. l ikewise. their physics was
nothing but statics; their n1Jsic had rhythm and melody
but no harmony. Modem mathematics. on the other
hand, isdynamc,relational,and inctJdesthe infinite. We
can seesimilarcnaraeterstcs inmodem science,drama,
religion, an, •..
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Next, let us consider the role of poetry in our culture
and to use this infonnation for caresabout mathematics .
TOday, both mathematics and poetry are rejected
I think that one possible definition of our modem
culture is that it is one in which nine -tenths of our
intellectuals can 't read any poetry.
- Randa ll Jarrell
Formost Americans, poetry is not vital, and they may
scoff, "Why should it be?" Likewise , most envision no
benefit from knowing mathematics. The people we meet
at social gatherings are not interested intalking about our
subjed. Mathematics is not popularand even those who
like it frequently see it as non-useful. Few people see
value in mathematics be yond the arithmetic of the check-
book. Despairilglysmal1erllJl'l"DersofAmericanschoose
it as a field tor graduate study and a career.
The unpopularity of poetry is similar to that of mat h-
ematics. Although some of us have sought and found
poets whose work inspires us . merroers of the general
public find little lime for poetry, and place ~tt le value on
the role it might play in a full and happy life .
If we were to speak to poets and to learn of their
distress about the exckJsion ot their an, how would we
advise them to connect with essentiality once again?
How would we read to the ir daims that it was our earfy
schooling - and not the present nature of poets and
poems - that had turned us off to poetry? How would
they react to our complaints that we find much of modem
poetry without meaning: we cannot understand or ap-
proach poetry directly; a teacher or reviewer rrust go
between as a translator. How would the y or we explain
the lack of status accorded to the new voices in poetry-
the black voices, the fema le voices, the third wol1d voices
- many of whose words are not shared w ith large
audiences, whose works are "minor" poetry, perhaps
onlybecause their images are diNerent and beca use the y
speak with simpl icity and clarity.
As I write. I can hea r echoe s of frie nds' voices
scoffing at these comparisons between mathematics
ai -j poetry and atme view tnat bo th are vitalto human life:
One-third of them scoff at the notion that poetry
ought to be as usetul as mathematics . (I use
'useful" broadly: that wh ich inspires or gives
pleasure is "useful.")
One-third of this first third actually use
some mathematics.
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A different one-third scoff at the no tjon that
mathematics ought to be as usetul as poetry:
poetry, after all, appeals to the emotions, making
it real , whereas mathematics is merely a mind-
game.
One-third of this second third actually
read poetry as a habit , at least once a
month. Some 01them even write poetry
although they would not call themseIves
"poets" for 1hat is an elitist designation.
Left over are a final one-third who scoff at both
mathematics and poetry - both are abstract,
esoteric: neither appl ies to the real wor1d.
For the time being. ignore the scoffing. Imag ine, if
you will, that you are willing to be convinced of the
hypo1hesis th at poetry is a vital source ot the ene rgy and
ins ight that g ive meaning to da ily life; merely aliow
yourself to ever-so-slight ly cons ider this notion and to
accept it only if sufficient reason is given. What evidence
would you requ ire?
Here, then, is a tu ll statement of our question: What
evidence wouldyou require before you wouldaccept the
hypothesis thatpoetry is vitalfor the full living ofdaily life?
Would you require changes in schooling , in the attitudes
of teachers? Mig ht they show you too ls for experiencing
poetry directly rath er than first try ing to translate it into
prose? Would you wish to see demonstration ot how
others use poetry as a guide and find it significant?
Would you wish to find poetry readily available in the
popular media? Would you like to be able 10 approach
good poetry directly and to discover its beauty and
meaning on your own, without the aid of a teacher-
t ranslator? Would you like to be shown how poetry is a
process and not just a product?
Suppose we now have a few crite roa for poetry and
poets. Tum th em around toward mathematics . 11 math-
ematics and mathemat icians mel these same criteria,
mightn' people find them also vital?
Convincing people that mathematics Is vital
When I apply my own criteria for acceptance of
poetry as vita l to the problem of convincing people that
mathematics is vital, I come up with the following:
SLOWDOWN
Many voices have said ,
we must slow down,
we must allow time to let students learn,
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Forces seemingly beyOnd our control make this
change a diHicuh one to implement, and our
coursesyllabi are packedwith long listsof topics
thaI must be covered to prepare students lor
other courses that offer more 01 the same. Too
manyof our students do notsee mathematics as
a process as well as a product. Might we not
envision mathematics as rather like the corrorex
mindofa friend. Ifwewouldconsiderhow we get
to knowa friend, howwe cometo understand the
depthsof that other,we seea suggestionfor how
one may learn mathematics. Facts aoo tech-
niques are not sufficient; context and meaning
must accompany them.
As George Cobb observes in13J, ,he more attention
you pay to technique. the less you have lett for meaning
. . . . To learn technique quickly, you have to treat it
abstractly; context aoo meaning just get in the way and
slow you dOwn.~
Howard Nememv in "PoetryandMeaning,~ an essay
included in (10), characterizes poetry as "getting some-
Uling right in language: He goes on to express his
observation that there has been in poetry in this century
"a slow collapse in the idea of meaningwhichprogressed
suronanecusiy with an imposing acceleration of the rate
at which knowledge was accumulated . • . the slow
collapse in the idea of meaning ... did not happen in
poetryalone. It happenedeven moreconspicuously and
at about the same time in physics. in painting, in music.
The whole wor1d suddenly became frightfully hard to
understand."
If speedand emphasison techniquedrive out mean-
ing, then it isclear that if we want 10 bring meaningback,
to mathematicsor to poetry, we must slow down.
Slowness is beauty.
- Auguste Rodin
open up
In generallhe teacher 01 mathematicshas been
the high priest of an ocx::uh ritual, the keeper in
many senses of an esoteric doctrine which only
his superiorsor predecessorshave understood.
- SCott Buchanan [I]. 35.
How do mathematicians read to remarks like those
of Buchanan? Dosomeshowscomforthose who cannot
or will not appreciated the beauty of pure mathematics?
Do some level contempt at those who have not the
diSCipline to master obsaJrities? Does laughter deride
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the unfonunatestudentwhodaresto wOnder. "Whenare
we going to use this?- Sometimes the unpopularity of
mathematics is takenby mathematicians to suggest that
there aredeficiencies in others but not in themselves. Is
it~ssible that ourdissat isfied QJstomers (i. e. , our reiJclant
students) arecorrect: they have notbeengivensut1icient
evidence that our product is worthy.
In{4], in anessay emitled"TheIdeal Mathematician,-
Philip Davisand ReubenHersh endeavor to describethe
most rnatnernatctan-like mathematician:
He rests his taith on rigorous proof ... He is
labeled by his field, by how much he publishes .
. . He finds it diffioJll. to establish meaningful
conversationwith that large portionof humanity
that has never heard 01 (his research topic} ...
His writing follows an unbreakable convention:
to conceal any sign that the author or the in-
tencled reader is a human being ...
Is this Davls-Hersn creature an attractive one? How
can the general public appreciate mathematics if it
emerges from such sterility?
William BenjaminSmith - scholar,poet, mathema-
tician andmaster teacher-wrote "TheMerman andthe
Seraph,· a poem that won the Poet Lore competitionof
1906 . In it he sings sadly of the separation between the
Merman - perhaps a mathematician, isolated in his
sterileworldof thought. andseparated frombeauty.from
feeling and desire - and an angel or Seraph. who
representsthework:f 01whatsoeverisgood. Herearethe
openingstanzasot Smith's poem. reviewed by Keyserin
[7].
THE MERMAN AND THE SERAPH
Deepthe sunless seas amid,
Far from Man. from Angel hid.
Where the SOUndless tides are rolled
Over Ocean's treasure-bold,
Wrth dragon eye and heart of stone,
The ancient Merman rrused alone.
And aye his arrowed Thought he wings
Straight at the inmost core of things -
As mirrored in his Magic glass
The lightning.footed Ages pass, -
And knows nor joy nor earth's distress.
Butbroods on Everlastingness.
"Thoughts that jove not, thoughts that hate not,
Thoughts that Age and Change await not.
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All unfeeling ,
All revealing ,
Scorning height's and depth's concealing,
These be mine - and these alone!" -
Saith the Merman's heart of stone.
As the poem unfoldS, the Merman dreams of a
beautiful angel who visits him, offering love and all that is
good , Too soon she is driven to retreat. to leave him in
his dark world of sterile thought.
Alongwith his considerationof Smith's poem,Keyser
expresses his concern about ,he narrow canalising of
the ir mental energies·which he sees as prevalent among
mathematiCians. He introduces his concerns with a
QUote from David Swing, noted Chicago clergyman and
author:
Men trained in a profession come by degrees
into the profession's channel, and flow only in
one direction, and always between the same
banks . The masterof a learned profession at last
becomes its slave . He who follows faithfully any
calling comes at length to wear a soul of that
calling'S shape .. , We are all clay in the hands
of that potter whtch is called a pursuit. A pursuit
isseldom an oceanof water; it is more commonly
a canal.
Although Swing believed that the lawyer was least
likely 10 escape the influence of his pursuit, Keyser gave
this honor to ,hose who addict themselves long and
assiduously to the study and teaching of mathemancs."
He wondered if this is why the world in general regards
mathematicians as a bit peculiar, admirable for their
intelligence and knowledge, but very narrow in their
interests and feelings . While "canalising- is not a bad or
wrong choiCe for any individual , its prevalence in a
profession may cause the profession to be unattractive to
newcomers. In short, canalising by mathematicians may
cause students not to be attracted to mathematics.
One of Keyser's antidotes to canalising in his own life
was the reading and rereading of The DanCtJ of Lifeby
Havelock Ellis (6]. He ranked Ellis's book "among those
rare ones that are to be honored and revered as eman-
cipators of the human mind: Keyser's compares math-
ematics to the art and natural human aetrvityof dancing
and, by so doing , enriches his conceptionof the nature of
matnematcs. If our students would see mathematics as
a dance, i.e., as an art in wh ich freedom of expression
joins with resoonsweness to surroundings and to disci-
plined training to create beauty, how might they respond
dit1 erently?
Cecil Day-Lewis, professorof poetry at Oxford, in his
1951 inaugural address, The Poet's Task, offered the
following views :
Describing the present position of poetry :
• , • poetry is not primarily a vehicle of extrinsiC
tl\Jth but the generator of a kind of truth peaJliar
to itself,
, , , , the function of poetry as a game with words
(Ioomsllarger than its function as a search for
tNth, and the tendency be toward pure poetry.
Day-Lewis asserted:
Poetry has a moral function; it has the duty to
grve pleasure. A poet has a duty to love and to
praise , to be serious and honest. to be dissatis-
fied with past attef11)ts and alive to what the
future holds.
A task that is badly needed forthe poet to take up
today is to incline our hearts toward what is
lovable and admirable in mankind.
If poetry is a OJlture clue that reveals some truth
about the nature of mathematics, then we might take the
words of Day-Lewis to heart: it is badly needed for the
mathematiCian to take as his or her task to point mankind
toward what is lovable and admirable. Consider what
great satisfaction we feel when one of our students
experiences direct pleasure from mathematical thinking;
let us get greedy for more of this feeling.
That the peers task is shared by the mathematiCian
is a conviction that is found in 112), in the writings of David
Eugene Smith , American mathematician and a president
of the Mathematical Association of America (1920) .
... the call of mathematics is something beyond
the phys~l ; it is the call of the soul, precisely as
in the case of rrusiC, of painting, and of other fine
arts, or of science, orof letters . It is this call that
rrust be answered if mathematics, the fine arts,
the sciences , and leners are to advance and
make the world a better place in which each
succeeding generation is to play its part in the
progress of the race .
The call of mathematics is. then . to our physical
well being, and this is always recognized; but it
is also to our spiritual well-being, and this we
must not fa il to recognize if our labors are not to
be in vain.
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allow silence
Many mathematicians are good teachers . Our stu-
dents like uS,like ourclasses , and seem to learn a lot. But
the facts remain that many Americans are quantitatively
illiterate and eschew mathematical th inking , that too few
of our students go on to become mathematicians. Per-
naps good teaching needs to change .
Th e poet Howard Neme rov has some thought-pro-
voking suggestions about teaching [10] ;he, of course, is
referring to teaching poetry but, ifwe consider mathemat-
ics in its role as a language , his ideas apply to teaching
mathematics as well.
The method I suspect we all use exclusively , or
almost so, may be called analytic, and has to do
broadl y with finding oul the meanings of poems;
if one wanted to be critical of that method one
cou ld call ii , as a friend 01 mine did, 'how to tum
poems into prose: ...
The method I am going to propose as the
complement fa the first is both simple and diffj..
cult , thOugh I hope not nroossole. It has to do
less with 1eachingpc etry't han wnh 'being taught
by poetry' ...
In sho rt, given that poetry is a language, our way
01 showing pupilShow 10 deal with it. is to trans-
late it out of that language into our own more
familiarone. Suppose, however , anotherobjeet,
the on e we ordinaril y have in studying any lan-
guage: to learn to speak it, and at last to leamto
think in it.
It is not hard to see why we teach as we do,
analytically; and seeing to sympathize with our
plight . For the teacner. as Ezra Pound tersely
def ined him, is a man who must talk lor an hour.
Fo r if you have to talk for an hour, you concen-
trat e naturally enough on what is sayable . . .
In conclusion, I stress once again that I am trying
to pictu re our situation, not to criticize it. For the
li rst move of the underst anding ought to be the
silent contemplation of what is, and of how it got
to be the way it is. No doubt the teacher 01
English will always be 'a man who roost ta lk for
an hour.' But if his talk is really to do its work. if
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his pupils are truly to beco me possessed 01
some sense of what poetry is and why it is, his
speech itself will have to contain rruch silence .
Nemerov has observed[10) that an il'TCJlicit message
often is given by the teacher of poetry who translates
poetry for stude nts;this message is, -Look how sensitive
I am." One key difference between the teacher 01math-
ematics and the poetry teacher is that the termer's
irnplicrt message is likely to be , instead, "Look how smart
I amr We will not have got it right unt il the implici1
message to our students is, ~Look how smart you are!"
Dorothy Buerk has writ ten of some high school
students who have contemplated mathematics in a direct
and personal way . Consider the following response of a
student in an advanced placement mathe matics course,
when asked to comp lete the phrase. "For me math is like
a .. . "'21
For me math is kind of like an incredible book that
you have to read through an infinite number of
times . The first time you get the general idea,but
until you reach the end you really have no idea
what's going on in relation to anything else. Each
successive reading brings out more meaning
and ...
Thomas Rishel (11Jencourages his students 10 use
their intuitive knowledge of geometry to help them to
understand a difficun poem wi1hout the aid of a teacher-
translator. He gives them Waliace Stevens' poem, "The
Idea of Order at Key West ,~ and asks them to complete
the following assignment
Read the poem through thoroughly twice.
After the second reading ,unde rline any geomet-
ric words you find, espec ially concentrating on
Ihe penult imate stanza .
Then, perhaps in a group, draw a picture based
on the geometric words chosen.
Finally,considerwha t the picture mayhave to do
with the poem's final stanza.
Rishel'S assignment not only provides students wi1 h
a framewo"" for lening a poem speak to them; it also
allows them to discover someth ing 01 the aesthet ic na-
ture of geometry.
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open up
OU1WITIED
He drew a circle that shut me out -
Heret ic, rebe l, a thing to flout .
But Love and I had the wit to w in:
We drew a circle that took him in!
- Edwin Markham
Two of my three best teachers from graduate school
were women; the th ird was a Japanese man. Among the
most successful mathematics teac hers are Jaime
Escalante (Los Angeles high school teacher made fa-
mous by the movie. -Stand and Delive l1 who is Hispanic
and Clarence F. Stephens (under whose leadership the
State University 01 New Yor1< at Potsdam has a high ly
succ ess1ul mathematics program) who is black . Are
gender, race, or ethn ic background relevant in the se
cases? Perhaps so.
Perhaps the trad itional rrold of mathematiclan as
researcher - who cares not a fig about the connections
of his theories to the humanities, who worries not about
his pedagogy - needs to be recas t. Our own initiation
into the mysteries and magic of mathematics may have
involved the same tough challenges to the intellect that
we now provide tor our followers:
the details are lett to the student ;
all mathematics has applications - it is up to you
to lind them:
all knowledge is interrelated - discover these
interrelationships fo r yourself , or accept this
on faith .
Even though we learned joyo usly under these circum-
stances, today is not yesterday and we may have par-
ticipated in a narrowing specialization that has prepared
us poo rly to reach new adherents. Moreover, those who
have achieved the highest status in the elitist group of
mathematicians may be the least-well- prepared to aid in
relo rm.
Frequently listed arrong our best teachers but sel -
dom among our rrost respected researchers, are hu·
manists. membersof minority groups andwomen. WHY?
In over 4000 categories of mathematics recognized
in the list of Mathematics Subject Classification Num-
bers , none except OOA99, -Miscellaneou s Topics: eev-
ers mat hematics education ormathematics as Art. WHY?
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OPEN UP, YOU GUYS!!! A bright future for math-
ematics may depend on enlarging the definitions 01
'matnematcs" and "mathematlctan." If we will enlarge
the boundaries of the crass of mathematicians to include
teachers at all levels , students of all cultures , math
hobbyists , and anyone who will admit to a liking for
mathematics , then perhaps we can start to see ways to
wor1< tog ether to reestablish mathematics to a preerre-
nence it deserves.
aUow Inconsist ency
If your views differ from mine , must one of us be
wrong ? May we not bot h be correct, even though we see
things differently? Is it not a long-standing tradition in
mathematical thought to embrace paradox as a goad to
understanding, rebuilding icIeas to encorroassapparent
inconsi stencies?
For example, even though we see that when we
crowd course syllabi with more top ics and the result is
less student learning, rT'Ust consistency prevent us from
experimenling with the paradoxical "less is mere"?
What other inconsistencies can we entertain? Can
we allow ourselves to consicler the va lue 01 the opposite
of each of our current attitudes and practices? What
about mathemat ics as a humanistic sub ject as well as a
scientific one? What about applications 01mathematics
to poetry as well as to practical projects? What about
mathematics as a way to advance brotherhood as well as
techno logy? What about an inclusive definitionol ' math-
ematc lan" rather than an exclusive one?
No man bat hes twice in the same stream ...
-Heraclitus
Th e man who consistently - as he fondly sup-
poses 'logically' -clings to an unchang ing opin-
ion is suspended from a hook which has ceased
to exisl ..• We change , and the world change,
in accordance with the underlying organiZation,
and inconsistency, so conditioned by truth to the
whole, becomes the higher consistency of life.
- H. Have lock Ellis
open up
Allow that mathematics is an Art and a humanistic
endeavor. Perhaps it is also a garden: this thought is
suggested to me by "Poe try by Marianne Moore. Here
is a fragment of it ; the poem in fuD 18J deserves your
read ing .
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· .. things are important not because a high-
sounding interpretation can be put upon
them but because they are useful ...
· .. the same thing may be said for all of us,
that we do not admire what we cannot
understand ...
· .. {Not until we] can present for inspection,
imaginary gardenswith real toads in them.
shall we have it.
APPENDIX A
What Is MATHEMATICS?
What Is POETRY? What Is ART?
What Is the role oltha MATHEMATICIAN?
Tho POET? Tho ARTIST?
The artisthasa special task andduty: the taskof
reminding men of their humanity and the prom-
ise of their creativity.
- Lewis Mumford
Wherever there is number. there is beauty.
- ProckJs
The useful and the beautiful are never sepa-
rated.
- Periander
Ttus. therefore. is mathematics: she reminds
youof the invisible termof the soul;shegives life
to her own discoveries; she awakens the mind
and purifies the intellect: she brings light to our
intrinsic ideas; she abolishes oblivion and igno-
rance which are ours by birth.
- Proclus
It is true that a mathematician, who is not some-
what 01 a poet, will never be a pertect matn-
ematician.
- Weierstrass
On poetry and geometric truth,
And their high privilege of lasting Iile.
From all internal injury exempt,
I mused; upon these chiefly: and at length.
My senses yiek:ti ng to the sultry air.
sleep seiZed me, and I passed into a dream.
- Wordsworth
The Prelude, Book 5
Does it notseemas ifAlgebrahasattainedto the
dignity of a fine art. in which the workman has a
free hand to develop his conceptions. as in a
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musical theme or a subject for painting? It has
reached a point in which every propertydevel-
oped algebraiccomposition. like a skillful land-
scape, is expected to suggest the notion of an
infinite distance lying beyond the limits of the
canvas.
- J . J . Sylvester
We do not listen with the best regard to the
verses of a man who is only a poet. nor to his
problems if he is only an algebraist: but if a man
is atonceacquaintedwith the geometricfounda-
tion 01 things and with their festal splendor, his
poetry is exact and his arithmetic musical.
-A. W. Emerson
The true spirit of delight. the exaltation, the
sense 01 being rrcre than man, which is the
touchstone of the highest excellence, is to be
tound in mathematics as surely as in poetry.
- Bertrand Russell
It iswithmathematicsnototherwisethanit iswith
music. painting or poetry. Anyone can become
a lawyer. doctor or chemist. and as such may
succeedweD, providedhe is cever andindustri-
ous, but not everyonecan becomea painter. or
a rrusician. or a mathematician: generalclever-
ness and industry alone count here for nothing.
- P. J . Moebius
When you can measurewhat you are speaking
about. andexpressit in nurroers. thenyouknow
something about it; but when you cannot mea-
sure it, when you cannot express it in numbers,
your knowledge is of a meager and unsatisfac-
tory kind.
- Lord Kelvin
Man is the measureof all things.
- Protagoras
While you and I have lips and voices wtuch are
kissing and to sing with who cares if someone-
eyed son~f-a-bitch invents an instrumenl to
measure spring with.
- e. e. o"nnmings
Mathematicians do not study objects. but rela-
tions al'n:)ng objeas; they are indifferent to the
replacement 01 objects by others as bog as
relationsdo notchange. Matter is not ifT1:>ortant.
only form interests them.
- Henri Poincare
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The poet's vocation . . . is todiscoverforusewhat
Shelley caned'tbe hitheno unapprehended rela -
tions ' between things.
- C. Day-Lewis
The aim of art is to represent not the outward
appearance of things, but the ir inward signifi-
cance .
-Aristotle
APPENDIX B
Are MATHEMATICS and POETRY
fundamentally similar?
It you doubt their intrinsic similarity, consider the
following quotations. In each of the following, the key
word (mathematics or poetryor mathematician or poetor
a variation of one of these terms) has been lett out.
although the name of the author mayprovide a give-away
clue. Can you guess which art form is being described in
each case? The missing words are suppl ied at the end
of the quotations.
(1) __ is the art of uniting pleasure with truth .
- Sarmel Johnson
(2) To think the thinkable - that is the _'s
aim.
- Cassius J. Keyser
(3) All _[is] putting the infinite within the finite.
- Robert Browning
(4) The moving power of _ invention is not
reasoning but imagination.
- A. DeMorgan
(5) When you read and understand ,
comprehend ing its reach and formal meanings,
then you master chaos a little.
- Stephen Spender
(6) __ practice absol ute freedom.
- HenryAdams
(7) I th ink that one possible definition of our
modem culture is that it is one in which nine-
tenths of our intellectuals can't read any
- Randall Jarrell
(8) Do not imagine that _ is hard and crabbed,
and repu lsive to common sense. It is merely the
etnerealtzaticn of common sense.
- Lord Kelvin
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(9) The merit of -' in its wildest fonns, still
consists in its truth ; truth conve yed to the under-
standing, not direct ly by words, but ciroJ itously
by means of imaginat ive associations , which
serve as condudors .
- T. B. Macaulay
(10) 11 is a safe rule to apply that, when a _or
philosophical author writes with a misty profun -
dity , he is talking nonsense.
- A. N. Whitehead
- C. Day-Lewis
(12) ... in _you don't understand thing s, you
just get used to them.
- John von Neumann
(13) _ are all who Iove-who feel great truths .
Anc:Itell them.
- P. J. Bailey
Festus
(14) The _ is perfect only in so far as he is
a perfect being . in so far as he perceives the
beauty of truth ; only then will his work be thor-
ough , transparent, comprehensive , pure, clear,
anractive, and even elegant.
-Goethe
(15) ... [ln these days] the function of __ as
a game .. . [looms} larger than its function as a
search for truth ...
- C. Day-Lewis
(16) A thorough advocate in a ;ust cause, a
penetrating facing the starry heavens , both alike
bear the serrblance of divinity .
-Goethe
(17) _ _ is gening something right in language.
- Howard Nemerov
The words missing are : (1) Poetry. (2) mathemati-
c ian, (3) poetry, (4) mathematical , (5) a poem, (6) Math-
ematicians , (7) poet ry, (8) mathematics, (9) poetry, ('0)
mathematician, (11) Poetry , (12) mathematics , (13) Po·
ets , (14) mathematician, (15) poetry. (16) mathemati·
clan , (17) Poetry.
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ULTIMATELY, MATHEMATICS IS POETRY
Alfred Waffinnier
Dep. of Mathematics KU. Leuven
Celestijnen laan 2008
8-3030 Hever/ee
Belgium
In the fall 01 1987 I got in touch with the an imator of
the EuropeanPoetry Festival.' We discussedttle pcssl-
bilityof editing a volu me of poems. He. be ing himself the
son of a famous professor of physics at the Universny of
Leuven,wasnotsurprisedto meetamathematicianin his
office. Why not? Because the jnteractcn between
poetry and science. although a difficult one to discuss,
often occurs in western culture. We mention for the
momentonly afew mathematician-poets: BlaisePascal,
lewis Carroll. Alexander Solzhenitzyn, Raymond
Oueneau. (Last year. Prof. D.J. Uherkaof North Dakota
lectu red on SOlzhenitzyn as a mathematician.)
Mathematics intrigues the art ist and gives rise 10
artistic crea tivity : remember Sa lvador Dali with his Cor-
pus Hypercubes. trying to represent the fourth d imen -
sion. Take for instance the hypercube movie of Thomas
Sancho«. its striking simplicity and amazement : a fine
moment of mathematical poetry . If it is easy to ercmer-
ate a lot of events in which art ists and scientists realize in
a moment of godliness exact or abstract science and art ,
i! is quite new to try to describe what is exactly going on
when bridging these two verges 01 our culture. One does
not even know how mathematical or artistic creativity is
physiolog ically generated (Although some progress has
been made recently, see 1 for further references.)
But first , I would like to tell you the story of a beautiful
encounter between mathematics and poetry.
t . The story 0 1 B mathematlcal·poeIlCdJ·pICforiaJ
encounter
The story begins with my editor. E. Van Itterbeek.
Faced with the possibility 01 editing the poetry of a
mathematician, he suggested that I look around for some
pictorial work related to mathematics . In this context we
have at our disposal an illuminating example: Maurice
Escher, the Dutch graphc art ist, "discov ered" by math-
ematicians as the geometer Coxeter who encouraged
him in his cont inuous search for forms (the MObu s-strip),
transformations and symmetrie s (the wa llpaper symme-
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tries and the space symmetries . the crystallographic
groups) and even new mathema tica l resu lts from the field
01p-adic nurrbers, non ·euclidean geometry and analy-
sis.2 But nowadays one can hardly speak of origin ality
when using aga in Escher's work as an illustration 01
poetry . Fortunately, in the MathematicallntelligencerJ I
discovered an article on the Russ ian geometer and
graphic artist Anatole Fomenko . His drawings and cr~ i ·
cal remarks on the interplay between his mathematical
and graphical work completely corresponded with my
own work in mathematics and poetry . I began a corre-
spondence which eventually led to his sending me at-
most one hundred photographs 01 his drawings 10 illus -
trate my poetical work with . I sent him a copy of the book'
and a delightfUl ma thematical encounter was realized
Not on ly was I del ighted by the material lact 01 our
contact, bu1, roost importantly also, by the great similarity
between his "mathematica l fantasy" and the images, the
sYrrOOlism , the use of mat hematical ideas and language
is my work, as . for example in my opening poem.
Ik herinner me de cirkels
die samen-klinken
tot een ring
Banneling
die herbronning
in het inner1ijke van de cirkel vindt
(Translated by R. leigh-loo tKJizen:)
I remember the circles
harmonizing
in a ring
Exile
finding a resource
in the internal 01 the circle
This poem is illustrated with a drawing by Fomenko
which could suggest exactly the same ideas. So,withOUt
a pre·arranged collaboration or a subsequent revis ion in
the directon of his art, I was able to link his pictorial art
with my poems. We bOth use the circle as the material-
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ization ot ideas like perfection, loneliness, a mathemati-
cal grail.
Metamofose van de c /rlce/
In de geskJtenheid
van de cirKelfijn
lig ik gevangen
zonder begin
ontgin jJ( eindeloos
de doorlopende zin
omknel zinJoos
in Kramme liin
het open zijn
de droom
mezelf doorsn ijden
van retmidden bevriiden
without a radius
transforming into a spiral
tuming inward
expanding outward
in the coils
of the loose fine
frayed arourd the cone
I am swaying out
in order to carefully
forget in infinity
t>eginning and end
A mathematical theorem can be a poetcat rruse :
Jordan 's theorem, A simple ccseo curve
dNides the plane in !\YO regions ,
zonder straaJ
omvormen tot spiraaf
naar binnen draaien
narr buiten expanderen
in de kronkels
van de IoSSB lij'n
langs de kegelomvezeld
dein ik uit
om in oneindigheid
begin en eind
zorgvuldig te vergeten
(Trans lated by R. leigh-Loohuizen:)
MetamorphosiS of the circle
I am imprisoned in
the closed-ness
of the circvlar line
withOut a beginning
I endlessly develop
the continuous sense
senselessly clasping
the open-ness
in a curved line
the dream:
splitting myself
liberating the middfe
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Proof
loose lines
originated
in my mind
where infinite
forces converge
to the point of uncertainties
know:
unity for the circle
is simple
unity is love
and that this plane
breaks into two parts
insep arably
united
inevitablyatien
next to each other
linked by
the thinnest circula r being.
(Translated by A. Leigh·Loohuizen.)
Hereafter,weshanfurtherinvestigatethe questionof
parallelism between mathematics and poetry. After an
historicalexploration(an endlesstask, abbreviatedhere
10 some milestones) weshalt. inthecompanyof Hermann
Brech, describe the mechanism of mathematical and
poetical creation. Next wewill examine how mathemat-
ics can interact directly w~h poetry (the Oulipo experi-
ences). We wilt end with someideasof Paul Valery,who
realizedthesynthesisofscientificandartisticcreativityin
his work.
2. Poetry and mathematics: $Omsexamples In the
history of science
There is a rrullitude of mathematicians producing
remarkableverses andthereare manypoets andwriters
who are obsessedby mathematicalthought. Let us take
acloser lookat someofthem. Fora longlistofnamesand
poems we refer to the excellent anthology, Poems of
Science.5
One can start with the Babylonianmathematicians.
engraving on clay tablets their startling theorems. with
nothing less than the fim proof of the Pythagorean
theorem in the following "POetical term";
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(It we take the side of the square as unity we find the
irrationalnumberfi on the diagonal, ifwe takehartof the
diagonal as unity then the side represents the same
nurmer 12.)
Or one can read in Platothe truly marvellous~ory of
Menon and his slave to whom Socrates taught (in what
was certaintyanalmostperted exampleof mathematical
teaching) a mathematK::a.ltheorem in a language that I
callpoetical (just like thedrawing of (2.) Euclidtoo, inthe
tcrmrtations of his definitions, axioms. and theorems
used a highlypoetical language, e.g. a point is what has
no parts. a line is a breadthless length, a straight line is
a line whiCh lies evenly with the points on itsert .
The historyof science and thought containsplentyof
examples of poetical expressions. The main reason for
this is that. as pointed out by Peter Hilton,S a single
mathematical invention can lead many times to a really
profound and original astonishment. The creator, first
and thus most intensely, has the sensation of having
solved the problem, the joy 01 discovering a new theo-
rem.
But everyperceptive reader makesthe samediscov-
ery. He can even develop the results and obtain new
theorems: he can, better maybe than the original inven-
tor, link the novelty to old and new theories. In this , I see
a great parallelism with poetry where the reader of the
poem has so often the impression thai this poem was
written specially for him, it not by him. The reader
appropriates the poem.
Ofcourse. we mostly meet geometers and astrono-
mers on the ever-moving border1ine between science,
mysticism,andpoetry. LetusalwaysrememberGklrdano
Bruno (1548-1600)who was perhaps the first to declare
that the universe was infinite and to foreseethe principle
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of relativity. He did it in a poem: "De immenso et
jnnumerabi l ibus~ where we find, see E.Maor22 p. 198, a
mixtureof spiritualism and sound reasoning like:
The One Infinite is perfect; simply and of itself
naming can be greater or better than it. This is
the one Whole everywhere. God. universal na-
ture. Naught but the infinite can be a pettea
image and reffection thereof, for the finite is
imperfec t.
Another geometer-alchemist-mystic was John Dee
lrom whom we retain the beautiful mathematicalpoem
(or hermeticgeometry, translated from J. Dee by C. E.
Josten") :
the first and SilTf)lest manifestation and representa-
tion of things, non-existent as well as latent in the
folds ofNature. happensbymeansof the straight line
and the circle;
yet the circle cannot be artificially produced without
the straight line, norcan the straight line beproduced
without the point.
Dee's h..rcglyph
In theCatholic tradition, I found a wonderfulpoemof
51. John of the Cross (1542- 1591) - in a French
translation of Cyprian of the Nativity discovered by Paul
Valery - beginning with the stanza:
Je penetrai au je ne savais
at ja demeurai ne sachant
toute science aeoessem
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(Transtated:)
, enter where' did not know
and rema ined ignorant
all science surpaSSed.'
This poem is a text, a prograrrvne, which serves as a
syrrbolic illustrationfor his theological ideas. I rediscov-
ered some relledions of the power of symbolism in the
magic rx>etry of the Irish poet W. B. Yeats (1865-1939)
who claimed: . . . 'Tbat this greal spirit and this great
memory can be evoked by symbols.·
Interest in algebraand in the power of symbols isof
course one of the aspects of the Romantic art in the
nineteenthcentury. WereadinIheFragmentsofNovalis9
(1n2-1801 ) aphorisms like:
Algebra is poetry. Each science becomes po-
etry.
The number system is the model ofa true sym-
bolic language. Our fetters should become
numbers. our language arithmetic.
CoufdGocJreveal himself in mathematics,just as
in every other form of knowledge ?
The influenceof mathematics (and physics) on po-
etrybegan lnthe post-Newtonian agewhenwritersfound
rationality, mathematicalorder, symbols,etc. to be more
important thanthe errotons of man. Famous in this light
is the sentenceAlexander Pope intended as an epitaph
lor Newton's tomb in Westminster Abbey:
Nature and nature 's laws lay hid in night
God said, ~Let Newton be," and au was light.10
An accountof Newton's influenceon poetry canbe
fOUnd inKline's Mathematics in Western Cufture.10 Itwas
accepted that language was a kind of mathematical
system(,iJstlikephysics). Butasa resultpoetrybecame
so cold and mechanical that me rebellion of the nine-
leenth century Romantic poets followedquite naturally.
However. progressin mathematics, especiallytI"le devel-
opment of non·EucJidean geometry andthemastering of
infinityI remained a passionateattraction for writers and
poets. A ccrrcete discussionof this can be found in E.
Maor's book.22 '
Novalis in his Fragments9 links art and science in a
surprising way:
1- not I. This is the highestprinciple ofall art, and
all science.
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We cite another poem of Novalis where he links knowl-
edge and consciousness:
Consciousness is a being outside being inbeing.
Consciousness is thus an image of being in
being.
Needs to clarify images. Signs . Theory 01
signs.9
Let me end this part 01 my essay with a twentieth
century rnathematkian-poet-artist : Alexander Zinoviev,
born in 1922 in Russia . Zinoviev was professor at the
University of Moscow. He is a logician, specialiZing in
model theory. He wrole a lot of books on mathematical
logic , e.g. PhilosophicalProblemsofMany-ValuedLogic;
Ouantoren, Modalit~ten, Paradoxien; Foundation otthe
Logicaf Theory of Scientific Knowledge; etc. He is the
aulhor of a remarkable novel translated in French under
the title Les hauteurs beantes.' 1 The book describes
Stalinistic society and it is a diatribe against the homoge-
neous wot1d and the progranmed social machine. tl
takes the form of a platon ic dialogue and a graphic poem
about the utli mate end.
The history of science and thought is lull of such
examples of poetical eHusions. There must be a paral -
lelism between mathematica l th inking and poet ical ere-
aton. In the following sect ion we shall try to un veu this
mystery.
IpersonaldyI
action (in polilics)
This graph is a good description of Brcch'sperson.
ality, attracted as he always was by mathematics. Influ.
enced by the Wiener Krels'" he even tried to find a
system regJlatingnature ,completely determined by group
theory. In his view, not only geometry but all act ivities of
the mind could be regulated by algebraic structures. In
fact , in Hennann Brach 's vision, poet ry and science
should be seen as the same kind of act ivity: both recreat e
the wor1d by a remo val of the frontiers of knowledge. He
asks for poetry 10 become full of knowledge, for knowl-
edge to become full of vision. Howe ver, Breen also pays
attention to the latent tension between creativit y in art
and knowledge in science. He describes this in his
powel1ul The Death of Virgil. H. BrOCh developed a
theory of knowledge in which mathematics playa central
role .
There is one constant in the theory: the human
being, carrier of knowledge and vis ion, the intellectual.
For this person, only the act can create the very moment
when the ability to create poetry meets the knowledge to
handfe science. We give an example of a mathematical
fonrulation stirrulating with poetical power an ad of
knowledge and insight the windrose 01Hermann Broch.
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Hennann Broch (1886-1951)
F. Le Licnnais, writing on the beauty of mathematics
in Les grands courants de la pensee mathematique,12
frequently uses poetry to illustrate and emphasize his
ideas . He cites Novalia (-Algebra is poetry"') , but also
Henri Michaux who claims that he cannot represent the
beauty of mathematics: -ce qu'~ y a de plus interessanl
dans ce pa ys, on ne Ie voit pas" (The most interesting in
this country cannot be seen .). This sta tement illustrates
how difficult it is to discover the poetical idea concealed
in mathematics. With Hermann Brach13as explained by
Hannah Ahrendt1• in her Uluminaling introduction to the
essays of Broch, I bel ieve that there is a close link
between poetry and mathemat ics . This link was present
in the personality of Broch. In fact , every creator etten
agon iZes between his Iogic:o-mathematical and poetico-
visionary talents. These two poles of the creative person-
ality can be closed by the third side of a Peircean
Triangle :
3. Contemporary thInkers and writers on the rei.
tkm between mathematics and poetry
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OUlipo (Ouvrolr de tltteratu re pctenneue -
Workshop for Potential Llterature)'S,'6
In the earty sixties a remarkable experiment took
place in Paris and Westem Europe. A group, corroosed
otwriters, artists and mainly mathematicians,was formed
around people like Fra~is Le Lionnais- editor of Les
grands courants de te pensee mathematique (1948).
conta in ing the first non -techn ical paper of Nico las
Bourbakl, an intrcducton by Paul Valery and so on -
Raymond Queneau and severalmathematicians (Claude
Berge, Nico Kuiper, etc.). The aim of the group was to
produce literature, especially poetry , with the aid of
mathematics. Theysearchedforprocedures,techniques,
potentia lly productive structures, often directly inspired
by science and mathematics . Oulipo had something of a
secret soc iety that was in reality a serious workshop
producing many publicat ions and trying out a mntitude of
experimentations. In fact, their position in the cultura l
landscape of France became stronger and stronger
during the last decade. They have had a real influence
in literature (George Perec, ltalo Calvina , Jacques
Roubaud), in semiotics (structuralism) as well as in
mathematics and science (SchulZenberger and his pal-
indromes or the theory of free structu res, information
theory and algorithmic poems).
In this context. the word "potent ial" is urcortant.
OJlipo is empirical and tries to liberate new possibilities
from existing mathematical objects, structures and tech-
niques . Here are a few examples of its findings:
1" Applications to poetry of some surprising properties
of the MObius strip : write a poem on one side of a Slip
01 paper; write a second one on the back side of the
paper; construct the MObius strip and realize a new
poem this way.
2" The introduction of mathematical express ions in
literature: set, class, E (is an element of), C (in-
clus ion) , u (union), n (intersection). \ (complemen-
tation), etc. There is a volume of poems by J .
Roubaud entit led E ; and we have discovered a book
by Gaston COrllJere , a Belgian poet. in which each
poem is illustrated and introduced by one of Euclid's
theorem.
3° The use of perrrctatons in literature . Combinatorial
structures are wide ly employed in the attempts 01 the
ocnpo-mernoers to create new forms of poetry.
ExarllJle: "Cent mille milliards de poemes" by R.
Queneau; try to find ten poems of fourteen verses in
such a way that each verse can be replaced by one
01 the nine corresponding verses: you obtain 1014
poems. We came across the beautiful poem "Oeuts
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de Paques" by Stephane Mallarme 17: each verse
was written on an egg numbered so that one could
rebuiki the poem.
1. Paques apporte ses voeux
2. Tel vaine ne Ie dejoue
3. Iw seul rouge de ces ceuts
4. Que se colore ta joue.
Only lour even permutatons (1 2 3 4, 2 1 4 3,
341 2,4321) are retained. Why?
The ouupc people (R. OUeneau, together with
Franc;ois Le Lionnais and J. Roubaud, was certain ly the
driving force of the group) discove red also the sextine of
the troubadour Arnaut Daniel and tried to generalize this
to a quentine , constructed by using the rule: a word
ending verse p (or in place p), P S nI2, where n is the
number of strophes in the poem, and the number of
verses in the strophe, is put in place 2p and a word in
place p, p > 012. comes to the place 2n + 1 - 2p.
Northrop Frye said i1l ike this : "Both literature and
mathematics proceed from postulates. not facts."
The Oulipo experiment in mathematico·literature is,
of course , of high interest, olten very enjoyable , and it
puts new forms and surprisingl y new viewpo ints to old
facts. Because of the highly technical aspect of its work,
we can conside r OJlipo as a primit ive system of knowS-
edge. The poetical act is, in general, absent from its
wor1c.. But reading I.Calvinoand G. Perec (his La viemode
d'emplo/18 is large ly based on techniques elaborated by
Oulipo), we now see that this kind of work can create the
conditions that lead to an absolute system. The novel of
G. Peree, entirely deductive and written within a fixed
structural framework, is an example of this.
The work of R. Thom and E. C. Zeeman, two math-
ematicians, well-known as the fathers of catastrophe
theory. is related to the Oulipo doctrine . In Rene Thorn's
book, Stabilite strueturelle et morphogenese,19 a com-
pletely new approach to the explanation of the phenom-
ena of acquisit ion 01 knowledge is explored. Thorn
shows how global regularities can be envisaged as
qeorreucstrucures n amany-dimensional space. These
forms have theirown dynamics : and each form of life can
be described in dynamic mathematical models. Thorn
was influencedby the English scientist 0 "Arcy Thomson20
famous for his book On Growth and Form, from which
Thom quotes :
The waves of the sea, the little ripples on the
shore, the sweeping CUN8 of the sanding bay
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Valery's main hope was that a me chanics of thinking
would exist , using mathematics as forma lism (see again
H.Broch: the only knowledge is the Iogico -mathemalical
knowledge). In the case of poetry , Paul Valery described
how a romber (hewas very intrigued by the Pythagorean
idea of flUrrber)came first inhis mind and how afterwards
a poem was based on this rumber (determining the
number of syllables in a verse and the rhythm) . He also
claimed that analogies were more imponant than meta-
phors in poetry. For him, analogies were corroansons
based on the structure allowing a certain type of reason-
ing, i.e. functional analogies. Metaphors and analogies
are partcuiar cases of general transformations: their
general group (group in the mathematical sense) is the
-nervous system,"
ism: some definitions, a system of axioms (satisfying
conditions, creating new objects and so on), some nice
examples, a few new theorems. Once these ingredients
are found, the mathematician, guided by an idea ,can put
his tormalisrn towork. The poet also has his raw material :
the language (Ie langage ordinaire), the format his poem
(e.g. a sonnet), also called the space of the poem, the
rhyme and rhythm, the examples, the metaphors and so
on. Now by means of his idea the poet can force the torm
onto his idea.
Paul Valery, in his essay ~Poesiaat pensee abstraite,-
Variete V, made a profOUnd analysis of the possible
contradiction between poetry and the abstract idea.
There is no such contradiction, Valery claims. In fact,
poetry and science are complementary sides 01 an lntel-
Iecl motivated by the atterrot to understand all the
problems of man.
Valery was very unhappy with the distinction be-
tween the so-called "esprit geometrique- (geometrical
thought) and ~esprit de finesse· (poetical thought), made
by Blaise Pascal.23 If such ways of thinking existed there
had to be a bridge between them, Va lery claimed: 10
"espcil geometrique" is dangerous because the geom-
eter cannot study what he cannot define: he also auto-
matically follows certain ways at thinking and has a
tendency to alw"ays replace terms byvaoes: 2" "esprit de
finesse" is dangerous because it is reasoning by means
of rather loose rotons or badly defined items (emotions!).
It is remar1<able that mathematics has in com-
mon with poetry and music the laet that the idea
(Ie fond) becomes the act of the form: the truth
depends on formal conditions.21
Paul Val~ry (1871-1945):
The Synthesis of Science and Literature
In his famous Cahiers,21 twenty-nine volumes writ -
ten between 1894 and 1945, and the VaritUe Ito V,21 Paul
Valery exposes the power of the mind and the force of
language. The interplay between science and literature
plays a special role in the development 01 his ideas . We
quote :
Fire is in rest when changing. Fire is changing
while in rest.
between the headlands, the ovtline of the hills,
the shape of the clouds, a/I these are so many
rKid/esottotm, so manyproblemsofmorphology
20
- P. Val~ry
- Heraclitus
We can see a poem as a form endowed with its own
dynamic: this form can change as a pure form (by
techniques similar to the one of Oulipo) , giving rise to
different new poems: the poem also changes in form
(and content) from one reader to the other, and has its
own life! Poetry belongs to the field of structural morpho-
genesis of Thom: more ,poems are themselves morpho-
genesis :
Pour nous autres Grecs
routes chases sont formes .
(For us, the Greek
All things are forms.)
Acc:ording to this theory, events in nature , in social or
cultural lite, in biology or any other science , in literature,
etc. OCOJr in points at catastrophe which can be studied
by means of singularities of functions . Zeeman and
Thom can describe in this way the splitting of a cell, the
woriting of the brain, certain light phenomena, etc . Thus
a highly poetical image of seerce was created using
mathematical language as the vehicle of thought.
What poetry and mathematics has in common is said
here loud and clear. Mathematics worXsaround ideas-
problems or paradigms, e.g. the twenty-three problems
of Hilben, the comnuem hypothesis and its relations to
the Zermelo-Fraenkel axioms, a property of lines in the
plane , the conjecture of Goldbach, etc. The mathemati-
cian, faced with his creative work. has to make a formal-
The bridge consists of a sacred moment: 10 the
geometer looks for a definition (or for a deep ins ight!) and
wants to pass from imagination to structure and form: this
is the rroment of pOetry: he has to choose. to delete , to
adapt , to force the concrete towards the abstract, he has
to engage his whole being: only after this , his formalism,
guided by imagination and idea, can move into resuns
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using transformations of this formalism; 20 sometimes
the poet wants to construd !
The geometer is the one who sees ina problem or in
a situation what can be rendered by a system of defini-
tions,axcms.symbols,operations,etc. inorder toobtain
results aboutIhe problemor situationwhich are straight-
forward,clear andproved- henceacceptableto others.
The artist disposes of the means of expressions offered
by the form of his art and of the subteet (idea); but he
disposes 01form and idea as long and as freely as he
wants. The goal of his art is the correspondence, the
suggest iOn. InspiratiOn ts for him a strong excitement
directly caused by the object-subject relation ot his art.
But thisobject-subject situation(which causesand is the
cause 01artistic adivity) is as tree as possible, excited
during thecreation by prolound knowledge of the means
of expression aswell as bythe passionate desireto bring
this knowledge alive.
Afterword
We are Ii\ling in a time ot bulkheads. in a society
splinteredintothe many "holychapels.- Bridge-builders,
like PaulValery, are solitaryand scarce. It has become
suspect 10 look over the wall. I believe in a renewed
renaissance, neither becausewe want to adore the god
ofothers, norbecausewe do not recognizeour own god.
Our god is the hidden treasure in our heart. This is the
content ct the following "Psaume~ 01 Paul Valery:
Tu n'adoreras pas teedieux des autres:
(Mais prends garde de te tromper sur te tien!)
Tuconnaitras Ie Tienasa simpJicite
If ne te propogerapas des enigmes vaee
If ne sereourers pas d'eternite
11 sort de toi ccmme tu sors ae ton sommeil
Comme te tleur at te parfum sortent de fa te"e
confuse at au fumier qui se decompose, if
sort quelquafois de ta vie, un peu de Lui et
une idee de son energie.
Cache ton dieu. Que ce dieu soit ton tresor-
que ton treso« soit ton dieu.
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THE HERMENEUTICS OF MATHEMATICAL MODELING
David Tudor
Mathematics Department
Bradley Unwersity
Peore. lJIinois
I. Introduction
Mathematics is a language. Thos e who speak this
language frequently use it to describe the world around
them. As in any language, signs (words, symbols,
signifiers) are created 10 represent those objects of
discussion in the language 120,23]. Depending on the
existence of physical referents for the signs created .
points of view may fall into two broad categories. There
are thos e who believe phi losophically that. physical ref-
erents are not necessary, that the on ty meaningfu l dis-
course in the language is through the signs and their
relationships to one another. These are the "pure
mathematicians" (or,one maycall them "structuralists·).
On the other hand, the non-structuralists, or -applied
mathematicians: attempt to construct a "symbolic order"
or sub- language of mathematics which. ideal ly. would be
a perfect repr esentation of some physica l ("real world")
phenomenon. This represent ation would be -pertecr in
the sense that every change in the ' real wor1d· would be
reflected by a corresponding change in the "symbolic
world" and vice versa . In other words, the transformation
relating the "real world· to the "syrroolic world· would be
explicitly known. This does not seem like ly to occur. Yet .
the predictive power and pragmatic applicahon of
mathematics has produced undeniable results in science
and technology. The ob ject ive. then, of the applied
mathematician is to minimize, in some way. the dis -
crepancy between the behaviorof the syrroorusec inthe
symbolic wo rld and that of the object represented in the
real world . In other words, applie d mathematics is
constantly evolv ing towards pure mathematics because
the ultimate goal 01the former is to ignore the discrepancy
between sign and referent and to exist solely within the
realm of the symbolic wortd .
This essay invest igates some of the historica l and
philosoph ical background of the division between pure
and applied mathematics. The "symbo lic order" con-
structed by the pure mathematician and used by the
applied mathematician to describe the "real world~ is
called a mathematical model. The nature, interpretation
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and limitations of the mathematical model are also dis-
cussed. Ail illustration of the means used by applied
mathematicians to drive the abovementcoed evcutonary
process toward pure mathematics is given. This process,
the "modeling cycle, · is presented as a response to the
"hermeneutic circle" of applied mathematics. The term
"hermeneutic circle" (borrowed from the theory of literature
(8,9)) refers to the dilerrvna that , before a model is
developed, one must know the rrrconaot factors con -
tribut ing to the phenomenon under investigation but, in
order to know these factors . one shOuld first develop a
model.
It is hoped that a better understanding of fhe objec-
tives and limitations of the use of mathematical models
will contribute to the increased acceptance of them as a
means of providing add itional informat ion and perspec -
tives in areas of research traditionally considered 'ron-
quantitative." The crudal factor in this understanding is
the analys is of the connection between philosophy and
theory, pragmatism and applicat ion.
II. History and Theory
Plato is seen by many as one of the major figures
contri:xJting to the Iogocentnc nature of western ph j.
Iosophy. logocentrism sets forth the premise that there
is adivision between word and thoug ht {21. p165H]. Plato
was consistent in maintaining this dichotomy and in the
aepubtc. applied it to his view of mathematics:
. . . those who deal with geometries and calcu-
lations . . . take for granted ... th ings cog nate...
in each fie'd of inqu iry; assuming these things to
be known, they make them hypotheses, and .. .
sett ing out from these hypotheses, they go at
once through the remainder of the argument until
they arrive with perfect consistency atlhe goal to
which their inquiry was directed.... although
they use visible figures and argue about them,
they are not thinking about these figures but of
trcse things which the figures represent.
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(Strictly adhering to Platonic belief, the constructs of
mathematics represent "disembodied eternal terms.' or
"arcnetypes" which are perceived only by the intellect.)
For subsequent philosophers also, this was the prevail-
ingviewin mathematics- it always·represented"' some-
thing. Mathematicians were construd ing a language
with which they could describe the world around them.
Thisdescriptionwasaccomplishedthroughwhat istoday
called a 'mathematical model:
There are two general categories of models. iconic
and symbo fic[7] . An iconic model is one thai is intended
to resentlle in someway the object modeled. A "moder
train would be an example. Although the determination
of "iconic~versus ·syrrtxllic- is oftencontroversial,a road
map or a schematic diagram of some electrical circuit
may also be considered to be an iconic model. A
symbolic model is one that is not iconic. This type 01
model olten takes the form of some lUnd of equation
whose variables represent some quantities in nature.
Descartes introduced the association of iconic and
syrreotc modelS in rrodem mathematics. Herepresented
algebraic relations between variables in a geometric
~Cartesian coordinate system" (the type 01 coordinate
system used in road maps). Thus an explicitlydemon-
strable relationship between the iconic and symbolic
model contributedgreatly to the facility with which later
models could be built and analyzed.
The distinction "pure· and ~applied"mathematicsdid
not exist until the second halt of the 19th century. Until
then, the manipulation of the symbols of mathematics
was simply a necessary part of the use 01 the ·symbolic
order" used to describe the non-mathematical world.
Indeed, therewas no need to study pure mathematicsof
ftsef until inconsistencies incertain predictionsbasedon
interpretations 01 the mathematics forced the consider-
ation of the logical foundations of mathematics ttseft,
Thus,at the endof the 19thanclbeginningof the 20th
centuries, about the time that Ferdinand de Saussure
was searching to define the basic ~signs· and'Values~or
"s ignif icat ions~ of linguistics (20], Bertrand Russell and
otherphilosophers and mathematicians wereanerJl)ting
to reduce language (and hence mathematics) to a fun-
damentalctassot irreducibleobjects, thusgeneratingthe
entirespectrumof validclaimsconcerningthe"language~
[22, 23J. In mathematics this meant that for eacharea. a
set of axioms was sought from which all valid theorems
may be deduced. This property of a set of axioms is
called Mcompleteness." Perhaps a moredesirableprop-
erty of a set of axioms is that they be ~consistent . · This
means that one must not be able to prove the validity of
a proposition and its negation trom the given axioms.
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Hilbert, Russell and Whitehead (see (22]) believed
wholeheartedly in the possibility of establishing such
axiomatic systems and spent a tremendous eNort in
attempting it. Kurt GOdel, in his anicle ~Ober formal
unentscheidbare Satze dar Principia Mathematica unci
verwandlerSysteme I,· [11, 16)finally settled the QUes-
tion in a most unsettling way. He first restricted his
attention to the set at integers, that is, the usual whole
numbersof arithmetic 0, ±1.±2. Hethen proved that for
this most primitive "world· the axiomatic method has
inherentlimitations inthefollowingsense. "the axiomatic
system iscomplete, then it will be inconsistentand if the
system is restrided enoughto bEt consistent, then there
are propositions concerning the integers which cannot
be proven 'rom this consistent system. Since an incon-
sistent systemis entirely unpalatable to the mathematl-
cian, consistent axiomatic systems are used at the ex-
pense of completeness. Thus the working mathemati-
cian is fully aware that there are most likely questions
which maybeaskedbut maynot be resolvedfromwithin
the system.
RusseU had already happened upon what is now
called -RusseU's Paradox· [22, p124-125 , p153) which
foreshadowed GOdel's discovery. The most popular
form of thisparadoxisto considera barber in a townwho
shaveseveryone whodoes not shave himself. Doesthe
barbershavehimself? Now, iIthebarbershaveshimself,
thenhe mistbeoneof thosewhodonl shavethemselves.
Therefore,heecesnt shavehimsell. On the oltler hand.
ifhe doesnl shavehimself, then he isoneof thosewhom
the barbershaves. sohe rnrst shavehimself. Etherway
we answer, we arriveat a contradiction. In Set Theory,
Russell'sParadox takesthefollowingform: Let S bEt the
set of all setswhich are not elementsof themselves. Is
S an elementof itself?
Thus, one of the rn:>st important consequences of
the 19th and 20th century developments in the k>gical
foundationsol mathematics is that it is possible to prove
the impossibility of proving something. Russell noted
the impactofsuchanadvanceon philosophical discourse:
"Those philosophers who have adopted the methods
derivedfromlogicalanalysiscanarguewith one another,
not in theoldaimlessway, but cooperatively, so that both
sides can ccrccr as to the outcome.· This, of course,
rerersto the·conditionar natureof modem mathematics
(both pure andapplied), which Russell (19) hUmJrously
expresses thus:
Westart,inpuremathematics, fromcertain rules
of inference, by which we can infer that if one
proposition is true, then so is some other
proposition. These rulesof inferenceconstitute
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the major pan of the principles of formal bgic.
We then take any hypothesis that seems
amusing, and deduce its consequences. "our
hypothesis is about anything , and not about
some one or more particular th ings, then our
dedudions constitute mathematics. Thus math-
ematics may be defined as the subject in which
we never know what we are talk ing about. nor
whether what we are saying is true.
Having examined some 01 the historical background
and theoretical limitations of mathematics (and hence its
applications), we address, in the next section some of the
responses to the problems arising from the theory .
III. Pragmatism and Henneneutlcs of Mathematical
Modeling
Suppose one wishes to invest igate some aspect of a
particular fie ld of inqu iry and el1"ploys mathematics as a
part of the ana lysis used to carry out the study . Variables
(signs) are created wh ich represent entities (referents).
The method is to establish the behavior of the signs and
make conclusions about them. Since mathematical
syrrt>ols are not the objects they represent, the question
then is in what way one cou ld in applied mathematics
assert that Monly the behavior of the signs need be
understood"? The answer isin the degree of association
between sign and refe rent . In other words, a perfect
association would mean that "eventsMtaking place in the
model would be pertedly reflected in the objed or phe -
nomenon being modeled and vice versa . Thus, the
axioms governing the mathematical order would obtain
for the model. This association and the degree of it are
the two major goals (and problems) 01 mathematical
modeling. The Mpragmatic soluucn" 10 the problem 01
creat ing the association nust. of course . beg in w ith the
construction of the model. Oneuses mathematics - or
any method of ana lysis , for that maner - in order to
unde rstand something. So, in order to bu ild a math-
ematical model.one decides firstwhat the most influential
factors goveming the observed phenomenon adually
are. One then represents them as variables and bu ilds
the model. But, in order to decide upon these -rrcst
infu ential factors- one must alread y understand the
"obse rved phenomenon: The aChievement of this un-
derstanding is. however, the orig inal reason for bu ilding
the mathematical model, This is a problem in general
hermeneutics, the theory of interpretation which in lite r-
ary terms Abrams I' l def ines as "a formulation of the
procedures and principles involved in gening at the
meaning of all written texts." In discussing the tneory of
understanding texts . Dilthey labeled the probl em of not
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understanding the whole without understanding its
component parts and not understanding the parts with-
out understanding the who le, the "hermeneutic circle- lt .
p84] , Thus. anyone including mathematics as part of the
process of understanding is con fronted with the "math--
ematical hermeneutic circ le· introduced above: how can
1heobjectof invest igat ion be understood without a model,
and how can a model be built without: understanding the
object alread y?
Dilthey (5,6J and, more specifically, Gadamer 18,91
advocated an approach to overcome the problem of the
hermeneutic circle and , interestingly, mathematicians
have arrived at the analogous Msolution~ in their own
context. Gadamer's solution was that one establishes a
Mdialogue- between the "pre-understanding" brought to
the text being read and the ideas expressed by the text
itself . The reader must then rrodifythe "preunderstanding-
us ing a synthes is of the new ideas of the text and the Mold
understanding.~ Thus, one builds to an understanding of
a given text through the spiraling process of read ing.
dialogue (comparison) and synthesis of ideas.
The analogous situation in applied mathematics is
the '"mOdeling cycle" (13]. The investigator observes the
"natural phenomenon- and conjectures what the most
sign ificant factors aHeeting the observed behavior and
the relationsh ips among these variables are . A mode l is
then developed. wh ich can inctude virtualty any object or
technique considered to be within the realm of math-
ematics. Forthe sake 01 argument . we may assume the
model takes the form of some kind of equation (this is
usually the case. but not always). Then the model must
be analyzed mathematically. This isthe"p..Jre"orMabstraet~
stage of the process. After a "solution" to the equation is
obtained or the mathematical analysis has been ether-
w ise ccrroreted the results are compared to the actual
observations. This is part of the measurement of the
assoc iation between sign anc referent. If this ccrreen-
son revea ls that the representation is not adequate, then
more observations must be made and also more con-
jectures as to the m issing -il'll>Ortant factors: The n the
existing model is usually modified to jrrorcve the ap-
proximat ion to (association with) the observat ions . The
process then ccntirares until the researcher is satisfied
that the repre sentahon is suff icient for the intended
purpose. k:IealJy, the association between sign and
referent would become 'perfect, " consiste nt with the
rigors of the axiomatics of pure mathematics. However.
if such a pertect correlation were possible . we would still
be faced with lhe probl em of the incompleteness of the
axiomatic system . That is to say. it is possible that
questions may be asked that cannot be answered from
within the system itself. While the modeling cycle is a
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pragmatic answer to the problem of obtaining functional
representations of physical systems, the problem of
incompleteness is a limitationof the use01mathematics.
Despite the limitations, there are many attractive
features of the mathematical modeling method. Since
mathematicians have chosen to foregocompleteness in
favorofconsistency,results derivedtramthemathematics
itself cannotbecontradictory. Thevariablesandralations
of mathematics,Le.thevocabulary, isfree01connotation.
Nagel andNewman[16,p12] attributethis tothe fact that
'th evalidityof mathematicalderronstratons isgrounded
in the structure of statements, rather thanin the natureof
apancu larsubjectmatter.· Illl'licit in thisview is that tne
variables, their relations and the means of analysis are
clearly andunambiguouslydefined. Inotherwords,with
a mathematical modelone maycreatean idealizedworld
in which all variables and Iactcrs influencing them are
known and fully controlled. The point of view taken then
is that if some particular behavior is observed in the
idealized world, then one cannot exclude the possibility
of itoccurring in the·rear· worldandpossiblyforthe same
reasons. This can and will be expressed rrcre strongly
dependingon thedegree01 thesign-referent association.
In many cases, there is a way of measuring the extentof
this association. This measurement is based on the
simple fact that modelshave a certain predictivepower.
Thus, in many inslances one may compare the predic-
tions 01 the rrcdet with subsequent occurrences in the
'"world of reterems" and formulate a sense of confidence
or no confidence in the ability of the idealized world to
retect this behavior. Besides being predictive, models
may indicate further areas 01 research , reveal funda-
mentalsof theunderrying dynamicalprocessesobserved
(subject to the degreeof sign/referentassociation), or, in
somecases, discover previously unknown relationships
between variables. Finally. a great advantage of math-
ernatc s isthat its results are reproducible. That isto say,
if two investigators accept the same axiomatiC system
and the same hypotheses concerning the phenomenon
in question, both will obtain the same results. This is
Russell's observationabout"philosophers· arguing from
' methods derived tram logical analysis.~ The modelers
or philosophers may argue aocut axiomatic systems or
hypotheses but once these are fixed, so are the results.
IV. illustration
Tomakethe ideasdiscussed in theprevioussections
more concrete, consider the following examples from
epidemiology. Among the first models of this type are
thoseconstructedbyKermackandMcKendricx (15]. The
book by Bailey (3) treats such equations tx.rt is also a
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comprehensive introductionto the SUbjectmatterwithan
extensive bibliography. The models presented here are
from Hethcote [12). They·were selected for severa!
reasons. First. they are from a field of investigation in
which the analytic tool of mathematics has not yet been
fully accepted. Second, theydo involvetypical rrodeling
techniques. Third, they are qualitative in the sense mat,
whilethey involve parameterswhichcannotbemeasured
(or havenot yet been measured), they neverthelessmay
indicate significant characteristics of epidemics.
The objective of mathematical modeling in epidemi-
ology is understanding better the dynamic factors intlu-
encingthespread andiormaintenance ofacomrnmcabte
disease throughouta population. This information may
beusefulindesigningstrategiesfor reducingtheincldence
of the disease or eliminating it altogether. Indeed"much
mathematicalresearch is nowbeing doneto understand
thedynamics of AIDS. (See Jacquez. et.al. [14J,and the
references there.)
It is easyto positmany factorswhichcouldcontribute
to the transmission of a disease. For example. some
diseases are incurable. some the body will eventually
overcome; some confer immunity, somedon't; some are
preventable by immunization,othersmustruntheircourse .
Many diseases are transmitted from person to person,
somefromanimal to person crvke versaandsomeeven
travel from person to animal to person. Sometimes it is
possible for a person to be a carrier 01 the disease, i.e. to
transmitthediseasewithoutdem::>nsttatingthesY"lltoms.
Thepopulationdynamicsmayalsoplaya role. Individuals
may enter or leave a populationthrough birth and death
or through emigration or immigration. The age of indi-
viduals in thepopulationcouldbe importantaswell asthe
presence and interference 01 other diseases. Sexual
promiscuity couldbe important (evenoutsidethecontext
of epiderruoJogy). Geographiclocationand spreadamong
numerousother factors may affect the disease.
To '"break into· the modelingcycle, manysimplifying
assumptionsmust be made. It maybe validlyarguedthat
these assumptions are too restrictive to pro...ide a real-
istic representation 01 the transmission 01 disease, but it
must be kept in mind that this is simply the first stepin the
process. Theintentisto trrcrcve tne initial models. At the
outset, the following definitions and assumptions will
then be made:
' ) A susceptible is an individualwho doesnot have the
disease in question but is capable of contracting it.
Theset 01 all susceptiblesisthewsceptibleclass. The
fradionof the population that is susceptible is caned
the susceptible fraction and at timet will be denoted
by $(1);
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An infectNe is an individual who has and is actively
transmitting the disease or at least contacting other
individu als sufficiently to transmit the disease.
Definitions for infectNe dass, infectNe fraction and
I(t) are analogous to those above:
A removed is an individual who , by any means
(immunity, iflOQJlation. isolation) is not invotved in
the susceptible-infective interaction. The removed
class and fraction and R(t) are also defined as above.
Each inc:lividual in the population must be in one of
the three classes described above . Thus, $(t) + I(t)
+ R(t) • 1 for alit.
Diseases will be classified by the epidemiological
states through which an individual passes in the
course of the disease. Thus, an SI disease is one
inwhich the suscecube becomes infective and never
recovers. Herpes si~x is an example. An SIS
disease is one that can be cured, but confers no
immunity. An exarrore is gonorrhea. A disease thai
confers pennanent irrvnunity is an SIR disease.
Measles is such a disease.
A contact is any interaction between an infective and
any other individual in the population that is sufficient
to transmit the disease if the other individual is
susceptible. The contact rate, A., is the average
number of contacts per unit time per infective. We
will assume that the contact rate is constant.
The population size, N, will be assumed to be large
and constant. This assumption is largely math-
ematically motivated. It allows a tractable mocIelto
be developed. It is, however, biologically defensible
if the disease is to be studied over a relatively sbort
period of time .
The population is assumed to be homogeneously
mixing . This means that the probability of any two
individuals coming in contact with one another is the
same . This is admittedly restrictive. but again, a
tractable model is then possible. This restriction can
then be removed by considering the population to be
composed of several homogeneously mixing sub-
populations. so the difficuhy may be overcome.
The susceptible-infective interaction is assumed to
tollow the "law of mass acton" 1rom physics . This
means that the rate of loss from the susceptible class
(gain in the infecti'Je class ) is propcncoar to the
product 01 the susceptible and infective fractions.
This is perhaps made clearer by the follow ing cevei-
opment : NS(t) is the actual nurroerot susceptibles.
(NS (t» ' is simply the mathematical notation 10r the
rete of change per unit time of the number of
susceptibles. Each infective contacts A. indivK1uals
per unit tifne and there are NI(t) infectives. so a total
of ANI(t) indi'Jiduals are being contacted per unit
time. However, not all those contacted are suscep-
tible . In fact , only S(t) (the susceptible fraction ) are
susceptible. so the rate of loss from the susceptible
class due to the susceptible-infective interaction is
given by -WI(I)S(I).
, 0) Recovery from the disease will be assumed to follow
the "law of exponential growth anc:l decay: That is ,
the rate of loss from the infective class due to
recovery isprcoortcnat to the size of the class . This
is the same assurrctcn made in radioactive decay
or, in another context, the calculation of interest
compounded cont inuously (at 5.5% interest com-
pounded continuously, the rate of change of the
amount of money is .055 x Amount, or A' .. .OSSA).
The principle involved is that the rate of growth or
decay is prcportcnar to the amount present. Thus .
the rate of loss from the infecti'Je class due to
recovery isgiven by ~NI(t) . ris called the reCXJvery
rate (it is analogous to the .055 above) .
Assu~ions 6 through 10 are debatable. They do ,
however, allow a rrcdel to be created. Noting that
(NS(I))", (NI(I))" , (NR(I))" represent Ihe rates of change
per unit time of the numbers of susceptibles, infectives
and removeds respectively, the model becomes 1he
following system of equations:
(NS(I))" • -WlltIS(I)
(NI(I))" • WIII)SII) - yNI(11
(NR(I))" • y NI(tl
and NS(O) + NI(O)+ NR(O) • N, NI(O) > 0
We will not actually do a detailed analysis of this
system 01 equations: it is presented only lor the sake of
diSQJssion and illustration. Notice that the individuals
leaving the susceptible class (first equation) go into the
infective dass (second equation) and those leaving the
infective class (second equation) go into the removed
class. The last equation simply says that initiaUy (t.O)
everyone in the popu laHon falls into one 01 the three
categories and that we do have some infedives (NI(O» O) .
Notice also that i) all variables are explicitly defined . ii) all
relationships between the variables are demonstrated ,
and iii) the only dynamic factors involved are the sus-
ceptotenntecwe interaction and recovery. Atthough the
mathematical analysis is not pertinent to the present
study . we can see from the following mathematical cal-
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cutatons that the model is inadequate for certain dis-
eases, and hence by refiningthe model, we will illustrate
the modeling cycle. Notice that if the disease is in an
endemicequilibrium,that isto say, has stabilizedat some
persistent level in theconvnunity,then the rate ofchange
01NS(t) and NI(t) rrust be zero. This yields, from the
second equation, that
O . ).15 - yl
Fadoling out the convnon factor of I, we obtain the
equation 0 - I(AS --y) . So, either I _ 0 and the disease
diesout (noinfedives),or 1'11:0 lnwhichcase ),.$-1 1TIJst
be zero,so S_ "f)... lfthisisthecase,then -ANIScannot
bezero,sothe rateofchange oftherurrberof susceptibles
cannot be zero and we would not be at an equilibrium.
This is a contradiction. Therefore, the only possibility is
that at equilibrium I ,. O. The disease dies out. This is
unsatisfactorybased on physical observations. Measles
is an SIR disease and therefore should have these
dynamic characteristics, but has shown no tendency to
dieout. To follow therrodelingcycle then,we mustmake
new conjectures as to the important dynamical factors
determining the spread 01 the disease. Since a disease
following explicitly the old assumptions would eventually
'run its course- and die out, perhaps the introduction of
new individuals into the population would replenish the
depleted pool of susceplibles. Following through on this
conjecture we make the assurrctcns:
11) Births and deaths occur at the same rate, a (expo-
nential growth and decay as above). Note that the
assumption of exponential growth in all cases in
which it is assumed is also subject 01 "verification-
throughthe comparisonphaseof the modelingcycle.
12) There are no disease-related deaths. So, deaths
occur at the same rate in each class.
13) Birthrate equals deathrate. This is a mathematical
assumption toguaranteethat the population remains
constant; and
14) All newborns are susceptible. Since maternal anti-
bodies confer temporary irTVT'llnity, a "newborn- is
defined to be a child of 12-15 months.
Buik::l ing on the old model. the new model becomes
(NS(I))" • -ml(I)S(I) + aN - aNS(I)
(NI(I))" • l.(1)S(I) - YNI(I) - aNl(!)
(NR(I))" • YNl lt ) - aNR(t)
NS(O) + NI(O) + NR(O) • N
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The infectious contact ramoe« , a, is defined to be
the average number of contacts per infedive per infec-
tious period. The analysisof the new model yields that
a = ')J(r + a ) and the result that if (J >1 • then the disease
remains in the population. This seems to give a more
realistic predictionof thebehaviorof the disease thanthe
original model. Oneconclusionthat may be drawn from
this is that the .....ital dynamics- (births and deaths) are
important in creating the behavior in the model that is
actuallyobserved in humanpopctancos. It then may be
thecase that the introdUCIionof newsusceptiblesinto the
populationis essentialinthe transmissioncharacteristics
of some diseases. Thereare, ofcourse, many questions
and objections that may be raised. among which are:
1) Why shouk::lthe contaCl ratebeconstant'? Inschools,
for exal'l'l'le . winter contact rates should be rruch
higher than summer contact rates.
2) Thediseasemaybeaffectedby spatial (geographic)
spread.
3) What happens if the population size is allowed to
vary'?
4) How might the effect of immunization programs be
studied'?
5) Is the assurrctcn 01 homogeneous mixing too se-
vere'?
6) Whatabouttheeflectsof immigration arxiemigration?
Most of these questions can and have been ad-
dressed by researchers in this area. Many interesting
possibilities for explanations of the occurrence and
transmission 01 communicable diseases have been
suggestedalongwith indicationsof areasof investigation
not considered belore the introduction of the rn::ldeling
method - anotherbenefit of the modeling approach.
V. Conclusion
If the language of mathematics is considered as a
syrrixllic order with a very precisely defined syntax
(axiomatic system), the distinction between pc.lre and
appliedmathematics maybedrawnthroughthe treatment
of signversus referent. Puremathematicsconsidersthe
syrrixllic order itse" as the subjectof investigation. tt1Js
referents are not necessary. Applied mathematics. on
the other hemet nust dealwith referents. andttvough an
association which always seems to be imperfeCl.
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The goal of applied mathematics is to beoome *pure-
in the sense of working toward a perfect association
between sign and referent so that the syntax of pure
mathematics may be applied and only the signs need to
be analyzed, The problem in the realm of pure math-
ematics is that it cannot solve all problems that may arise.
It is incomplete. Acceptingthis, the applied mathematician
nevertheless works toward the goal 01 the perfect ass0-
ciation through the modeling cycle- a process designed
to understand the phenomenon to which the mathematics
is being applied. the interpretation of the results obtained
through a mathematical model most be taken in the
sense that, if a certain behavior of the model is observed,
one cannot exclude the possibility of it occurring in the
observedphenomenon and possibly torthe same reasons .
The illustrat ion of the mode ling cycle in epidemiology
showed how conjectures about the dynamical factors
affecting the spread of infectious disease could be rep-
resented by equations. Thus , a system of signs was
developed to analyze the behavicr ct physical referents .
First the equations proved to be inadequate. but upon
irJl:lrovement. 'behaved-wenwhile revealing an additional
factor (vital dynamics) not initially considered .
Now, one may think that mJdeling is very fruitful in
those areas of inquiry to which it is applicable but leaves
the question of identification of these areas open. The
identification question may also be approached through
the philosophy presented here. Ale there phenomena so
complex that they cannot be analyzed through the
mathematical method? This must be rephrased (gen-
eralized) to ask whether there are phenomena so com-
plex that they cannot be understood by human beings .
The answer is "probably." However, the mere lactthat a
subject is being investigated at all is admission that those
carrying out the investigation believe that some under-
standing may be achieved. The most pertinent response
to the question posed above is that the -sufficient-
complexity of the phenomenon in question cannot be
determined a priori . In this sense, the modeling cycle
could actually result in the conclusion that the math-
ematical method is inadequate for the problem at hanc!.
But this in itselt would be a significant contribution to the
understanding 01 the phenomenon (if only to under-
standing its complexity). The major result of our study is
that mathematical modeling may be considered as a
particular form of ph ilosophical discourse and as such
should not be discounted as an approach to understand-
ing .
There are special cases in which the -Validity- of a
particular model in science has been "proven.- The
connotation of the word "proven- in this case means that
the model has "pragmatic validity: For example. predic-
tions of chemical reactions based on present atomic
theory are very consistently correct. The question of
whether matter actually is made up of atoms then be-
comes irrelevant. We have a model and a high degree of
association between model and observations. The first
atomic theories however were not entirely adequate.
The model has undergone many changes in recent
decades. In one sense,the modeling cycle assumes that
models are accepted only until they are 'refined" or
'replaced." As situations arise in which a model has
been reformulated, the "new" model replaces the old ,
thus guaranteeing the evolutionofthe field in aconstructive
direction.
In those areas under mathematical investigation
where the "pragmatic validity· has yet to be proven or
where a controversy exists concerning mathematical
applications at all. modeling must be consideredto be the
type 01 philosophical discourse mentioned above. In this
light, the boundaries between those traditional "sciences"
and the -non..quantitative- subjects have been identified
and they are vague . If the argument aga inst the math-
ematical method is that it cannot provide us with .,ruth.·
then we must rejed any means of discourse. since none
yet have succeeded in prOViding 'ruth." On the other
hand, as a form of discourse. the conclusions 1rom the
argumentation are always sUbject to human interpreta-
tion . acceptance or rejection.
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ON TEACHING IN THE MATHEMATICAL SCIENCES
James M. Cargal
Mathematics Department
Troy State Univers ity in Montgomery
P.O. Drawer 4419
Montgomery, AL 36103
There are a thousand rules on how to leach math-
ematicswell. Someteachers tend to absorbthese rules
naturallyandotherteachers can'tunderstandthemat all.
However. rules can be irre levant. There are a few
teachers, vstucscs of the d assroom, who violate the
most basic rules and teach brilliantly . More often , the re
are teachers who have wha t seems to be excellent
technique but fa il to leach even adequately. The reason
for all of this is that teachi ng mathematics (and to some
extent all teaching) is an interpersonal skill and not
merely a matte r 01disseminating knowledge.
Teaching mathemat ics means to communicate
mathematics from teacher to students. Teaching is
ccmmmcatcn. and it is largely a socia l skill .
This point isnottrite but rather protouno, as so many
would-be teachers do not understand it. It is in fact quite
common - an everyday occurrence - lor a class to be
taught or lecture to be given without one individual in the
audience knowing at all what the teacher is talking about.
Th is is why I am not addressing the difficult question of
how do we tell a goodteacherfrom a bad one. There are
many teachers that arenot border1ine. These areteachers
of whom no student can say any1hing good . Under-
gradu ates, graduates, D-Sludents, A-students ; they all
condemn the teacher. And amaz ingly. nearly every
university department in the count ry (Ofany size) has one
or more teachers of this quality. Teachers who commu-
nicate with no one at all are largely a phenomena of the
mathematical sciences, and are a primary reason that
mathematics and mathematica l reasoning is so poorly
integrated into our society at large. Teachers like these
make the mediocre teachers ook good.
The Personal Side of Teaching
The most i~rtant aspect of teaching as commu-
nication is that communication with students is a two-way
process . To teach effect ively you need to gauge accu-
rately what is being digested and what isn't. A crude way
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to do this, when you are unsure, is by giving an
unannounced quiz (wnlch doesn't have to count ). The
best tool , when lecturing , for judging the students is body
language : faces and eyes . This is the window to the
student , and if you do not know how to use it. you teach
at a disadvantage. When you ask the students if they
understand a certain po int. their faces will give more
information than their vo ices. At first their faces will not
necessa rily reveal nu cn. The first week, students tend
to regard certain questions as metorical. However , when
they realize that you are genuinely conce rned with their
understanding (just as many teachers are not) they
loosenup and it is then that their faces become revealing.
It is this technique of watChing faces that enables the
teacher to set the proper pace.
It is incumbent in all of this that you are teaching the
ma;ority of your students . Again, leaching is ccrnmml-
cation and to maximize communication , you leach to as
many students as you can . In many classes there are
students who go into the course knowing much of the
material. Manyteachers invariably identity thesestudents
as their good students . However. with these students
there is less commmcatcn. since it has taken place tor
them already. They should be laking another class!
Similarly. there are students whose background is so
del icient that they also should be in anothe r class.
However, when we say that a student's background is
deficient. we mean that it is deficient with respect to the
class at large. Asa rule, vinu ally none of the students will
have mastered the prerequisites to the deg ree that you
feel that they should have. This is a basic law of the
universe, that falls right behind Newton 's laws of mot ion:
The students never kno w what they are supposed to
know. The except ions are generally those students we
have just encountered who already know the material of
the course as well as the prerequ isites . They should be
taking another class and leaming new material . With
respect to the class at large ,how much of the prerequ isite
material you review is a matter of judgment . It is nearly
always wise to reiterate some of that material, but is
inappropriate to spend much time on it.
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Teaching Style
Pedagogical studies and treat ises on teaching tend
to concentrate on technique and style. However. these
things should be ent irely subordinate 10 COmrTlJnication.
Style will not tum a bad teacher into a good one or vice
versa. In fact , it is almost irrelevant 10good teaching .
A unique style of teaching mathematics is due to R.
l. Moore and is known as the Texas scho% f teaching.
Although this style is worth study. it is not in itself a subject
for th is essay. Moore used his sty le with great success
and it has been used by his "descendants~ and their
"descendants" (Moore's descendants are the people who
received Ph.O:s under him). The Texas school of
teaching has been the subject of rnJch anent ian includ-
ing documentary films . It is clear that he was an inspi-
rational teacher, Many teachers slav ishly follow the
precepts of Moore 's teaching method to the letter. Yet
remarkably often they acmeve the precise opposite re-
sult. R. L Moore would have been a great teacher had
he used any style at all. Converse ly. and untcrtunatefy.
no style will tum a bad teacher into a good one . To be a
good teacher . it is necessary to be sensltive to other
people as human beings. This is particularly true with the
Texas school 01 teaching .
That style will nottum a bad teacher into a good one.
has a corollary with respect to the incorporation of
computers into mathematics instrud ion. Yes.computers
can enhance math education at all leve ls. from preschool
Il'\rough graduate school. Howe....er . the successful in-
tegration of computers into education will never obviate
the need for competent instructors unless me need for
instructors is eliminated altogether.
Developmental Psychology
There is an order by which students learn mate rial. I
do not mean the tautological order; lor example . one
must study what a derivative is before stUdyingdifferential
equations. That much is trivial. I am referring 10a couple
of psychOlogical truths. The first psychological truth is
that students need to learn concepts in an ordered
manner. Unfonunate ly. there are individual differences
here. but some generalities hold. Most people learn from
lhe specific to the general. One studies the real oomber
line before one studies fields. At lirst. the student
understands fields as generalizations ot the rears,
E....entually , the perspective changes. The scholar thinks
in terms of fielcls, and sees the real number line as a
specific case. And it is precisely at this point that many
teachers make a critical mistake. Because this latter
point of view has become d earer for them. many math-
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ematics teachers leach abstractions before they leach
specifics. The mistake is this: people learn mathematics
in a dilterent order than which they (later) come to
understand it!
The second psychological truth is that students need
to leam mate rial in a paced manner. That is, some
material needs to be digested before new material is
leamed. This is true at severallevels . Atthe macro level ,
we don' gostraight from the definition of the derivative to
differential equations. At the micro level. I have seen a
teacher severe tyundermine his effect iveness . simply by
not pausing enough during his lectures. Lectures can be
like (well-tolcl)jokes: you need to pause for a beat or two.
Here againthe best tool for judg ingpace isbodylanguage.
Many students seem to light up when an idea sinks in. If
the idea isn't sinking in everywhere. you need to reiterate.
If the idea is sinking in nowhere, you probably need to
back up. It is a tragedy that so many teachers will
cont inue when no one at all is absorbing any1hing.
Motivation
The foremost tool for teaching mathematics is mo-
tivation. Generally. the less advanced the students are,
the more the need for motivation. Conversely. a char-
aeteristicol strong students and professionals is that they
find their own motivation. Frequent ly, a proof does not
motivate a theorem. The student wants to know where
the theorem came from . For example . Lagrange Multi-
pliers are usuall y explained with a proof that is largely
algebraic. But the insight for the technique comes from
a Simple picture (and undoubtedty it was this picture thai
inspired Lagrange) . Pictures tend to motivate better than
does algebra, but not always. Since textbooks too
frequent ly fail to pro.... ide motivation. it is the job at the
lecturer to provide this mot ivation. tt is genera lly supplied
in the form of pictures. examples, or simply an indication
of the where the topic is heading. Many teachers more
or less write a textbook on the board. However. students
nearty allNays prefer a textbook in hand ; the teacher
exists to supplement the book.
Homework
AI alllevels. to leam mathematics, it is necessary to
do mathematics. Most students understand this. but
elementary students in particular do not have the disci·
pline to do mathematics without "enccuraqement." I find
that most of them appreciate a linle coercion . Here I am
going to deviate from the usual pattern of this essay, and
I will te ll you what I personally have found to work in
assigning homework.
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When I have a grader, I assign homework at the and
of each lecture onthe basis of what I coverthatday (and
how well the students handle it). I collect homewor1<. at
the beg inning of each class and go overthe problems on
the board. I ask my grader to give me total scores at the
end of the semester, standardized to some preset
maximum, say 50 points . This should wor1<. out to be
about 10% to 15%of the total grade. It should count little
enough that a missed assignment will make little differ·
ence (and little hassle). On the other hand, homewot1l:
should count enough that a student that consistently
does not do the bcmewcrx loses a letter grade. Both of
these points are ifll)ressed on the students so that they
feel ccrroeuec to do the homework, but it is not a matter
lor hysteria . Also they are rrcre or less free to copy
homework on the principal that what they gain on the
homework, they more than lose on the tests. I tell the
students that the purpose 01 the homework is to prepare
them for the tests. I otten use old test problems for
tcmewcrx. Th is mitigates aga inst any advantage some
students attain by having old tests in their possession.
Also, students are very much interested in old test
prooiems. In fact , d you run off copies of old test pages
to hand out as homework, you cannot keep the students
from doing the problems. I favor certain homework
problems as being panicularty pedagogical and tend to
give similar bornewcrx problems from one semester to
another. However as a matter of basic ethics , I have
never g iven any test twice .
If I do not have a grader, I am inclined to give a quiz
each week. Frequent quizzes will motivate students to
do their homework, since that is how they study for the
quiz. Ilindquizzes rruch quickertograde than homework.
Textbooks
As a rule students prefer courses that are textbook
oriented, and they are keenly interested in having a text
Ihat they can read and understand. Given the abundance
of texts in most areas the instructors job is to wade
through a sea of mediocre texts and retrieve the excep-
tional text. However, not all texts are at least mediocre.
There are not only poorty written texts published, but
even major publishers w ill publish incompetent texts.
These texts occur at all leve ls and in late editions. That
such texts get selected is shameful. However, many
teachers w ill favor a poorly written text. Such texts are
ollen like computer manuals : you can only understand
them if you already know the material. Clearty, such a
text wilt be readable to the teacher but will be frustrating
and nearly useless 10 the student . That teachers will
insist upon using bad textbooks (when good ones are
available) is an indictment of their sensitivity to the
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students' needs . There are many rationales for this
behavior, but not one 01 them is any good.
The state of calcu lus education is an indlcator of all
mathematics eQJcation . High scree! calculus is most
ohen a wasted year ; it almost neverprepares the student
forthe secondsemesterol college calculus. We will only
concern oursetves here with college calculus .
Current calculus texts are incredib ly alike . Th is is
demonstrated in a wonderful review - essay actually-
by Underwood Dudley [American Mathematical Month ly,
Vol 95, November 1988}. Anyone interested in calculus
texts should read this essay. (See also Professor Dudley'S
review of three calccfus texts, to appear in The UMAP
Jouma/probably in 1990, Vol 11, no. 2). Calculus texts
tend to be fartoo long and far too formal. Remember, we
are ta lking about college freshmen. Most of them do rot
understand prccts . and they are not yet ready for long
proofs. Which brings me to an important digress ion.
Proofs are not something you either understandor not. It
takes practice to learn to understand proo fs, and as with
learning most things, one shouldstart out with the simple
and worf( up to the more complex. This is an ongo ing
process requ iring the entire undergraduate four years.
Delta epsilon proofs are difficult for freshmen. Yes, the
students need to be exposed to delta epsilon arguments ,
but it is a mistake to over-emphasize it (for example with
choose-the -epsilon-as-a-function"f-delta problems).
Time is important; with exposure now, the same students
will find delta epsilon proofs easy when they are juniors .
It is a mistake to emphasize formalism in freshman
calculus. Doing so actually gets in the way of teaching
the many difficult concepts of basic calculus . Current
calculus texts do a bad job of teaching calculus. For an
example of what a calculus texts should be, see the text
by Gilbert Strang [10 be published in 1990 by WelleSley-
Cambridge Press] . Professor Strang's text features
some material which is current, but many 01 the other
sections, such as the material on trig onometry, could
have been written two hundred years ago . but like ly has
never been writlenas well. I think Strang's text is the best
calcuustext sincecccean's first calculus text andpossibly
since Eu~r's (eighteenth century) text.
Preparation
The key to a good lecture is organization. The
teacher should go into the classroomintending to expound
on one or two ideas . He (or she ) should have a prede-
termined sequence 01 points . These points are illustrated
by examples. The teacher should also be aware of the
examples in the text . Sometimes it is sufficient to tell the
students that a point is illustrated by a particular example
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in the text. Yet the teacher should be prepared to be
flexible. A well-prepared lecture is like a flow ctIart. The
actual words are supplied during the lecture and are not
preparedbeforehand. AIecl:ure shouldappear somewhat
spontaneous.
Lectures
Lectures are a framewori( for the course. This is
where you put your organizing into action. You motivate
what is in the text, and you order the material. For
example, given ten fonnulas, probably two are more
imponant than others. Typically, I remember only a few
fOrTTlJlas outof any group and I remember how to derive
the others from what I have mern:;:lrized. n is very
appropriate for the lecturer to share with the students his
(or her) mnemonic devices (at this point the students
need these devices more than the teacher does). The
teacherineffed structuresthecoursethroughthe lecturing
process. Again, it is not the lecturer's job to provide
anotherbookonttle board. No' only is that inappropriate,
but it is awaste of the lecturing environment. Theprimary
purpose of the bOard should be for emphasis and eoo-
meranon. The lecturersimultaneously augmentsthetext
and incorporates it into the lecture. (Don't get me wrong,
I've been forced many times 10 teacn without a teXl, orto
make minimal use of my text, but except for advanced
graduate courses, this is usually not desirable.)
The War of the Students and the Teachers
Bad students abounct. Bybad students Ido not mean
slow learners, but the lazy and the rude (a good teacher
needs to know how to deal with rude students without
letting them have an adverse affect on his style -
however that is beyond this essay). But given a class of
thirty students you should have a fair sample of most
basic humancharacteristics. Unlessaclass requirement
is that the students have been convicted of violent
felonies.everyclass shouldcontainsome good students.
This is true even at the weakest schools. You just have
to open your eyes and look.
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A student has a asss on Monday and Thursday
evenings . Oneday the instruetor says that he can't make
the following Thursday. and class will be held on Friday
instead. Two students object that they have conflicts.
'7ough~ he says. if you want to come to cuss, you wilf
attendon Friday. Fortunately. the administration cancels
the class.
So what is unusual about the preceding story? Ab-
soknely nothing. tl is merely the most recent storyof its
type that I have heard. Too many teachers regard the
students as the enemy. Students do not have real
~tnesses ordeaths in the falTily. Or asin the story, they
do not deservethe ccmrrcn decency ordinarilyaccorded
to human beings.
Teachers control the teaching environment. A good
teacher should be able to handle the bad apples. but
studentsarecompletelyvulnerableto badteachers. This
is true at all Jevels, but becomes absolutetycritical at the
graciJatektvel and especiallythe Ph.D. level. Morethen
one Ph.D. studenthasblownfour yearsor moredownthe
drain because he has offended a professor.
As we are going into the 1990's, students arepaying
more and more in tuition and other education expenses
and gening less and less in return. Do you remember
ever seeing the following notice?: XYZ University rec-
ognizes that Professor Glck's class was not properly
taught. All academic reccros related to that course are
being deleted. Please find enclosed a refund of your
tuition along with interest.
TeachingweUisnot simple. There are manydifficult
issuestoaddresssuchasphilosophy ottesting,philosophy
of grading, and so on. However, these issues only
become relevantgiven somecompetence to begin with.
If the teacher does not understand the basics of human
ccmrmncatcn. then ctIances are that he is not going to
appreciate the fine points of lecturing.
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MATHEMATICS, TRUTH AND INTEGRITY
Peter Hilton
Department of Mathematical Sciences
State University of New Yorlr at Binghamton
Binghatrton, New Yot*' 13901
Some years ago there was a scandal at the Institute
for Advanced Study at Princeton. It was proposed to
appoint a certain social scientist to permanent member-
Ship, but the recommendations for him were ambiguous
to say the least. ranging from strong approval to con-
te~tuous dismissal . Certain leading mathematicians at
the Institute led theca~ign to ensure that this individual
was not appo inted. The story was featured in the New
Yorl< Times, and many mathematicians . reading the
account, fell to wondering if the worX01 a mathematician.
rather than a social scientist. could have received such
widely divergent jUdgments. Our strong belie! is thaI this
couldn't have happened.
More recently, we have witnessed the (successful)
campaign of Serge Lang (see Chronicle of Higher Edu-
cation, February 3, 1988, p. B4) against the election of a
certajn Professor Huntington to the National Academy of
SCiences. Huntington is a social scientist who had
invented certa in equations relating to such quantities as
'satisfaction indices', designed to provide insight into the
state of contemporary society. lang argued that math-
ematics was being misused: the dispute was carried
further in the columns of The Mathematical lntelligencer
by Neal Koblitz and Herbert Snron. acting as surrogates
for the main protagonists (see the Winter, Spring, and
Summer issues of 1'988); and, once again, mathemati-
cians asked themselves whether there could be such
utterly conflict ing views about the work of a leading
mathematician. Once again. too, we concluded that
there could not.
Why do we distinguish in this way between matn-
ematics and the social sciences? tt is because we
believe that there is an objective aspect to an assess-
ment of the quality of a piece of mathematics which - it
seems to us and evidentty to others - is not necessarily
present in the assessment of research in the social
sciences,sothatpeerevaluato nofmathematicalresearch
at least has the potential to be fair and reliable.' There
may be disagreements about the relative standing of
dit1erent areas of mathematics (e.g., algebra vs. analy-
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SiS , hard analysis vs. soft analysis, point set topology vs.
algebraic topology, algebraic topology vs, geometric
topology, and so on) but, within a given branch, there is
general agreementas to who are the giants andwhat are
their major contributions . Of the Fields Medalists with
whose work we are familiar - suffice it to name Aliyah,
Serre.Thom,Kodaira,Thompson, Donaldson,Freedman,
Novikov, Grothendiec:k, Smale - there is absolutety no
doubt of their eminence and of the seminal significance
of lheirwotk andthe stimulationwhich itcurrently affords.
Inthis respect the FieldsMedalsdiffer from Nobel Prizes,
which are usually awarded long after the relevant work
was done, and where there are otten strong disputes
over the merits of the laureates and over certain singular
omissions. It is anopen secret that Graham Greene has
been passed over for the Literature Prize because of the
prejudice of a member of the selection committee,while
the award of the Peace Prize to Henry Kissinger and Le
Duc Tho continues to strike most reasonable people as
utterty ludicrous.
Lysenko was able to fool a lot of people, including
even some biologists, into believing that he had revived
Michurinism and demonstrated the inheritance 01 ac-
quired characteristics. By contrast, we claim that there
can be no successful chicanery in mathematics; proofs
mustbe clearand convincing, results nust be applicable.
There can be no conspiracy to believe something which
is ideologicalty acceptable or socially convenient, such
as the Nazi 'theories' of racial superiority . It is true that
there has been controversy over the proof 01 the 4-color
theorem by Appel. Haken and Koch; but the question at
issue is not 'Is it true?' or 'Is it important?' but 'Has it been
proved?'
There has also been controversy in connection with
the development of fractal geometry - the reader is
again reterred to The Mathematicallntefligencerto get
the flavor of this juicy dispute (see the Fall, 1989, issue)
- and, at first sight, this may appear to concern the
quality of the mathematics. We claim, however, that this
appearance is illusory, In reality,what is inquestion is not
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the qua lity of the mathematics in the theory of fractals but
whether there is a dist inctive mathematical theory 01
fractals, distinguishable from a theory derivable lrom
classical function theory. Inherent in the controversy,
ther efore, is a disagreement over wro has priority lor
discovering the undoubtedly irrportant Mande lbrol set.
Such questions of priority, in their tum, inevitably raise
ethica l issues .
These examples serve , in tact , to reinforce our
conviction that there is an inescapable ethical compo-
nent to mathematics as a human aelivity . TnJth and
integrity playa key role in mathematical research and
publication -one of us (PH) recalls Henry Whitehead's
advice, which for him was a principle , never to accept in
your own work a result which you could not yourself
prove . Ofcourse, thisprecept has a practical value , since
one does notwish to act as a channel for the transmission
of error; but Henry's basic point is that one must take
responsibi lity for what one publishes. It is its relation to
truth and to the integrity of its practitioners which is the
humanistic aspect of mathematics which we wish to
stress in this essay. We tros find ourse lves in strong
disagreement with the views of our friend and colleague
Reuben Hersh (He) wro denies that pure mathernarcs
has an ethical cof1lXlnent.
Before developing our theme, we should stress that
we are not speaking of the ethical or human istic aspects
of teach ing mathematics.2 OUr concern is with the hu-
manistic aspects of mathematics itself . On the other
hand , neither we nor Hersh would deny that all teaching
of mathematics provides the opportunity - indeed, we
would say, the obligation - to bring to our students'
anention the ethical commitment which the proper prac-
tice of mathematics requires. This obligation, deriving as
it does from the nature of mathematics itself , does fall
with in our purview. We regard it as especially urgent to
emphasiZe it in view of the fad that, for easily ccmpre-
hens ible reasons, it is so often neglected. let it therefore
receiv e our immediate anent icn.
COMMUNICATING ETHICAL
VALUES TO STlJDENTS
We believe that most otthe difficulty encountered by
our students in trying to learn mathematics at the unlver-
sity level SIems from the fael that they have never seen
any real mathematics before. They have been 'aught
mathematics' in such a way that they don ' recogniZe its
relationship to the real world and don't understand that it
ismuch more than merely agame. They don't reaneethat
the symbols they write must mean something and that
that something should always make sense ; they don't
understand that there is an unbridgeable gap between
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truth and falsehood in mathematics. not a mere con-
tiroum of meaningless staterreras. They don't realize
that each statement they write down srould follow Iogi·
cally from its predecessor ; and they don't apprecia te Why
an argument is not complete unless every step does in
fad follow from the previous one . In a word, they do not
appreciate the integrity of the subjed - but this is
scarcely their fau lt. The ir experience has lett them
blissfully unaware of the fact that mathematics involves
any question of integrity at all!
Crucial to any anempt to repair this situation is the
understanding that the students are not to blame for it.
When they reach the university they find themselves in
the position of desperately trying to learn material for
which they have nol been suitably prepared. The re-
sponse of students to the ir pre-eolfege mathemalics
education3 is, we believe , perfectly natural and should
have been expected. All too often. that education has
consisted of being given . each day, the role ot the day,
followed by a set of exercises for which this rule prodJces
an answer (that may. for odd numbered problems, be
looked up in the back of their textbookQ. We daim thai
students who have been taught mathematics in this
catechistic way have been doubly cheated . They have
not been given the opportunity to Ieamwhat mathematics
really is, and they are not able to use what they have
supposed ly learnt.
For obvious reasons - at least to anyone who either
appreciates or uses mathematics - we believe that it is
absolutely essential that the teaching of mathematics, at
all levels. should embody Henry Whitehead's eq>hasis
on understanding what you use . This has a very impor-
tant long-term practical aspect in that what students
understand they will continue to have at their disposal.
even though some details of a mathematical result may
fade over time , if one really understands the Underlying
princ iples then it is very likely that one will be able to
reconstruct the des ired result when it is needed ." We
believe an equa lly irfl)Ortant. and more immediate, con-
sequence is that students wro are taught mathematics
for understanding (even at the expense of speed) will
have a rooch better opportunity 10 learn - and so to
appreciate - the real nature of mathematical thinking
and hence , as we have said, to make the ethical com-
mitment which the proper praelice of mathematics re-
quires. Adevotionto the pursuit of truth, in all its aspects,
would bring students, and teachers. closer to an under-
standing of the essential content of a mathematical
statement. Ttars , for exar11>le. they would understand
that not all wrong answers are equally wrong, and that
being able to recogniZe whether or not an answer is
plausible is much more important than memorizing
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meaningless formulas long enough to pass a test.
However , herein lies a severe practical problem.
We believe that mathematics, when practiced prop-
erty by students, shoukj incorporate the ethical convnrt-
ment inherent in mathematics itself . But to achieve th is
is difticult . Students naturallywant to make good grades .
They have been systematical ly programmed to become
successfu l gradei1rubbers. Wecannotchange the ir need
for good grades - and even if we coukj it might not be
desirable - but we can change the way we test and the
way we grade.
We can give credit to the student who recognizes an
answer is wrong , says so, and explains why the answer
is not a reasonable one. Moreover, recognizing that an
answer is unreasonable is itself a sign of a maturing
awareness of an important feature of mathematics itself.
It is a sad fact that IT'()SI people do not realize that it is
perfectly possible to know someth ing is wrong wit hout
knowing what the correct answer is. If the y had learned,
and understood, the technique of casting out nines (see
[HPJ) to check an arithmetic ca lculation, they wou ld
thereafter fully appreciate the fact that one ca n, in some
situations, know for certain that a calculation cannot be
correct. Theywould also realize that if the check "Works-,
that doesnl guarantee that tl"le calculation is coffect.
We can also give credit to the student who beg ins a
proof , knows how it shou ld end and admfts that the in-
tervening steps are missing; so rruch the better, of
course , it the student also states the nature of what
should be Iilled in. But we would not give credit to the
student who puts in a few steps at the beginning and just
before the end, hoping the instructor won't notice that
there is a gap in the middle. We believe that this kind of
behavior , which we would call fundamentally dishonor·
able, should be strongly discouraged , and that students
should be made aware of thefaet that there is an internal
structure to mathematics that should not be vio lated. By
giving the student credit for the correct thinking he or she
does, we encourage both honesty and effective math-
ematical think ing.
THE ETHICS OF MATHEMATICS
IN EVERYDAY LIFE
lf we are right in asserting that the pursuit of math-
ematics has an inescapable ethical co ntent. shou ld not
that IT'()ral component transfer itself to other aspects 01
our lives, professional and personal ? Should we not be
rrcre ccnsccusiyaware of this moral corroonern? Should
we not extend our respect for truth and our concern lor
the probity of our research to some of ourotheracti vities ?
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We claim tha t we often do - to ourserious disadvan-
tage as advocates and opinion-formers ! Let us etabo-
rate.
• It is a feature of our profes sional work to distingu ish
sharply between what we know well and the rest of
mathematics. Thus , in particular, we are very well
aware of our areas of ignorance; this awa reness is,
indeed, as an irllXlrtant criterion of the educated
person. Unlortunately, such awareness is all 100
often absent among those who exert an influence on
public opinion ; unfortunately, too , it is no advantage
it one wishes to populariZe one 's cause , since a
confession of ignorance is usually taken - quite
erroneously - to be an admission 01 incompetence.
How many politicians toda y admit the ir ignorance 01
European history?
• We are naturally liberal at a time when extreme views
tend 10 command more support . We live in an age of
single-issue fanatics (to borrow Bernard Levin'svivid
phrase); mathemat icians should find such fanati-
c ism very distasteful, if not impossible.
Mathematicians are oppo sed to the use of fo rce, as
it is not possible to establish a theorem by intimida-
tion of the sceptics, or by the demonstrat ion of
superior strength. It is thus offensive 10 their sense
of proper order in the universe that disputes shou ld
be reso lved by means which pay no heed to the
worthiness 01 the cause.
Since rational thought , and hence reasonableness ,
are our research method , we tend 10 see the other
person's point of view. Such reasonableness is
scarcely coroucfve to the evocation of fanatical
support - one does not persuade people to man (or
woman) the barricades by arguing that one 's point of
view is in certain clea rty defined respects superior to
that of the enemy.
We tend to believe in the reasonableness 01others,
especially of those with whom we are in dispute or
whose opinions we wish to influence. This be lief is.
unfortunately, naive and otten mistaken . In such
cases we are at a selious disadva ntage and are likely
to be complete ly outmaneuvered.
However, we do have some conspicuous successes
to our credit . As we have said, our awareness 01 the
existence, within our store of knowledge , of significant
areas of ignorance often causes us to be unduly reluctant
to participate in deliberations wh ich range over a broad
front (university mathematicians are all too rarely active
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on university-wide convnittees); but some of us , while
retaining our intellectual integrity and honesty - indeed.
largely because we bring those qualities to bear - are
outstandingly effective in public offICe. Let us cite two
enormously successful un iversity presidents. John
Kemeny and Paul cum, and the man who constitutes tor
us the supreme vindicat ion of our argument, the Polish
mathematician Janusz Onyckiewic2, sometime spokes-
man for Solidartty and later Deputy Ministerof Defence in
the Solidarity government of MazowieclU.
Of course we do not deny that there are
counterexamples to our claim that the discipline of math-
ematics il'T'pOses standards of integrity and truthfulness
on its practitioners which should inform their activities
outside mathematics - the name of Luctwig Bieberoach
comes all too readily to mind. We must emphasize that
we are only asserting that everyday life offers scope for
the exercise of virtues which should have been deve loped
by activit ies devoted to the understanding of mathematics
and research in mathematics. But t1Jman frailty is a
factor wrcse strength and ubiquity we recognize .
COLOPHON
We believe that we do a disservice both to math-
ematics and to education by failing to insist as teache rs,
explk:itly but, of course , not constantly, on the potential
role of mathematics in the development of character and
morals . For the proper - and , hence . the suceesstul-
pursuit of mathematics requ ires a dedication to truth and
integrity. We should always be modest in our claims for
ourselves as mathematicians - but there is every rea-
son for us notto be modest inourclaims torthe vast ambit
01 mathematics itself .
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ENDNOTES
lOne IT'lJst express onese lfCautiously.The i~ession is
widespread that peer evaluation of NSF research pro.
posals exe~ifies the dictum, 'You seratcn my back , 111
scratch yours:
'/we were surprised that the great maprity of papers
contributed to the Syrrpo$ium on Mathematics and Hu-
manism at the Winter meet ing of the AMS in Louisville in
January, 1990 , were concerned with teaching and not
with mathematics itself .
3lt would be more accurate to describe it as training,
rather than education. Unfortunately it isusually not even
good training.
' In the very short term Under5tanding can bring disad-
vantages because the time required to reconstruct an
argument is almost certain to begreaterthan thatrequired
simply to regurgitate a f01'TT'lJ1a learned by role .
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MATHEMATICS FOR LIFE AND SOCIETY
Miriam Lipschutz-Yevic;k
Retired Associate Professor
Rutgers
TheState University, NewarkN.J. 07102
economic prob lems and data is essent ial to each citizen,
if he is not to be deceived by the powers-that -be in our
present day society .
Topes covered in the course of one semester were
Estimation and Powers of Ten ; Variables : Linear Equa-
tions and Systems of Equations; Relation Notation;
Functions and Graphs; Mathematical Trees ; Combina-
tions and Permutations.
I decided to t ry a novel approach. Unde r a gra nt from
the Rutgers Educational Deve lopment Foundation I de-
veloped a course ent~led MATHEMATICS FOR LIFE
AND SOC IETY. Concrete practical problems in the
socia l, economic and political domain of direct interest to
the students were presented: clusters of applicable
mat hematical skills and concepts were ext racted in the
process of solving these . The intention was to make the
mat hematics sufficiently simple so that the students
could learn and see its use simuhaneously.
OUr first class consisted 01 a pep talk. I to ld a story
of a bailiff at King Arthur's court who used Roman
numerals to tally the taxes collected . He was deposed
and beheaded by the King in favo r of a "mathematical
genius- like one of my students, who used decimal
notation to perform the same task in no time flat. In the
same vein, skills accessible to many today - such as
solv ing complex problems wit h the use of computer
programs - were accessible only to a highly tra ined
mathematician some Ihirty years ago. An ordinary pro-
grammer secretly using a cc rrouter would be a ' math-
emalical genius- in the mathematician's opinion.
We lollowed up with a preliminary discussion 01 the
Consu mer Price Inde x and proceeded 10 "stret ch- this
socioeconomic construd 10 cover many mathematical
concepts . (h has been said that "one can stretch a word
This pep talk led to a review of decimal notation. The
use 01 a fam iliar skill eased the students into the course
and recalled power of ten notation.
The student body of University College, Rutgers at
Newark, where I taught tor some 25 odd years consisted
of adult evening students of many different backgrounds
and of all ages . Many were minority women who would
getupat5 a.m. tocookdinner. cleanthe house and send
the kids off to school. They came to class after a day's
work and then returned home to do their homework. As
mothers they saw to it that theirchildren did we ll in school.
One of my students between her and her husband's,
raised twelve children all of whom were in high school or
college. They were remarkable people all!
Appro ximately two thirds 01 the students received a
failing grade in mathematics orwithdrew. A pooreducation
in the lower schools. accumulated anxiety and a lack of
conviction that mathematical skills were of much benel it
to their lives , combined to create a block towards
acnievement in the required reme dial mathematics
courses. To make matters worse, fora part of the twenty
odd years that I taught these courses (I nearly aJlNays
taught a remedial math course per semester), the New
Math fad raged and textbooks demanded long theoreti-
cal arguments to "prove- the validity of the mostelementary
algebraic manipulations - while doing little to enhance
the students' ability and con fidence in applying qcantaa-
tive skills.
ABSTRACT
A course (3 credit) by lhe tit le above was developed
and taught to adult evening studentsas an alternative to
a Basic Skills and Elementary Algebraremedial course.
OUantitative concepts were acquired by extractingthese
fromconcrete social. economicand pol itica l problemsof
direct inte rest 10the students. Applications considered
were ,for instance : The Consumer Price trdex: Optimizing
mass transit fares: Estimat ing world food and energy
production:Population growth and extinction; Keynesian
multiplier effect etc.
"What use is all th is mathematics to us? Why dewe
have to learn about these x's and y's?- they complained.
I argued in va'n that a Quantitative insight into social and
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10 cover the wol1d.J A perusal of the C. P. I. table from
its inception in 1913 untUtoday showed how ratios, rates
of change, percentages. proportions can be extracted
from the numbers of the tab le to reveal the eoonomic
pulse ot various tirre periods. (Why, for instance.was the
rate of change small in Wol1d War II as compared to
World War 11 Because 01 price controls~ . The corcept
of base year calls for the use of variables and formulas .
The purchasing power of the dollar marks the notion of
reciprocal. by which we shall learn to divide fractions. A
compilation of the consumerbasket prices overthe years
appears as a matrix. The total cost of the basket,
calculated by weighted items , introduces the summation
rctatco. The presentation of data in units of one thou-
sand or a million justifies the introduction of scientific
notation and the estimation with powers of ten. The
shifting nature of individual and national priorities in
assembling the items in the basket lends mean ing to the
mathematics of combinations and permutations . Finally
a historical discussion of the C. P. I. alerts us to the
importance of quanti tative data in the functioning of
modem society.
The course now moved back and forth between the
qualitative and the quantitative. prec ipilating the math-
ematics - not necessarily in sequential order of topics ,
but rather introducing and returning to whatever skill was
relevant - from the applications rather than vice-versa
as is usua lly done .
SOME EXAMPLES
Anapplicationof Powersof Ten andOuadraticFunctions
The following excerpt of a letter which appeared in
the Bergen Record under the rubric PortAuthorityneeds
a Math Lesson, is an example of how these concepts
were introduced in class :
. . . We used the technique of Powers of Ten to
estimate the total of tolls collected at rush hour
dai ly and yearly on the George Washington
Bridge. We considered the oomber of cars
passing through a toll booth per hour, lTlJnip'ied
by the nurrber of toll colleclors. We arrived at a
figure of some $42 million per year. This esti-
mate - when checked against the not easily
available Port AuthOrity data was some $8 mil-
lion shOrt. Assuming an average salary per toll
booth collecto rof $30.000 a year for300 ef11)loy-
ees - th is would absorb less than a fifth of the $50
million. Maintenance surely does not absorb the
ether $40 million. . .
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Another technique, that of firding the maxilTlJm
point of a parabola, was emplo yed to determine
the opt imJm fare in a situat ion where every
increase diminishes the oomber of consumers
(demand under freecompetition). We 10und lnat
beyond this maximJrn increases were counter-
produdive and diminished the total reveme.
Perhaps it would behoove the directors of the
Port AuthOrity to study this Simple theory. ..
Another Application of Powers of Ten
On the basis of a personal experience of a burglary
in the City of New York and some available data , an
estimate was made of the total yeany loot collected by
burglars in the City . On the assurretcn that 1 in 7 of such
crimes result in incarceration, itwas found on the basis of
an estimate with powers of ten that it would be consider-
ably cheaper to disburse the average take at break-ins
directly to the perpetrators.
Variables
The much feared x's and y's were introduced via
tracing the progressivesynt:>olizationleading to increased
abstraction in the history of writ ing :
SyntJol Pictograph. Ideograph, Syllabary. Lel-
ter, Pronoun , Variable, Rebus
Domain Concrete Idea , Objed, Word , SOund,
COnsonant.Vowel , Name of Objed or Per-
son, Natural Number
We introduced the notion of substitution through
considering the pronoun as a variable :
She was a physicist who won the Nobel Prize.
Domain : all women physicists.
She was the first woman physicist to win the
Nobel Prize .
Unique solution: Eve Curie.
From here on we clarify :
x is an even rumber.
Domain: all nurroers.
2X. 4
Unique soUtion: x. 2.
Relationand Function Notationwere introduced via
pairings such as (Husband, Wife ). (State. Capital),
(COrporation, Rank). (Capital, Interest, Return). The
representation in this notation of complex interrelations
between many variables such as, say,the rroney allocated
10 education, child heanh care, hOusing , prison con-
struction etc. teaches hOwto view social problems in a
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more abstract quantitative framewor1<. Relations were
lormalized sinUlarly to link taxation and investment poli-
cies to the qualily of lile and the competilive position 01
the U. S. etc .
A social vs. private cost benefit matnxto anatyze the
ettect of the repealed catastrophic health bill was com.
puled.
Numerical Functions and their Graphs were singled
0U1 as special cases of relations.
Polynomials were exerrplified by:
The linear relation between yield per acre vs. amount
01 fertilizer appl ied in various regions of the wor1d. The
slope marks the product ivity rate ;the intercept the orig inal
level of agricultural production.
Cak:u lat ing the opt imum fare so as to yie ld the
highest revenue to a mass transit line was used as a
vehicle to discuss quadratic functions .
The dependency rat io, i.e. the ratio of wage eamers
to the tota l population - a quantity on which Social
Security budget projections are based - was approxi-
mated with a th ird degree polynomial.
Powers of Ten once aga in were applied to ccrroare
items in the National BUdget and to focus on the order of
magnitude of mili1ary expenditures. The principle of
exponential growth and the graph of the exponential
function were then related to the growth of military
expenditures and wol1d population. The negatwe ex-
ponential function was applied to animal population ex-
tinction (blue whales) . Step functions were made
meaningful via population pyramids in various geo-
graphical and time periods.
Periodic functions appeared in cyclical fluctuations
in grain produdion and the ensuing population in Westem
Europe in the period 1660-1860: and in relation to
predator and prey population data .
The concept of mathematical tree precipitated from
the principle of "Each one Teach Two" appl ied 10wipe out
illiteracy; similarly it applied to the conclusion that "we are
aUone human famity· in trac ing back the tree of genera-
tions some 2.000 years. The mult iplier effect was simi-
larly discussed in relation to the Keynesian Multiplier and
the Social Spending Divtdend as applied to the Head
Start Program. Quoling once aga in trom a letter to the
Bergen Record entitled The Social Spending Dwidend:
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When Franklin Delano Roosevelt was inaugu-
rated as president in 1933, he soughtthe advice
of Alexander Sachs of Lehamnn Brothers on
how to fight the depression. Sachs. following the
Keynesian theory of pUITl>-priming , suggested
that every dollar spent by the federal govern-
ment on public works would mult iply through
increased economic act ivity, jobs, anc! incomes
and eventually produce more than enough tax
revenue to cover the initial outlay.
• .• The Head Start program, which makes early
childhood education available to disadvantaged
ch ildren, by contrast has proven itseU to be a
self·multiplringand self-liquidating subsidy. The
program started in 1965, has served anc! aver-
age of 500.000 three and tour year olds a year -
at an average cost of $2,500 . The total cost of
the program has been on the order ot $13 billion.
II has reliably been est imated that for every
$1.00 invested in this program, the savings to
society in expenditures 10rhealth, remedial edu -
cation and crime related activities multiplies to
some $4 .75.
This suggests that we calculate the dividends
produced by socially useful projects, as they
multiply and generate the ir own returns over the
long term. Such a model of accounting could
prolitably be applied to , say, subsidized housing,
in preventive health care , and job Iraining of
unemployed youth ... .
Combinations and Permutations revealed the huge
number of alternative ways of arranging our national
priorities. Or the number of alternative sibling configu-
rations in a four child family. Or the number of dances
based on the nine fundamental movements of the belly
dance. ortne huge variety of phenotypes reSUlting Irom
the combinations in various groups of some twenty odd
amino acids in the genotype's proteins.
The students were asked to write a term paper
app lying some 01 the skills learned. Topics of papers
were . 10r instance : Election Campaign Financing,
GarTt:>ling, Divorce: How does it relate to Juven ile Delin-
quency? ONning an Apartment Building. Running a
University.
Students pertormed dist inct ly better than in the stan-
dard remedial courses and quite a few went on to more
advanced mathematics courses. The level of enthusi-
asm in the course was very high.
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Below are some typical comments :
Mostof the dass had afear ot math, like Idid,and
Prof. Yevick was able , over a tew classes, to rid
us of that very real teeling. Within a lew weeks
I was able to argue political quesHons using
concepts I had learned in class. I could not only
read,but understandthe graphs used inthe New
Yorlt' Times. Within ten minutes in a class one
night. Iwas able to provethat everyperson inthe
world can be led by using available land. The list
can go on and on. The point is that I am more
secure in rr'rfpolitical choices, stock options and
general interactions. I even used what Prof.
Yevick taught me in a sennan in my church. . .
Ifoundthe course tobe a refreshing changefrom
other math courses I took. Thus far I've taken
Algebra, Probability and Statistics and Calculus
andall 01 them seemedso irrelevant to the world.
This course taught math trom a pradical stand-
poinl . .. I might not have gone through college
haling mathso much and having anxieties about
the topic when it was mentioned.
Math for Life studies has equipped me with
excellent math skills,technical expertise inprob-
lem solving, and the capacity to successfully
learn ether higher mathematic principles. Alge·
bra, analytic geometry, statistics and other
mathematical principles were creatively pre-
sented in class. Atter learning these principles
they were applied to many areas otdaily living,
increasing our value and understanding of math
.. . Presently I am studying pre-ealculus and
maintaining a B+ grade in this course. Many ot
the concepts and skills learned in the Math for
life course enabled me to do well and expand
my math education .. .
In conclusion. I hope that a new and continuing
student body will be given the opportunity I had
to see atantasticview of the world of mathemat-
ics.. .
Chapters from my manuscript Mathematics for the
Billens and supplementary dass notes and exercises
written by me were used as class materials. (This
manuscript is looking tor a publisher}
Mathematics for life was abolished as a courseotter-
ingwhen UniversityCollegewas merged into the Rutgers
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DayCoUege. Iam interestedindisseminati!l'Jthemethods
and materials ot this course by collaborating with others
engaged in similarundertakingsor bytalking to teachers.
The (copyrighted) manuscript is presently in Xeroxed
form. If there is a sufficientdemand, it could be put into a
cheaper format for distribution.
To end. let me quote lrom Lancelot Hogben's best
seller Mathematics for the Millen:
Fruitful progressean and will be made in solving
the economic and political problems of the day
when a large t'lJlT'Der of people will be thinking
together about the same thing.
This course isbased onthe belief thatto do sopeople
must understand the base <J.Iantitative tools with which
to think these problems through.
ADDENDUM
MATliEMATICS AS A CONSCIOUSNESS RAISER
STREET MATliEMATICS
on the two nightswhen I returned from the meetings
in San Francisco,lneglectedtotakeoHmybadge. Iwas
addressed on both occasions on the subject of math:
once by an adult studentof nursing on the trolleyear; by
a cab driver the other time. The future nurse - an A
student except for math - worried about how 10 master
the subject which she liked in spite of her struggleswith
it. The cab driver had just spent the evening working
tractions with his son and discussed excitedly how the
subjed fascinated him, even though rt was difficult.
I told my students in the Math For Life And Society
course to think about mathematics when driving home
from class. before going to sleep, while scrubbingfloors
or cooking dinner as I did very otten. llold thernthat the
benefits of such thinking extend beyond solving some
particular math problem. The half hour a day, say,spent
removed from pressing day-to-day concerns and the
sudden flash of insight revealing the solution to a prob-
lem, help gain a broader perspective and adivate clear
thinking. The concentration enriches one's innerlife and
enhances one's general self-confidence. It. so to say.
develops another thinking cap with wheh to view one's
personal problems in a more abstract and socialcontext.
During the latter hall ot the last century in Westem
Europe as well as during the Depression years hereand
there, free evening lectures for wonting peop&e by aca-
deme volunteers or others were quite corrunon. I per-
sonally am familiar with the cultural revival brought by
Hans Polak. the founder ot the Dutch Diamant Werlt'etS
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Bond, the diamond workers' union, to an impoverished
andbrutalizedproletariat. Hedeveklped -among other
things - an intense interest in Opera. The singing of
arias became an acc:orJ1)animent to the grinding of
polishing wheels and their roosical expertise increased
the sen-respect 01 the workers.
The philosopher, Susanne Langer in her book Mind.
AnEssayon Human Feeling, wrote that the humanbrain
evolved in such a way as to have an independent need
for sen-asserton . This hunger of the mind feeds on
imagination andaction. Why not try mathematicsto feed
this hunger?
There is a lot of appetite for math out there in the
streets, as one finds cut soon enough in casual cenver-
sations about the subiect. ("J wish I had learned more
math." "I was never good at math because the teacher
didn' make it ciear," etc.) Perhaps we couk:l appease
some of this hunger by teaching relevant math on street
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comers orolherplaces. (Bring aplacard sayingperhaps:
"Powers ofTen Explained Tonight To Help You SeeOur
Budget Priorities") and bringing aklng enough "tlrtors" to
help those who wish to understand. Nor let us forget the
work we mightdo with even little children. I have seen a
Change in sea-esteem in a five year okS black boy to
whom I taught addition during a long train ride. We could
involve ourselves in Head Start programs and so help
grow a generaUon of mathematically competentminority
children.
If a large nun'tler of people are "to think together
aboutthe samething,"as statedby lancelot Hogben,we
can do no better than to help them acquire the tools and
thereby the sex-ccnncerce to do so.
let's rap mathematics. Mathematical ccosccus-
ness raising can stir the imagination and Iree people's
pleasure in and courage to think.
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